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ABSTRACT

PORTABLE RESPONSIVE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 1957 TO 1982:
A HISTORICAL CONTENT ANALYSIS
USING FAILURE MODE AND
EFFECT ANALYSIS
Bettylynne F. Gregg, Ed.D.
Department of Educational Technology, Research and Assessment
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Rebecca Butler, Director

This historical content analysis study examined portable responsive instructional
materials used by United States teachers and students in primary, secondary, and higher
education instructional settings for the period of 1957 through 1982—the beginning of the space
race with the stimulus of educational funding from the National Defense Education Act (NDEA)
to the introduction of classroom computers into the mainstream education population. During
this period, a plethora of instructional materials was implemented in classrooms, which
supported the audiovisual movement to improve performance and knowledge. This study
focused on the pedagogical and functional uses of instructional materials from the specified
period of history.
Instructional materials included in this qualitative study provided a response from or
feedback to the participant through some form of communication—a screen, display, or other
mode of communication. The physical nature of the studied instructional materials was small,
lightweight, and portable, and each was used collaboratively or individually for instructional
purposes in an educational environment. With this definition in mind, certain materials that were

important to the audiovisual movement, such as movie projectors and cameras, were not
included in this study. Instructional materials from corporate training were not included in this
study with the exception of materials that crossed over from the corporate arena to the
educational environment.
Pedagogical and functional frameworks of identified instructional materials from 1957 to
1982 provided a foundation from which to compare contemporary instructional materials and
devices to those of the past, to predict pedagogical purposes, and to support current integration of
instructional materials such as handheld devices into the classroom based on historical
information gathered in this study.
Analysis of the instructional materials was based on audiovisual codes found in the
literature of the time. To further analyze the data gathered, a failure mode and effect analysis
(FMEA) method was adapted and applied to determine the success or failure of specified
functionality of the identified instructional materials.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
“History is reflected in today’s political, social, cultural, conceptual, ideological—and not
least—scientific developments.”1 As Rohstock suggests, history is part of the present-day, it is
always “present in the past,” and it can help provide new insights for future developments.2 My
educational technology interests lie in the historical aspects of instructional materials used in an
educational setting, specifically in the kindergarten through higher education arena. Providing
information on how these materials have been used in the past will help educational
technologists and educators understand the use of such instructional materials and devices for
current educational purposes, how instructional materials were used as curricular aids, and how
to use historical information to influence the acceptance of current devices into the classroom
through a failure analysis.
Recent instructional focus on the use of handheld devices has been to increase student
engagement, collaboration, and motivation to learn.3 In an educational evaluation program, Palm

1

A. Rohstock, “The History of Higher Education,” in Education Systems in Historical, Cultural, and
Sociological Perspectives, eds. D. Trohler and R. Barbu (Rotterdam: Sense Publishers, 2011).
2
3

Rohstock, "History of Higher Education."

E. Soloway et al., “Log On Education: Handheld Devices Are Ready-at-Hand,” Communications of the
ACM44, no. 6 (June 2001): 15-20.; G. Zurita and M. Nussbaum, “A Constructivist Mobile Learning Environment
Supported by a Wireless Handheld Network,” Journal of Computer Assisted Learning 20, no. 4 (August 2004): 235243.; C. Dede, “Planning for ‘Neomillennial’ Learning Styles: Implications for Investments in Technology and

2
Education Pioneers (PEP) handheld computers were distributed to one hundred teachers in the
2001-2002 school year.4 The research conducted learned about K-12 classroom usage and
integration of handheld devices into classroom activities. Benefits discovered in the PEP study
showed that teachers using handheld devices for instruction allowed for student collaboration,
increased student engagement, and increased student initiative to learn and explore lessons.5
Learning with handheld devices included the use of these collaborative communication tools
conducive to improving performance. As early as a decade ago, the importance of studying
handheld devices was shown in educational technology trends. Donald Ely, a prominent
researcher and educational technologist as shown through his research and publications in the
fields of audiovisual, instructional, and educational technology,6 identified two trends that
pertain to handheld devices. The first trend was the new dynamic growth of delivery systems in
educational technology including wireless devices such as laptops and handheld devices.7 Ely
Faculty,” Chap. 15 in Educating the Net Generation, eds. D. Oblinger and J. Oblinger (Louisville, CO: Educause,
2005), 15.1-15.22, accessed January 8, 2015, http://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/pub7101o.pdf: 15.9.
4

D. Tatar et al., “Handhelds Go to School: Lessons Learned,” Computer 36, no. 9 (September 2003): 30-

5

Tatar et al., “Handhelds Go to School.”

37.

6

D. Ely, The Changing Role of the Audiovisual Process in Education: A Definition and a Glossary of
Related Terms, Monograph No. 1 of the Technological Development Project of the National Education Association
(Washington, DC: National Education Association, 1963), 1-148.; D. Ely, “Toward a Philosophy of Instructional
Technology,” Journal of Educational Technology 2, no. 1 (May 1970): 81-94.; D. Ely, “Defining the Field of
Educational Technology,” Audiovisual Instruction 18, no. 3 (March 1973): 52-53.; D. Ely, “Conditions That
Facilitate the Implementation of Educational Technology Innovations,” Research on Computing in Education 23,
no. 2 (1990): 298-305.; D. Ely and T. Plomp, Classic Writings On Instructional Technology (Englewood: Libraries
Unlimited, Inc., 1996).; R. Reiser and D. Ely, “The Field of Educational Technology as Reflected through Its
Definitions, “Educational Technology Research and Development 45, no. 3 (September 1997): 63-72.; D. Ely,
“New Perspective On the Implementation of Educational Technology Innovations” (Association for Educational
Communications and Technology Annual Conference, Houston, TX, February 1999).; D. Ely, “Toward a
Philosophy of Instructional Technology: Thirty Years On,” British Journal of Educational Technology 30, no. 4
(October 1999): 305-310.; D. Ely, Trends in Educational Technology, 5th ed. (Washington, DC: ERIC Publications,
2002).
7

Ely, Trends in Educational Technology.

3
mentioned as the second trend, the “insistence that teachers must become technologically
literate.”8 In his same book, Ely advocated the need to prepare teachers to be able to use
technological devices.9 In addition, Zurita and Nussbaum found that students who used handheld
devices were more motivated to learn than the control group who used traditional paper and
pencil activities.10 The current use of handheld devices in classrooms also enriches students’
exposure to a variety of authentic resources. Examples of current uses include the internet and
databases as well as wikis and blogs for collaboration.11
How did instructional materials evolve into multimodal, portable, effective educational
tools? In my study, I researched the foundations of current handheld devices through a historical
approach that considers the uses of classroom instructional materials in the past. Particularly, I
was interested in discovering how selected portable responsive instructional materials influenced
instruction from 1957 to 1982. These dates were significant as they are bound by the start of the
space race in 1957 and the acceptance of the classroom computer in 1982. Educational
computers existed prior to the 1980s, especially for programmed instruction, as seen in Wittich’s
1973 research.12 The introduction date of classroom computers varies from the Osborne Personal
Computer in 1981,13 to the introduction of the Apple IIe in 198214 or the International Business
8

Ely, Trends in Educational Technology, 39.

9

Ely, Trends in Educational Technology.

10

Zurita and Nussbaum, "Constructivist Mobile Learning Environment."

11

M. McCaffrey, “Why Mobile Is a Must,” T. H. E. Journal 38, no. 2 (February 2011): 21-22, accessed
February 8, 2012, http://thejournal.com/articles/2011/02/08/why-mobile-is-a-must.aspx.
12

W. Wittich and C. Schuller, Instructional Technology: Its Nature and Use, 5th ed. (New York: Harper &
Row, 1973).
13

Osborne Computer Corporation, “Going to Work with an Osborne Personal Business Computer,”
Computer History Museum, January 24, 2006, accessed February 4, 2014,
http://archive.computerhistory.org/resources/text/Osborne/Osborne.Osborne1.1981.102646263.pdf.

4
Machines’ personal computer for office, home, and classroom in 1983.15 A 1983 report shows
that computers were used for instructional purposes in more than 75% of secondary schools and
up to 40% at the elementary level.16 For the purpose of this study, the year 1982 was used to
mark the general acceptance of classroom computer use. My study was an exploration of
instructional materials for the specified twenty-five-year period to learn what influences these
devices had on instruction both functionally and pedagogically as well as to conduct a failure
analysis. A failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) technique was used for determining the
possible failures of devices by examining potential problems and issues as a unique analysis tool
in the educational technology field. FMEA is recognized as an analysis tool in the engineering
and manufacturing fields.17 FMEA is discussed as an analysis tool that provided a unique
analysis to this research in Chapter 6.
Instructional technologists seldom refer to what has happened in the past.18 However, it is
important to study history because it explains human behavior.19 As a framework for this study, a

14

D. Pett and S. Grabinger, “Instructional Media Production,” in Instructional Technology: Past, Present,
and Future, ed. G. Anglin (Englewood: Libraries Unlimited, Inc., 1995), 308.; Apple Inc., “Apple IIe,” Computer
History Museum, January 6, 2006, accessed February 14, 2014,
http://archive.computerhistory.org/resources/text/Apple/Apple.IIe.1982.102646266.pdf.
15

International Business Machines Corporation, “IBM Personal Computers: For the Office, Home,
Classroom,” Computer History Museum, January 6, 2006, accessed February 4, 2014,
http://archive.computerhistory.org/resources/text/IBM/IBM.PC.1983.102646177.pdf.
16

Center for Social Organization of Schools, School Uses of Microcomputers. Reports from a National
Survey, Issue No. 1 (Baltimore: Center for Social Organization of Schools, John Hopkins University, 1983), 4.
17

F. Boylan, “Beg, Steal or Borrow? The Challenges Faced by Borrowing the Failure Mode and Effects
Analysis Method to Elicit the Unintended Consequences of Implementing E-Learning in the Higher Education
Context” (International Technology, Education and Development Conference, Valencia, Spain, March 9-11, 2009),
1-9.
18

S. M. Ross, G. R. Morrison, and D. L. Lowther, “Educational Technology Research Past and Present:
Balancing Rigor and Relevance to Impact School Learning,” Contemporary Education Technology 1, no. 1 (January
2010): 17-35.

5
historical content analysis was used to learn about historical experiences with instructional
materials for the designated period. Ultimately, learning from the past creates an understanding
of how society has evolved.20
In explaining human behavior from a historical perspective, trends in educational
technology were identified in this study. In the 1920s, when Pressey’s teaching machine was first
introduced as a mechanical device, educational theory began being applied to programmed
instruction. As instructional materials evolved, so did instructional theory to include programbased instruction such as Thorndike’s 1912 Law of Effect and Skinner’s 1930s operant
conditioning.21 Through progression, instructional theory has evolved to include the current trend
of mobile learning (m-Learning)—that is, learning achieved through portable, personal devices.22
As seen in research by Skinner, Dieterle and Dede, and Zurita and Nussbaum as well as others,
these learning theories continue to be used in educational environments.23 To use a historical
analogy, based on the fictional story of Dickens’ A Christmas Carol, Glaser discussed Pressey’s

19

P. Stearns, “Why Study History?,” American Historical Association, July 11, 2008, accessed March 17,
2012, http://www.historians.org/pubs/free/WhyStudyHistory.htm.
20

J. R. Fraenkel and N. E. Wallen, How to Design and Evaluate Research in Education, 3rd ed. (New
York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1996).
21
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Present and Future, ed. G. J. Anglin (Englewood: Libraries Unlimited, Inc., 1995), 11-19.
22

J. Traxler, “Defining Mobile Learning” (IADIS International Conference Mobile Learning 2005,
Helsinki, Finland, 2005), 261-266.; C. Norris and E. Soloway, “Handhelds: Getting Mobile,” District
Administration (July 2008), accessed April 9, 2011,
http://www.districtadministration.com/viewarticle.aspx?articleid=1638&p=3.
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B. F. Skinner, About Behaviorism. (New York: Vintage Books, 1974).; Zurita and Nussbaum,
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Devices,” Journal of Computer Assisted Learning 19, no. 3 (September 2003): 260-272.; E. Dieterle and C. Dede,
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(Report from American Educational Research Association Conference, San Francisco, 2006), 1-24.; B. Patten, I.
Sánchez, and B. Tangney, “Designing Collaborative, Constructionist, and Contextual Applications for Handheld
Devices,” Computers and Education 46, no. 3 (April 2006): 294-308.
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1920s research as “Christmas Past,” Skinner’s as having the role of “Christmas Present,” and
Ramo’s 1959 research on upcoming trends to represent “Christmas to Come.”24 In the past
ninety years since Pressey’s teaching machine, much has changed in the educational uses of
instructional materials, and the role of “Christmas to Come” has evolved from Ramo’s 1959
prediction of using electronics to enhance instruction to the reality of electronic devices for
classroom instruction. Because instructional materials have evolved through history, as seen
from the first teaching machines to the current tablet and smartphone technologies, it was
important to consider and to support such changes for classroom instruction and to facilitate
specific products to enhance learning environments.25

Statement of the Problem

Educational technologists need to consider how instructional materials have been used in
classroom situations to better understand instructional pedagogies and functions. How have
hands-on activities such as Froebel’s set of twenty objects created for kindergarten students26
evolved to be manipulative devices with which to instruct? In addition, how has the use of such
devices influenced learning behaviors? As shown in Thorndike’s Law of Effect which proposed
that practice produces learning, the more a student practices and receives feedback, the greater

24
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Programmed Learning: A Source Book, ed. A. Lumsdaine and R. Glaser (Washington, DC: Department of AudioVisual Instruction, National Education Association, 1960), 23.
25
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Dempsey (Upper Saddle River: Pearson Education, Inc., 2006), 104-111.
26
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Real World of Play and Learning,” American Journal of Play 2, no. 1 (Summer 2009): 85-99.
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the retention of the information and the more behaviors are weakened or reinforced.27
Thorndike’s experiment with hungry cats showed that the cats learned how to escape from the
box to receive a fish as their reward; thus through repeated attempts, the cats learned.28
Thorndike’s experiments regarding stimulus-response theories led to future theories such as
Skinner’s operant conditioning and behaviorism.29 As Thorndike contended in 1912, “the best
teacher uses books and appliances” to enforce his/her point; teachers should use tools that will
save time and effort.30
Heinich called attention to the need to study historical origins of instructional devices.31
He compared technological devices’ initial startup such as the Gutenberg press, the railroad, and
automobiles, which were all considered failures in the beginning—as there was no obvious
improvement to the hand-written manuscripts and use of horses for transportation of the time.32
The historical study of instructional materials provides insight on how to use and
integrate modern and ever-changing current devices as well as informs the future of educational
environments.
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E. Thorndike, The Elements of Psychology (Syracuse: The Mason-Henry Press, 1905).; J. A.
Pershing, Handbook of Human Performance Technology, 3rd ed. (San Francisco: Pfeiffer, 2006), 161.
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Research, and Practice (New York: Routledge, 2011), 52.
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Terms and Definitions

To help readers understand and interpret terms used in this study, the following
definitions are provided. I have chosen to provide this information early in the dissertation to
clarify terms used in this chapter as well as throughout this study. Thus, for the purpose of this
study, the following definitions are used:
Audience: Audience is defined as United States students and teachers participating in
primary, secondary, and higher education classes for instruction and learning purposes. The
words students, learners, instructors, and teachers are used to represent this audience.
Audiovisual instruction (audiovisual communications): As defined by Dorris in 1928,
learning enhanced by visual experiences involved the use of “flat pictures, models,
…stereographs, stereopticon slides, and motion pictures.”33 By 1947, the definition expanded to
include the wide use of teaching materials to complement the textbook, such as radio and
“synthetic training devices.”34 By 1963, the National Education Association’s (NEA)
Department of Audiovisual Instruction (DAVI) coined the term audiovisual communications to
represent “a branch of educational theory and practice concerned primarily with the design and
use of messages which control the learning process.”35 Historically, the term audiovisual was
written as audio visual, audiovisual, or AV. More recently, the word media is used, which implies

33

A. V. Dorris, Visual Instruction in the Public Schools (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1928), 6.

34

E. G. Noel and J. P. Leonard, Foundations for Teacher Education in Audio-Visual
Instruction (Washington, DC: American Council on Education, 1947), 1.
35
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instructional content delivered via computers, the internet, and mobile applications.36 This study
uses the word audiovisual throughout.
Computer-assisted instruction (CAI): Based on Skinner’s behaviorist and teaching
machine research, early use of CAI included drill and practice activities as well as instructordirected tutorials. CAI became prominent in the 1950s and 1960s as computer manufacturers
realized the potential profit in the educational markets.37
Educational technology: The current definition, as defined in 2007 by the Association for
Educational Communications and Technology (AECT), states, “Educational technology is the
study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving performance by creating, using,
and managing appropriate technological process and resources.”38 The committee that formed
the 2007 definition spent much time discussing the word choice of educational over
instructional.39 The 2007 AECT definition uses the term educational, as the committee
incorporated instruction as a subset of education and wanted to include part of the association’s
name—educational—within the definition.40 The 2007 AECT definition covers a broad view of
educational technology—a definition that allows practitioners and researchers a variety of
options. More information about educational technology and its impact on this study is included

36

R. Reiser, “Audiovisual Instruction,” in Encyclopedia of Terminology for Educational Communications
and Technology, ed. R. C. Richey (New York: Springer, 2013), 16.
37
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Association for Educational Communications and Technology, “Definition” in Educational Technology:
A Definition with Commentary, eds. A. Januszewski and M. Molenda (New York: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
2007), 1.
39

A. Januszewski, “Afterword,” in Educational Technology: A Definition with Commentary (New York:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2008), 345.
40

Januszewski, "Afterword," 345.
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in Chapter 3. For the purpose of this study, the term educational technology is also representative
of instructional technology. Terms used match their usage in the referenced materials.
Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA): FMEA is a “technique used to define, identify
and eliminate known and/or potential failures, problems, errors…from the system, design,
process and/or service.”41 FMEA classifies the potential failure by assigning a severity code.42
Although used primarily in engineering, production, and manufacturing, as applied to
instructional materials, FMEA provides a unique perspective as an analysis tool for this study.
Feedback: Feedback is responses issued to monitor and evaluate progress of an objective
or goal.43 Many instructional scholars believe feedback is necessary to advance learning.44 Berlo
perceived the role of feedback as an essential part of the model of communication that named the
source, the message, the channel, and the receiver (SMCR) as its key components. Berlo used
channels to represent various transmitters of the message such as feedback by the person or by an
audiovisual method.45 Feedback can motivate and improve performance by increasing students’
desire to learn.46
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T. P. Omdahl, ed., Reliability, Availability and Maintainability Dictionary (Milwaukee: ASQC Quality
Press, 1988), 4.
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Rinehart and Winston, 1960).
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Handheld device(s): The physical nature of a handheld device is small, personal, and
portable, a device that is lightweight so it can be held comfortably. Handheld devices are used in
instructional settings to improve performance and knowledge. The device can be collaborative or
individual in its functionality and/or can provide an answer or can support classroom activities.
Handheld devices can be electronic or mechanical-powered by battery or other electric source or
manipulated by hand. Learning with handheld devices is described as communicative and
computational without regard to location.47 Handheld devices are associated with m-Learning—
learning wherever and whenever.48 Examples of handheld devices are smartphones—a mobile
phone with computer-like capability—tablets, and classroom response systems. For the purpose
of this study, handheld devices is a contemporary term for instructional materials that are
portable and responsive. The spelling hand-held is used as an alternative in this study to match
the spelling in referenced materials.
Instructional materials 1957-1982: In an educational setting, instructional materials are
used to improve performance and knowledge; they include categories such as audio, motion and
still film, projectors, cameras, field trips, and television.49 For the purpose of this study, the
instructional materials used from 1957 to 1982 allow some type of response or feedback either to
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Mobile Technologies Into Four Types,” International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning 12, no. 2
(February 2011): 78-102.
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2007), 6.
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or from the participant from a display, screen, or other form of communication between the
participant and the material. The participant may be a student or a teacher. The physical nature of
the instructional materials is small, lightweight, and portable so it can be held comfortably. They
can be collaborative or individual in their functionality, can serve to solve a problem, and/or can
provide an answer in supporting classroom activities. Instructional materials can be electronic or
mechanical. Examples of instructional materials that meet the definition set for this study
include, but are not limited to reading accelerators, response systems, slide rules, and calculators.
Many types of instructional materials used during this period are not included due to the specific
definition used for this study. For example, cameras and video equipment are not included in this
study, as the participant does not respond directly using the equipment. This study focused on
instructional materials used in education rather than corporate settings but included any device
that crossed over from corporate to the educational realms. Other terms used to describe
instructional materials are instructional aids,50 audiovisual materials,51 audiovisual equipment,52
instructional media,53 and handheld devices.54 Portable and responsive instructional materials
used from 1957 to 1982 is abbreviated to PRIM ’57-’82 .
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Instructional media (educational media): In a 1963 task force position paper for the
AECT, Morris described instructional media as “tools for teaching and avenues of learning,”
which included items that could be heard, seen, read, listened to, and manipulated with.55
Gerlach and Ely further classified media as “any person, material or event that establishes
conditions which enable the learner to acquire knowledge, skills and attitudes.”56 Reiser and
Gagné defined instructional media as any manner or method used to deliver instruction other
than the textbook, the classroom board (chalk or white), or the teacher.57 Lastly, the 2013
Encyclopedia of Terminology for Educational Communications and Technology definition of
instructional media refers the reader to audiovisual instruction, as the term has evolved. Based
on these definitions of media, the term instructional materials is a subset of instructional media.
Instructional technology: As defined in 1994, instructional technology is “the theory and
practice of design, development, utilization, management and evaluation of processes and
resources for learning.”58 With this definition, instructional materials were considered a resource
used for learning. The word instructional incorporates both the traditional classroom as well as
learners in a corporate environment. Instructional technology has been a field that has evolved,
through definition and redefintion over the past century, while reflecting changes in roles and
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functions of the profession. Refer to Chapter 3 for additonal information concerning the history
of educational/instructional technology and its impact on this study.
Knowledge: Knowledge is the constructive interaction of a person with subject materials
based on previous experiences resulting in an improved understanding of the instructional
materials.59
Learning: Learning is the change in a person’s knowledge or behavior based on
experiences.60 Learning is a process through which a person gains new skills and knowledge
through study.61
Media: See Instructional Media.
m-Learning (mobile learning): m-Learning is described as learning achieved with a
personal, portable, multimodal, and constructive device to assist in real-world simulations.62 For
my purpose, m-Learning also includes ubiquitous learning (u-Learning) and electronic learning
(e-Learning), although there are variations as defined in the literature resources for this study.63
e-Learning is a term that became prominent as early as 2003.64
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Programmed instruction: Programmed instruction tends to use a linear or branching logic
for an individual learner.65 It is initially thought of as an instructional system using a variety of
media for instruction.66 Foundations of programmed instruction, written by Comenius in the
1600s, were thought to be that no student should proceed until he/she understands the
objective.67 Thorndike prescribed this same thought in the early 1900s as programmed
instruction become an intructional method.68 Markle, in 1963, described programmed instruction
as the use of “programed [sic] materials to achieve educational objectives.”69 Furthermore, in the
early 1960s, the Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA) publication, Studies on Intelligence,
described programmed instruction as an “attempt to apply the science of learning to the art of
teaching.”70
Response: A response is a psychological term used to label a behavior to a stimulas as a
verbal, such as answering a question, or a non verbal reaction, such as making a selection or
pushing a key.71 Skinner further defined response as being to write an answer or push a button or
as being a principle of reinforcement, such as feedback made while using a teaching machine or
65
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other instructional devices.72 Cook believed that unless a student made some form of response in
the learning process, learning had not taken place.73 Additonal information about instructional
materials that allow a response are discussed in Chapter 4.
Space race (race for space): Spurred on by the Cold War between the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (USSR) and the United States of America (USA), the race for space was
started with the Soviets’ launching of Sputnik 1 in 1957 and the first Soviet-manned flight in
1961. The Cold War and the launching of Sputnik prompted the creation of the National Defense
Education Act (NDEA) of 1958, which advanced math, science, and technology education
through grants for research on audiovisual aids and training for teachers for classroom use of
these tools, as well as for providing a network to disseminate research information through
catalogs, reviews, and advisements.74 President Kennedy, in a special message on September 12,
1962, announced, “We choose the moon,” which placed additional emphasis on educational
preparation in American schools and provided funding to send a man to the moon.75
Smartphone: A smartphone is a communication device with features such as internet
access, location awareness, word processing, referential and data access, calendaring, and
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collaboration abilities.76 Ericsson, a telecommunications manufacturer, first used the term
smartphone in describing the GS88 telephone developed in 1997.77
Teaching machine: A teaching machine is an instruction-providing device that requires
an active response or interaction with the machine. The response time allows for individualized
student instruction. In addition, the device must provide immediate feedback on student-provided
responses.78
Tool: A tool is an instructional material used to improve learning and to assist in
instruction as based on Taylor’s 1980 concept of computers as tools.79
Although this is a comprehensive list of definitions, it is meant to be a starting point. As
seen throughout audiovisual and educational technology history, definitions and contexts change
and evolve. Providing context aids in the understanding of the events and instructional materials
from 1957 to 1982 and is provided throughout this document in reference to these definitions.80
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Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to develop a knowledge base for the educational
technology field regarding a subset of instructional materials used from 1957 to 1982. This study
looked at the materials that met the specified requirements as outlined in its Terms and
Definitions section—materials that are portable and responsive. As Heinich suggests, technology
needs to be reviewed not just from the beginning performance but also as a whole.81 Establishing
a clearly defined set of instructional media used during this time allows me to apply FMEA to
the specifically identified instructional materials of the period and to establish a framework
designating pedagogical and functional implications of the designated tools.

Background of the Study

Instructional materials described in this study are small, portable, and responsive
materials or devices that can be used in a learning environment. In the period between 1957 and
1982, the concept of instructional materials was established through the audiovisual movement.
A current term as used in this study to describe instructional materials is handheld devices. From
a historical perspective, the use of handheld in reference to a handheld viewing device was found
in the literature as early as 1963.82 In Rosenberg and Feinstein’s 1976 edition of Dictionary of
Library and Educational Technology, the term hand viewer was present, but the terms handheld,
tool, or device were not represented.83 Apple introduced the first personal digital assistants
81
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(PDAs) in 1993, yet it was not until approximately 2001, with the influx and increased demand
for PDA functionality, that the word handheld was used in the educational technology field.84
Making the association between instructional materials and handheld devices assists in making
connections between the contemporary and historical uses of these types of tools in education. It
is important to establish the evolutionary progress between instructional materials and handheld
devices to show the connection of the past to the present.
My definition of instructional materials from 1957 to 1982 assisted in refining the
research process of identifying educational tools. Thus, my research included a subset of the
instructional devices available during the specified twenty-five-year period.
My content analysis historiography of instructional materials fills a gap in the available
research on instructional tools from 1957 to 1982. Saettler, a well-recognized historian in the
educational technology field, provided information on the beginning of media research starting
with the 1937 Rockefeller Foundation study at the University of Wisconsin and continuing
through later projects on radio and instructional film. According to Saettler, research evolved to
include behavioral objectives, teaching machines, and programmed and computer-aided
instruction.85 In addition, in 1958, Skinner identified the need to provide a historical comparison
of his 1950s teaching machine to Pressey’s 1920 machine, thus underlining the importance of
historical research.86
Benjamin provided a historical perspective regarding teaching machines used in
education from the 1920’s introduction of Pressey’s teaching machine to Skinner’s 1953
84
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reintroduction of that machine. Included in Benjamin’s perspective is evidence of the increasing
use of programmed instruction from the 1920s as well as its decline in the 1960s.87 While
Benjamin published an in-depth study on teaching machines used throughout the period, he did
not address other instructional devices used during this time. My interest in studying
instructional materials from 1957 to 1982 is due to the lack of research available on other
devices, such as reading machines, slide rules, and calculators within this period. In my efforts to
explore instructional materials used in the twenty-five-year period between 1957 and 1982, I
provide similar historical information as Benjamin provided on a single instructional device type.
My study includes the period of the teaching machine’s rise and fall as a major device and
system in education, but due to its size and lack of portability, it was excluded from this study.
Instead, I focus on small and responsive devices used for instructional purposes.

Research Questions

Instructional materials have evolved over centuries. For example, instructional materials
trace back to the Orbus pictus, a visual aid used by Comenius in the
1650s; to Froebel’s gifts in the 1830s; and to the stylus used in sand to instruct in nineteenthcentury Lancasterian classrooms.88 Current handheld devices in the classroom include personal
response systems, smartphones, and iPads/tablets. My research evolved as I discovered PRIM
’57-’82 and found connections between historical uses from the beginning of the space race
through the introduction of the classroom computer—a time span of twenty-five years.
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My interest in the historical uses of instructional materials from 1957 to 1982 that were
chiefly small, portable, and responsive devices and their applications in education raised several
questions that guided this research. Dieterle suggested in 2005 conference proceedings that
“substantial work is needed in developing strategies for design implementation” to recognize the
potential of handheld devices in instruction.89 Through this historical approach, perhaps
educational technologists can learn from previous work such as by finding a similar device or
purpose to use in building new strategies. The following questions guided my research. Given
the time period of 1957 to 1982,


What educational pedagogies became prevalent through the use of instructional
materials from 1957 to 1982 as defined by this research?



What were the educational functions of instructional materials from 1957 to 1982 as
defined by this research?



How was the functionality of instructional materials as defined by this research
considered a success or a failure as related to present-day portable and responsive
devices?



What were the life cycles of instructional materials as defined by this research in the
educational process?

The use of instructional materials, such as response systems and testing instruments has
advanced to current educational tools that promote interaction, collaboration, and at-hand
information for a mobile learning society.90 Using my research questions, I sought to contribute
89
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to the field of educational technology, to fill a gap in the literature regarding the history of
instructional materials, and to positively impact future applications of handheld devices in
instructional fields.

Significance of the Study

Continued study of instructional materials is important because learning opportunities
that seemed impossible five to ten years ago are now possible with handheld devices such as
tablets and smartphones. Students ten years ago carried heavy and expensive textbooks back and
forth to class. However, with mobile technologies, such as the variety of e-readers currently on
the market, students can access textbook content through a device that weighs far less than the
print version. Handheld devices continue to be developed and enhanced with functionality as
well as infrastructure advances such as 4G, the fourth generation of standards for mobile phone
communications, that provide internet access and unlimited and more affordable data plans. The
ongoing evolution of handheld devices creates the need for further research of their educational
potential.

Limitations of the Study

As with most historical research, a constraint of this study is the availability of primary
sources and, of particular consideration, the location of the sources. Although I was willing to
travel and locate resources for this research, I had a specific budget dedicated to this endeavor.
Another limitation is the availability of internet research and library resources such as databases
from the period selected for this research. Whereas resources are available for contemporary
studies, most journal articles from 1957 to 1982 have not been archived electronically.
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Fortunately, the Northern Illinois University (NIU) library archived education journals from this
period in a physical format, as did other libraries in Missouri and Texas.
A scarcity of actual artifacts is also a limitation of this study. From my research already
initiated, I had found photographs of devices used during the period. I explored and recorded
artifacts found in the Lee and Lida Cochran AECT Archives located on the NIU campus.
Although this is a national collection, I needed to evaluate how representative this collection is to
the whole United States. Through several virtual museums, such as the Smithsonian
Institute - National Museum of American History Collection, the Computer History Museum,
and the Joel and Irene Benedict Visual Literacy Collection, I was able to collect imagery of
artifacts relevant to my study. Although I researched many avenues to collect data, I was not able
to explore all of the aforementioned educational museums for artifacts, which placed a limitation
on my study.
Once instructional materials were identified as part of my study, I faced the challenge of
exploring their purposes and functions in an instructional setting. Limitations on identifying
these characteristics were in the location of instructors and students who had had experiences
with a specific device of the time as well as in the manufacturers of identified devices. Use of
oral history interviews as a primary source was minimal due to accessibility difficulties of
potential interviewees.
Using a FMEA may have had limitations in its use for this study due to the lack of
essential information needed to conduct the analysis. FMEA is generally a quantitative tool to
analyze failures in products by determining causes and offering solutions or adaptations. A
template was created by me to conduct a FMEA with the realization that not all required
components of the FMEA were available. Another limitation is that the FMEA conducted using
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PRIM ’57-’82 data was completed by an individual instead of a team. FMEAs led by one person
must identify any biases regarding the data collected.
Lastly, a limitation that exists with any historical research is the awareness of one’s own
biases and experiences. I needed to keep in mind that as a student during this time period, I
experienced the race to space in my classrooms, and the impact of the NDEA on science and
math education was evident in the teaching of “new math” in the early 1960s. I needed to
validate the authenticity and reliability of information without bringing my experiences into the
process. Methods described in the Methodology chapter were established to validate and
authenticate artifacts.

Theoretical Framework

My historical content analysis study is rooted in poststructural theory. Poststructuralism
examines the social discourses that influence the shape of individuals’ stories91 and can be
engaged to “examine any commonplace situations, any ordinary event or process to think about
it differently.”92 As Foucault initially explained, “we have to dig deeply to show how things have
been historically contingent.”93 Poststructural strategies require an author to rethink all past
history and to create his/her version of the historical events.94 For example, St. Pierre suggests an
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author has the ability to “analyze, contest, and change practices that are being used to construct
ourselves and the world.”95 Thus, the reader creates meaning by interacting with the text.96
Discourse is critical to the poststructural technique. Bové explains poststructuralism as
organized and regulated forms of language.97 Language is governed by constructed rules that
allow some statements to be made and others not; in other words, it allows discourse to “fit into
…its own history and conditions of existence.”98 Discourse is useful in poststructural
approaches, as it allows a change in the way we think of language—auditory or visual
languages—and how it operates in finding information.99 With this in mind, Van Djik describes
discourse as a social interaction between the participants.100 As further clarification, Van Dijk
explains discourse as communication to obtain knowledge.101 Discourse, simply stated, is not
just verbal; it organizes information from a way of thinking into a way of acting. 102
As a theoretical framework for this study, poststructuralism is effective in that it offers
new ways to read, both literally and visually, information concerning instructional materials from
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1957 to 1982.103 It additionally allows me to have a deep understanding of the data as a reader
participating in my own experiences104 because poststructural researchers are “highly selfconscious” in order to prevent the distortion of research experiences.105 Similar to Foucault view,
everyday experience and language are used to define knowledge.106 Thus, this study examining
the historical context of portable and responsive instructional materials from 1957 to 1982 is
viewed through a poststructural lens.

Organization of the Dissertation

The following chapters are relevant to the research that I conducted on instructional
materials from 1957 to 1982.
The introductory chapter provides background about the problem, key definitions and
terms used throughout the study, and the research questions that guided this study.
The methodology plan is discussed in Chapter 2. The methodology applied in this study
was a qualitative content analysis using written text descriptions and images of instructional
materials while applying a poststructural theory as a framework.
A literature review is incorporated throughout the dissertation. An integrated literature
review illustrates the use of instructional materials in the classroom and ties research about
instructional materials of the past to similar devices used currently in K-16 classrooms. A
103
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separate literature review chapter was not created, as the pertinent literature information was
included as part of the story of the instructional materials that met this study’s instructional
materials definition: portable and responsive, and used to improve classroom performance during
the 1957 to 1982 period. An extensive search was conducted for portable and responsive
instructional materials, which included books, peer-reviewed journal articles, images,
advertisements, interviews, and artifacts.
Additional chapters discuss selected instructional materials’ pedagogies and functions
from 1957 to 1982. This study’s organization by material types, pedagogies, and functions—
rather than by decades—allows for connections to the past as well as to the future. Chapters
based on a particular period or decade would limit the ability to make these types of connections
to present-day devices. Specific codes, categories, subcategories, and groups as determined in
this study are used to define the organization of the findings. When these organizational features
refer to the entire PRIM ’57-’82 group of objects, title case is used. For example, if I am
referring to the Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices as a set, italicized title case is
used, and when referring to generic audio-based devices, then sentence case is used.
After a discussion of instructional materials types, pedagogies, and functions, a findings
chapter is provided. In this chapter, I provide a functional framework derived from the available
instructional materials for the specified period, which is similar to Patten, Sánchez, and
Tangney’s framework on mobile devices.107 Similar to the identification of codes and categories
mentioned above, title case is used in reference to this study’s functional classifications (i.e.,
Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation).
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A chapter to explain how the specified instructional materials from the twenty-five-year
period were analyzed by using a FMEA illustrates possible failures that could have been
overcome by the invention and adaptation of devices in the current day.
The final chapter provides conclusions and a summary of the research. Included is
information about specifically defined instructional materials used in classroom instruction,
including classroom functions of the materials and the FMEA conducted on the functionality of
PRIM ’57-’82 objects.

CHAPTER 2

METHOODOLOGY

The methodology for this study was a qualitative perspective in the form of a content
analysis and a historiography to address the aspects of instructional materials used in education
from the launching of Sputnik 1in 1957 to the introduction of the classroom computer in 1982.
Reasons for choosing a content analysis for my dissertation are based on discovering new
information about uses of instructional materials and to identify any possible relationship
between the past and present uses of these materials in education as well as to establish a
framework of pedagogical and functional uses of the instructional tools found through the
research process. The narrative format of a historiography allows the information to be
formulated into an analytical story, to share the knowledge gained, to enlighten the reader to new
data, and to contribute to the educational technology field. Failure mode and effect analysis
(FMEA) was used to analyze the functional success or failure of the instructional materials
identified for this study. The purpose of this study was to answer the following research
questions:


What educational pedagogies became prevalent through the use of instructional
materials from 1957 to 1982 as defined by this research?



What were the educational functions of instructional materials from 1957 to 1982 as
defined by this research?
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How was the functionality of instructional materials as defined by this research
considered a success or a failure as related to present-day portable and responsive
devices?



What were the life cycles of instructional materials as defined by this research in the
educational process?

Eisele and Eisele explain the importance of historical educational technology documents.
The authors contend, “people think of educational technology as microcomputers in education,
with no significant precedents.”1 They also state that perhaps mistakes or ill-advised decisions
can be avoided by looking at past events; additionally, looking into the past may assist in
planning for successful implementation of instructional materials in education.2 Furthermore,
Willis contends that historical research is underutilized and stresses the significant contribution
that Saettler and Anglin have made to the history of educational technology. 3 To answer research
questions in a historical content analysis, rigorous research methodology using historical
documents, articles, advertisements, and other sources of images should be employed.4 Content
analysis and historiography as well as an “at large” literature review were utilized to answer the
research questions for this study.
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Content Analysis
Content analysis is defined as a research method for creating “replicable and valid
inferences from text (or other meaningful matter) to the context of their use.”5 Holsti defines
content analysis as a technique for “making inferences by systematically and objectively
identifying specified characteristics of the message.”6 Furthermore, Berelson (1952),
Krippendorff (1980), and Weber (1990), recognized leaders in the development of content
analysis, use words such as objective and systematic to define content analysis.7
Content analysis, used as an empirical inquiry for communications, is approximately
sixty to seventy years old as a research tool—yet historically it has been found in the 1600s when
studying European theology in nonreligious publications that were viewed as a threat to the
Church’s authority.8 Again used in the eighteenth century, content analysis was significant in the
research of 90 hymns published in the Songs of Zion, a collection of hymns thought to be
subversive to the church clergy.9 By the early twentieth century, newspapers, textbooks, and
print advertising were evaluated using content analysis methodology.10 Media were used as data
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in a propaganda content analysis study conducted initially by Lasswell in 1927.11 In fact, content
analysis was useful in the study of World War II propaganda, revealing the power of mass
communications.12 After World War II, content analysis was used as an interdisciplinary method
by psychologists, anthropologists, and historians.13As discussed by Holsti, Krippendorff, and
Prasad, content analysis relies on three basic principles. First, the researcher follows established
rules to remain objective in the data collection and findings processes. Second, content analysis
is a systematic approach to data analysis; in other words, the data selected to be part of a study
must meet specific criteria. Finally, the principle of content analysis is generalization: the results
of a content analysis study can be applied to other similar situations.14 Furthermore,
Krippendorff explains that content analysis is a research method that enables the researcher to
study beyond the impressionistic observations, to research in an unobtrusive manner, and to be
context-sensitive.15 Content analysis is considered a safe analytical method as it allows
researchers to review or return, as needed, to observe and analyze the data repeatedly.16 Content
analysis is labor-intensive in collecting, reviewing, and analyzing the data.17 Content analysis is
11
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suitable for working with large amounts of data and, with modern computer systems, large
amounts of data can be analyzed efficiently.18 Transana Software, a software package created for
qualitative researchers to analyze video, audio, and still images, is a program considered to be
helpful in managing large amounts of data.19 Other computer programs that assist in content
analysis include word counts, dictionary-based programs, and platforms that develop an
environment from the data.20 For this research, the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet program was
used to categorize, sort, and analyze the portable and responsive instructional materials 19571982 (PRIM ’57-’82) data that were collected.
Chapter 1 presents the poststructural framework and the use of discourse to analyze the
data for this study. Discourse is used as one approach in content analysis. Discourse as defined
by Krippendorff is the “text above the level of sentences.”21 As Foucault theorized, discourse
allows the researcher and the reader to think differently from each other.22
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Content Analysis Approaches

There are two established approaches for conducting a content analysis: deductive
category applications and inductive category development.23 A deductive content analysis may
involve retesting existing data relating to new concepts or categories or working with theories or
categories previously formulated.24 An inductive content analysis evolves from codes and
categories generated by the researcher through the examination of the data,25 moving from
specific to general ideas.26 For this study, an inductive category development was used as a
qualitative method. Information concerning the inductive category development approach is
provided in the next section.
In an inductive approach, the researcher examines messages without any preconceived
categories or ideas.27 It is important to formulate the categories from the material studied in order
to develop an interpretation close to the data collected.28 The researcher, in an inductive
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approach, may shift direction or categories as the data evolve and develop into categories.29 Data
begin as specific instances, while the categories create a larger general statement.30 Elo and
Kyngäs suggest the use of inductive content analysis for cases in which previous studies are
scarce or fragmented.31 Mayring provides the model in Figure 1 for using inductive category
development.
Using Figure 1, I started with the research question, then a determination was created for
the selection process. In this study, the determination was the use of instructional materials from
1957 to 1982 that were portable and responsive as described in the Terms and Definition in
Chapter 1. This determination was helpful in limiting the data from all of the instructional
materials used during this timeframe, thus narrowing the data to be analyzed. Once the data were
selected using the definition criteria, categories were determined as tentative, reworked and
reviewed with reliability checks in order to formulate the results.32 Reliability was attained
through consistency in classifying the discovered data.33 Reliability also, as applied to content
analysis, was reproducible and accurate.34 I formed categories from the portable and responsive
instructional materials I found in use from 1957 to 1982.
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Figure 1. Inductive category development (Mayring 2000) in Qualitative Content Analysis.
Permission received April 14, 2014, from Katja Mruck. (See Appendix A.)
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The Content Analysis Process

Certain processes or steps were essential to complete this study. The recognized steps in
conducting a content analysis qualitative research study begin with locating the data and move to
the analysis and finally, to publishing the results. Additional information provided in this chapter
concerns the specific techniques used for this study based on these steps. As described by
prominent content analysis researchers, such as Collier, Krippendorff, Neuendorf, Prasad, and
Stempel, the six steps are as follows:
1. Unitizing—relying on specified definitions; in other words, making decisions about what
data is to be collected for the study.35
2. Selection or Sampling—relying on sampling plans that answer the research questions. As
with statistical methodologies, there are several types used in a content analysis such as
random, systematic, or stratified relevance as well as other types.36 Relevance or
purposive sampling is selecting articles, data, and text from key media sources.37
3. Recording/coding—relying on coding instructions when used in gathering the data. The
recording of the information is subject to the researcher’s interpretation as well as to the
coding of that information. Coding also exists of interviews, text, and images used in
content analysis.38
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4. Reducing data—relying on methods to consolidate the data to manageable
representations, e.g., removing duplicate data and recognizing commonalities between
the data collected.39 Data reduction may be statistical, or data may be eliminated due to
irrelevance.40
5. Inference—relying on constructs or models to derive conclusions, yet knowing that
inference cannot provide knowledge with absolute certainty.41 Inference is subject to the
researcher’s knowledge and interpretation.
6. Narrating and analyzing the data collected—answering the research questions and relying
on discursive conventions established to convey the results.42 Several methods to analyze
the data or narrate the results are available such as frequency analysis, correlations,
clustering, and contextual classifications.43 Although beyond the scope of this study,
many techniques exist to assist in the quantitative analysis of data, including word
counters, computers, and software programs.
Notice the similarities of Mayring’s inductive approach, shown in Figure 1., to these
generalized steps for conducting a content analysis, e.g., the comparison of the determination of
categories of the inductive approach to the general concept of unitizing. Mayring further conveys
the idea of conducting a qualitative content analysis while preserving the advantages of a
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quantitative content analysis.44 Four points are stressed, including fitting the materials into a
model of communication for establishing the inferences driven by the data, the rules of analysis
in which the data will be investigated, maintaining the categories as the center of the analysis,
and finally, the reliability and validity of the data gathered.45 A quantitative content analysis
generally collects data and counts keyword-in-context (KWIC) frequency,46 with the results
being an objective and systematic analysis of the content.47 Content analysis, from a social
science perspective, tends to use a hybrid of both qualitative and quantitative analysis, with each
technique making a significant contribution as a research method.48 Furthermore, Neuman
discusses the use of qualitative content analysis as an essential and interpretative approach
favored by feminist and social science researchers.49
Newbold, Boyd-Barrett, and Van den Bulck contend that conducting a qualitative media
content analysis may have effects on the interpretation of the data. Newbold et al. point out that
the analysis of data collected in a qualitative approach may be subject to credibility perceptions
of the media; for example, a professional journal may be more credible than a public publication.
The second point is the context in which the media is published (e.g., an article proposing
improvement in school performance using a particular device just prior to high-stakes testing).
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The third effect is the audience characteristics, such as age, sex, and education level, which will
affect the interpretation of the media content.50
Refer to the Content Analysis Concerns section for a discussion of the content analysis
process and concerns as applied to this study.

Content Analysis Process as Applied to This Study
To apply the content analysis steps listed above to my study of PRIM ’57-’82, I offer the
following methods.
1. Unitizing or units of measure were developed from images and text associated with the
audiovisual and instructional/educational fields. Broadly based on the instructional
materials 1957-1982 definition as provided in Chapter 1, I began reviewing books,
journals articles, textbooks, and images that qualify for inclusion in this study. Over six
hundred images were recorded, and hundreds of articles were collected for analysis. The
unitizing theme was the definition of instructional materials 1957-1982 of portable and
responsive devices.
2. Sampling was developed through collecting data for further analysis in preparation for
the coding. The sampling used in this study is a relevance sample, one of many sampling
techniques used in content analysis. Relevance or purposive sampling collects all data
that relate to the research questions; in other words, the sampling is based on the
researcher’s decision of what to include or exclude from the study.51 Books, audiovisual
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journals, textbooks, advertisements, and other media were reviewed and selected based
on my opinion that each was the best representation of instructional materials 19571982. Refer to Appendix B that highlights the journals used during this sampling process.
After researching many types of available data collection resources, I decided that the
Audiovisual Instruction journal provided the best information and images concerning the
use of instructional materials in educational settings. In this relevance sampling, I
reviewed the twenty-five-year period of this study, for all issues of Audiovisual
Instruction/Instructional Innovator,52 recording articles and images that may fit into my
unit of measure—PRIM ’57-’82—that is portable and responsive instructional materials
1957-1982.
3. Coding of the data was established though the use of categories of audiovisual terms and
categories in the field. The resources listed in Table 1 were used to determine audiovisual
terms, codes, and categories for this study. As a method to gather instructional materials
codes and categories for this content analysis, Table 1’s resources were read and
reviewed, gathering audiovisual categories used in the publications. The table’s resources
were chosen for the determination of the coding categories because its authors were
frequently cited in audiovisual literature. As this is a poststructural document, the
selection was mine to determine the inclusion or exclusion of a resource. The
accumulated codes for each source were compiled and analyzed to ascertain a list of
instructional materials categories to determine the coding of Steps 1 and 2 listed above.
The codes used were audio, films-motion, films-slide, films-strips, images non-projected,
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programmed instruction, simulation, miscellaneous, projection, demonstration, real
objects, transparencies, television, video, furniture, production equipment, and
interactive. I created the Interactive code to combine several key terms into one area, as
these instructional materials did not fit into the other categories as established by the
resources reviewed. Interactive, for the purpose of this study, includes instructional kits,
teaching machines, games, and instructional systems. Refer to Appendix C for the PRIM
’57-’82 codes, the years in use, and categorical examples listed in this study as derived
from the above listed resources. The categories used in this study may not include all
instructional materials categories used during the twenty-five-year period. Other
resources, not referenced in this study, may offer different and additional categories. The
recording and coding of data were the researcher’s responsibility. The interpretation was
the researcher’s responsibility and fell into the poststructural framework. Recording and
coding was completed in relation to images as well as interviews conducted for this
study.
4. To reduce the data to manageable numbers, I took the original 646 items collected from
books, journal articles, textbooks, advertisements, and images and then applied the codes
and categories listed in Step 3 above. I also applied the definition of instructional
materials 1957-1982 to the list to narrow down the results by showing only the portable
and responsive, electronic/mechanical, and individual/collaborative categories. Refer to
the instructional materials 1957-1982 definition found in Chapter’s 1 Terms and
Definitions section. I found that all 646 items collected met the criteria to improve
instruction and to support classroom activities. Once this analysis was complete, the list
of original data was reduced to 149 instructional devices. Examples of data that did not
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meet the stated instructional materials definition 1957 to 1982 used in this study included
projectors, movie cameras, slide viewers, tape recorders, and other audio equipment.
Several devices were not portable or responsive and, therefore were excluded from this
study. As mentioned in Chapter 1, teaching machines met the instructional materials
1957-1982 definition for this study but have been researched extensively by Thorndike,
Pressey, Fry, Skinner, Benjamin, and others.53 In addition to these recognized experts on
teaching machines, the Association of Educational Communications and Technology’s
(AECT) Teaching Machines and Programmed Learning 1, which contained the
formative work of Pressey, Gilbert, Skinner, and Finn, was considered a “Germinal
Source Book.”54 For a listing of resources found as part of this study regarding teaching
machines, refer to Appendix D. Due to the research already conducted on teaching
machines, I excluded these devices from this study. By eliminating teaching machines
from this study, ninety-eight PRIM ’57-’82 items were discovered, representing twelve
categories. For example, the audio card reader is shown multiple times during the twentyfive-year period; therefore, it is represented multiple times in the listing of instructional
materials but only once as a subcategory type. Refer to Appendix E for a complete listing
of PRIM ‘57-’82 objects included in this study with the corresponding code and category
of each object as well as source information.
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5. Inferences were made in an inductive approach to the data collected, taking the PRIM
’57-’82 data. In Step 5, the data moved from specific types to broader categories, with the
goal to make inferences to the pedagogical and functional uses based on the broad
categories. As with the categories created in Step 3, these labels assisted in developing
broad categories to classify instructional materials’ uses for instruction and for
pedagogical purposes.
6. Narrating was used to answer the research questions, and I relied on discursive
conventions to convey the results. Chapter 4 provides discourse on the types of
instructional materials discovered in the data collection process. Chapter 4 is arranged by
instructional materials types rather than chronologically to promote the relationship to
similar devices used in current instructional settings.

Table 1
Audiovisual Terms and Category Resources
Year
1928
1946
1949
1956
1965
1967
1971

Author
Dorris, A. V.
Dent, E.
Dale, E.
Allen, W. H.
Erickson, C.
Wittich, W., Schuller, C.
Gerlach, V., Ely, D.

1988 Williams, K.
1990 Williams, K.

Title
Visual Instruction in the Public Schools
The Audio-Visual Handbook
Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching
Audio-Visual Materials
Fundamentals of Teaching with Audiovisual Technology
Audio-Visual Materials: Their Nature and Use
Teaching and Media: A Systematic Approach
Equipment Directory of Audiovisual, Computer, and Video
Product 1988-1989
Equipment Directory of Audiovisual, Computer, and Video
Products1990-1991
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Content Analysis Concerns

Throughout the historical use of content analysis, several concerns were apparent.
Kippendorff suggests the following four general concerns about content analysis.


The content used for analysis is read or interpreted by the researcher and may not be the
same or even similar to a different population.



Content analysis infers or predicts from messages that are not entirely visible to the
researcher.



Messages need to be within context to the environment from which they were taken to be
meaningful and analyzable.



Content analysis is not readily usable for quantitative analysis due to the interpretation of
the researcher.55
For my study, I addressed the first two concerns by utilizing a poststructural framework,

notifying the readers ahead of time that the research and results would be perceived through my
point of view. The third concern regarding the context of the message was handled by the
sampling technique. By using the major publication of the audiovisual field’s prominent
organizations, National Education Association’s (NEA) Department of Audiovisual Instruction
(DAVI) and the AECT, the context of the environment was maintained, is meaningful, and is
measurable. The fourth point Krippendorff raises will not influence my study, as I am conducting
a qualitative research study and, therefore, do not need to address the quantitative interpretation
issue.
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The media content analysis concerns that Newbold et al. raised concerning credibility of
publication, context, and audience characteristics56 were addressed in the following manner. In
the selection of the data sources, I collected data from professional journals, both practitionerand research-based, to provide additional credibility to the information as well as from museum
collections and manufacturers’ brochures and websites. Consideration was given to the context
in which the data were published. For example, in a press release from Texas Instruments, I
considered the authenticity of the information and found additional verifying information to
confirm the press release. The third point made by Newbold et al. raised the question of the
effect of audience characteristics on the interpretation of the media. Macnamara contends that the
effect of audience characteristics (i.e., age, gender, education) of media is polysemic, that is, the
interpretation is open to multiple meanings for different readers.57 For this study using a
poststructural framework, the interpretation of the audience characteristics of the media selected
is from my perspective. For example, I found that gender was a factor in my interpretation of a
1968 advertisement that showed an image of a woman and used the headline, “Give Her the
Moon!”58 During the late 1960s in the United States, the race to space did not include women
astronauts,59 yet this advertisement was promoting a female teacher using a response system,
presumably giving her the moon through the use of “audio-visual instructional equipment.”60
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Use of Images as Data

The research in this study was derived from many sources including books, journal
articles, textbooks, advertisements, and images. Books and journal articles are widely accepted
as reliable and valid sources for conducting a content analysis. Other sources, such as
advertisements and images, are also used as data in a qualitative content analysis study.61 The
principal emphasis in content analysis has been the reading of text in which the interpretation
lays with the researcher, but the use of images is reliable as a “direct shot of reality.”62 The
process of coding raw data may be derived from many sources, including visual images and
illustrations.63 Wheelock, Haney, and Babell contend the definition of content analysis is not
limited to textual analysis and can be applied to other areas such as drawing
.64 The use of visual images, in this study, provided information for the content analysis
methodology.
As Robinson points out, there are “fluid lines” in conducting qualitative research between
the methods and techniques used.65 For example, some studies conduct a literature review prior
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to the data collection; it is also appropriate to research the literature after the content analysis
categories have been determined.66
Images derived from the data collected were also used to elicit thoughts and memories of
experiences with PRIM ’57-’82 as well as to make connections to handheld devices used
currently in education. In Visual Anthropology: Photography as a Research Method, Collier
contends that images make durable, visual records of culture.67

Content Analysis—Working with the Data

The content analysis data were collected through a variety of sources. The major
resources used to collect the images and the written descriptions of PRIM ’57-’82 were
Audiovisual Instruction/Instructional Innovator journals as well as many textbooks and museum
and digitalized website collections.
Through the data collection process, I discovered over six hundred instructional
materials. Each item was given a unique identifier to help organize the data. The timespan of the
original data collected for this study was from 1623, through a slide rule invented by Oughtred,68
to the 2012 AECT newsletter that featured the Poken, a small USB device to share contact
information.69 In the collection process, I purposefully tracked items that existed prior to my
study’s twenty-five-year period and that continued past my end date of 1982 to help set the
66
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foundation for the research question concerning the life cycle of instructional materials. I choose
to extend the period studied to include data from before and after my study’s time period to view
the development of the audiovisual categories through time. I also collected any instructional
materials that would possibly fit into my specific definition for PRIM ’57-’82. For example, I did
not exclude teaching machines or other large instructional materials at this point, as I wanted the
data to lead this research as part of the poststructural process. For information regarding the
number of instructional materials found by April 21, 2014, refer to Appendix F. Considering the
instructional materials by each year data assisted in the determination that enough data had been
collected to conduct a content analysis.
The next step was to generalize and group the data as outlined in the content analysis
process. As a method to delineate the instructional materials data, specific types of items were
not included in this study, such as cameras and video equipment, as initially described in the
instructional materials 1957-1982 definition in Chapter 1. After completing this step, there were
420 data points that met the requirement of use within the twenty-five-year span of my study.
To reduce the data in my content analysis, keywords from the instructional materials
1957-1982 definition were used: collaborative, electronic, improve performance/knowledge,
individual, mechanical, response/feedback, small/portable, solve/answer, and supports classroom
activities. Through this process, all of the remaining 420 instructional materials were found to be
supportive of classroom activities and to improve performance and knowledge. I refined the data
further by adding another qualifying keyword: direct interaction with device. Eliminating
projectors, movie cameras, slide viewers, tape recorders and other audio equipment, instructional
materials that did not require a response or provide feedback, and any large instructional
materials not deemed portable, and adding the direct-interaction qualifier, reduced the data
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further. This list provided information about instructional materials that were portable and
provided interaction between the materials and the student, teacher, or both. Refer to Table 2 to
view the analysis of the data using the instructional materials ’57-’82 definition keywords.

Table 2
PRIM ’57-’82 Definition Keyword Analysis
Characteristics from instructional materials 19571982 (PRIM ’57-’82) definition as provided in
Chapter 1
Collaborative
Direct interaction with device *
Electronic
Improve performance/knowledge
Individual
Mechanical
Responsive/feedback
Small/portable
Solve/answer
Support classroom activities
* added as qualifier in analysis phase

Quantity
found
24
142
98
142
142
50
142
142
142
142

I sorted and organized the data and realized that similar materials were not labeled the
same or were duplicated within the same year. For example, I had several types of response
systems and combined those items into one value. Using the coding analysis associated with
conducting a content analysis70 provided commonalities between the data and the instructional
materials codes/categories as referenced in Appendix C. This analysis eliminated the
70
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duplications and yielding 142 remaining objects. Through the interview process, an additional
seven instructional materials were discovered thereby creating 149 items. Teaching machines
were still included in this quantity of items. However, due to previous research explaining the
purposes and functional uses of teaching machines by such authors as Thorndike, Pressey, and
Benjamin, I choose to remove the teaching machine category from my study, leaving ninetyeight data points. Refer to Appendix D for additional resources that were reviewed about the
teaching machine category and that assisted in my decision to delete the category from my study.
The remaining PRIM ’57-’82 items included, but were not limited to, the following types: audio
card readers, learning systems, manipulatives, response systems, rateometers, and slide rules. I
corrected the naming conventions and removed any duplicates, which resulted in twelve
categories of instructional materials that met the requirements for inclusion in this study. For a
complete catalog of PRIM ’57-’82 codes, categories, and subcategories see Appendix G.
As further analysis, a timeline of the PRIM ’57-’82 categories used in this study is shown
in Appendix H. It was important to study the categories or label used in the audiovisual field in
order to determine the life cycle and the creation of new categories through time. For example,
the timeline of PRIM ’57-’82 categories shows that audio extended from 1928 to 1990 as an
instructional material label, whereas the category of films-strips was used from 1946 to1971. The
coding or categories selected for this study were limited to the resources used to determine these
labels. Refer to Appendix C for a listing of the resources used to create the instructional
materials codes and categories used in this study.
Once it was determined that sufficient data had been collected to cover the twenty-fiveyear period, I conducted interviews with teachers and students who had experienced using PRIM
’57-’82 in classroom settings. Interviews were completed face-to-face, by mail, and by an Adobe
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Connect digital conferencing session. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, an additional seven
devices were discovered from the interviewees’ participation, although not all seven items fit
into the PRIM ’57-’82 definition and, therefore, were not used in this study. I interviewed five
individuals with student experiences ranging from 1956 to 1982 and teaching experience from
1965 to 2007. The information gained about after 1982 helped establish connections from the
PRIM ’57-’82 objects to current applications. The qualitative information obtained from these
interviews is included in the next chapter.

Historiography
Historical research is an analytic process to define relationships.71 Historiography is a
method of critical study of events and experiences of the past that considers the validity of
information as well as the interpretation of the data.72 Merriam describes qualitative research as
being built through human interaction with the world and the researcher’s interpretation of that
experience.73 The historiographical process includes identifying the questions, collecting data,
evaluating materials, synthesizing data, and reporting findings. This process is similar to other
qualitative research such as is found in an ethnography or case study.74 Sax extends qualitative
research to include demonstrations that show the relationships between educational practices,
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especially to show those that are innovative.75 In addition, it is important when writing historical
documents to consider the researcher’s point of view—to realize that the researcher chooses
which events to share and determines what is significant from the past to bring into the present
through the writing process.76 Furthermore, Howell and Prevenier state that history is created by
writing about events from the past.77
The challenges in conducting this historical research study included the amount of time it
took, the narrowing of the scope of this particular history, and the educational tools studied. An
additional challenge was to locate, document, and analyze historical data as artifacts are not
always recorded and the historical significance of an item tends to disappear.
Instructional materials have been an interest of mine since my discovery of the Rapid
Rater in the Lee and Lida Cochran AECT Archives collection. Over the summer of 2012, I
constructed an inventory of artifacts from this collection and realized the need to narrow the
scope of my study to a more specific period. There were over 290 objects with many functional
uses listed in this inventory. Through my definition of PRIM ’57-’82, the data was manageable.
The period from 1957 to 1982 is of interest because of the influx of funding from the United
States government into education caused by the space race beginning in 1957 and the National
Defense Education Act of 1967. To illustrate the influx of funding, Clifford states that the
funding from the United States Office of Education (USOE) in the years 1966 through 1968
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equaled 75 percent of funds ever made available.78 Additionally, the significant growth in
educational technology as a recognized field of study and the introduction of classroom
computers in 1982 make this an exciting period to research. The introduction of classroom
computers was purposefully selected as the ending period for this study because pedagogy and
functional uses of PRIM ’57-’82 in the classroom began to change, adapting to new technologies.

Ethical Considerations

An Institutional Review of Research Involving Human Subject form (IRB) was submitted
to the Northern Illinois University’s (NIU) Office of Research Compliance and Integrity
following approval of this research’s proposal. The IRB allowed interviews of contributors found
in the data collection process. An audio/video recording consent was included in the IRB
approval process (Appendix I). Through the Internal Review Board of NIU, my study was
approved as in the Exempt category. NIU’s Office of Research Compliance and Integrity defines
Exempt as “Research conducted in established or commonly accepted educational settings…
Research involving the collection or study of existing data, documents, records...”79 Strategies
for gathering rich and descriptive data included interviewing students, teachers, and others, such
as representatives from manufacturers that operated from 1957 to 1982 who have had
experiences with the identified instructional materials of this period. Interviews enriched the data
collected through personal stories and perceptions of the actual users of the instructional
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materials. Firsthand experiences of the interviewees were perceived to be accurate and reliable.80
As suggested by Johnson and Christensen, I was aware that the interviewees might have biases,
memory lapses, and failure to remember all of the details from the selected period of use.81
I followed the American Psychological Association’s ethical principles for conducting
research with human subjects.82 I conducted this research to contribute to social and human
sciences as suggested by Fraenkel and Wallen.83 I also completed the National Institute of
Health’s Human Participants Protection Education for Research Teams certification on July 9,
2002, (Appendix J) as part of my master’s degree in education program as well as the NIU
Dissertation Writers’ Workshop in July 2012. Through coursework at NIU and research training
programs, I learned to conduct my research with three basic ethical principles: respect for the
contributors, beneficence, and justice.84 Respect for the contributors of this study is represented
by the voluntary and informed consent of participation. For this study, consent forms were
signed prior to the interview process for both participation in the study as well as consent to
record the conversation (Appendix I). Persons of interest gave their written consent to participate
in the study using a signed consent form. Beneficence refers to “do no harm” by respecting
decisions made by the contributors. As part of the interview and in the consent form, contributor
were informed of their right to withdraw from this study at any time—either during the interview
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process or afterwards and prior to publication of my dissertation. The third ethical consideration
is justice—the sense of fairness so that all people are treated fairly. In this study, I interviewed
people through a “snowballing” process, asking each interviewee to suggest other contributors
who he/she felt would add to my study. I also had several people approach me to be included in
this study due to discussions they had with other interviewees. All people, including those who I
did not specifically seek out, were considered fairly for their participation in this study.
Interviews were conducted to gather further information on students’ and teachers’
experiences with instructional materials during 1957 to 1982. Because I consider the privacy of
the individuals as a paramount ethical requirement in conducting my research, the interviewees
were given a choice to remain anonymous or to be recognized as a contributor to the field. All
interviewees associated with this study choose to be recognized as a contributor to this research.
An anonymity process was therefore not instituted for this study, although the possibility of the
interviewees’ privacy had been planned for in the IRB process.

Data Collection

Data were collected from primary and secondary sources, the studied artifacts, and rich
and descriptive information obtained through interviews. Data collection continued until I had
exhausted available resources, i.e., the travel expenses and time budgeted for this process. As
Kaestle suggests in his 1992 article titled “Standards of Evidence in Historical Research: How
Do We Know When We Know?,” challenges exist for knowing when a researcher has enough
information to begin the analysis of the data.85 I faced that challenge by working with my
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dissertation committee members. Due to the open nature of historical dissertations, it was the
dissertation committee’s and my responsibility to decide when sufficient data had been
gathered.86 Once all twenty-five years of Audiovisual Instruction/Instructional Innovator issues
had been reviewed and data were collected, it was decided that enough data had been gathered to
proceed with this study.

Primary Sources

Primary sources were sought for data and analysis. Sources such as artifacts, journal
articles, manufacturer advertisements, and government documents (including NDEA research
from the period under study) provided initial research. Artifacts, such as those found in The Lee
and Lida Cochran AECT Archives, the Blackwell History of Education Museum and Research
Collection at Northern Illinois University, the Joel & Irene Benedict Visual Literacy Collection
at Arizona State University, and the Missouri Historical Society, were primary resources and
served as an initial listing of instructional materials for this study. In addition, other devices
discovered from personal collections, museums, school libraries and even dusty technology
equipment closets were primary sources considered for this study.
As mentioned in the limitations of this study in Chapter 1, artifacts and journal articles
from this period are not typically available in an online format. Time was expended in libraries
such as NIU’s Founders Memorial Library, the Perry-Castañeda Library at the University of
Texas, the Lyons Memorial Library at College of the Ozarks, and the Duane G. Meyer Library at
Missouri State University. To save travel time and expense, online searches for artifacts were
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conducted from the Memorial Library at the University of Wisconsin-Madison; the Palmer
Museum in Davenport, Iowa; and the Hornbake Library in College Park, Maryland, along with
many other online resources. As part of the process for gathering data, I reviewed actual journals,
which allowed me to locate manufacturers’ advertisements, conference reviews, and other
information provided about instructional materials of this period. One benefit of locating the
archived printed journals is that, typically, advertisements are not included in an online database.
The descriptions in advertisements provided pedagogical and functional clues for one or more
specific devices or information that was generalized toward a specific category of device. After
evaluating many educational journals available about this period, I decided Audiovisual
Instruction provided the information needed for this content analysis. This decision was based on
the quality of information regarding instructional materials from this peer-reviewed practitioner
journal for classroom instruction as well as the advertisements and images that met the definition
of instructional materials for this study—portable and responsive materials.
Initial research in The Lee and Lida Cochran AECT Archives, located at NIU, allowed
me to start an inventory of objects from the collection. I analyzed my listing of that inventory
and continued to add to it by using research from journal articles and exploring other museums
for educational artifacts that met the requirements set in my definition of instructional materials:
portability, response-driven, problem-solving, and ones that could be used collaboratively or
individually.
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Secondary Sources

Secondary sources were used as resources in two approaches. The first was to locate
journal articles, both refereed and practitioner-based, that mentioned the specifically identified
devices during the period. These sources provided guidance about pedagogical and functional
uses of the devices from a student’s and/or a teacher’s perspective.
Another approach in the use of secondary sources was to use the references or
bibliographic information provided in books and educational journals that led to additional
sources—either primary or secondary. Resources were readily available in the literature for
current and theoretical perspectives on the use of instructional materials in education.87 For
example, electronic databases have contemporary research in which to locate pedagogical and
functional information on a variety of instructional devices. Researching the historical aspects of
instructional materials required a reverse-chronological approach to finding existing literature. I
used current articles to find historical information and then used those references to explore
history. To access historical research on instructional materials, I used interlibrary loan options,
visited other institutional libraries, and/or utilized other methods such as contacting
manufacturers or interviewing audiovisual coordinators, to find the resources needed.
Although film was frequently used during this period as professional development for
instructing teachers on uses of new technologies, 88 film was not researched and reviewed for this
study.
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A tentative list of professional publications as well as educational technology journals as
suggested by Anglin and the NIU Faculty Development Center is found in Appendix K.
Although this listing was a starting point of available sources, I did not expect that it would be
all-inclusive or that each of these journals would be used as a resource for this study. The listing
has been provided to illustrate the variety of resources possible. Further research was conducted
to validate the appropriateness of a resource toward the research questions posed.
I reviewed many, but not all, educational journals as listed in Appendix K and also from NIU’s
Gable Learning Center and found that the audiovisual-based journals were essential in locating
articles and advertisements of PRIM ’57-’82 items. For a complete list of the journals and
specific years reviewed, refer to Appendix B. After much gathering and analyzing of data, it was
determined that the Audiovisual Instruction and Instructional Innovator journals published by
the AECT were the most beneficial resources for my study. All volumes and issues of these
specific journals were reviewed for the entire period from 1957 to 1982 to gather instructional
materials both illustrative and written. Other journals supported the search for instructional
materials as shown in Appendix B and the data found were included in the data collection
process. In addition, PRIM ’57-’82 data were collected from other resources such as textbooks,
museums, websites, and libraries as noted in the Bibliography section.
The approach for a reverse-chronological search strategy to find historical articles and
information was a challenge. Through the process of gathering data, I particularly noted
resources used in current and more recent articles that cited resources written during the 1957 to
1982 time period of this study. I then searched for those particular resources for images and
PRIM ’57-’82 information to add to data already collected for analysis. I accumulated
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information and evaluated, analyzed, and made connections between the information, the
artifacts, and the teaching and learning methods used during the period.

Procedures for Validity
Qualitative research studies face the challenge of validity of information.89 I recognized
the need for validity of information as mentioned by several prominent interdisciplinary
qualitative research professionals.90 Validity in conducting a content analysis ensures that the
closest possible truth is told.91 Personal biases and collection methods may create a picture of the
period that is not complete.92 Aristotle’s rhetorical appeals for persuasion ethos—credibility of
the speaker, logos—the logic behind the claim, and pathos—the emotional or motivational
appeal were all used to ensure the story was represented ethically and authentically.93 To ensure
validity, Johnson and Christenson suggest the following three questions: Does the content-related
evidence represent the definition? Have you, as the researcher, excluded any data that may be
important to the study? Are any irrelevant items included in the study? 94Although every attempt
was made to overcome biases, I acknowledged their existence and strove to remain objective in
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analyzing the data. Procedures to strengthen the research and the evaluation process included
external and internal criticisms as described in the next section.

External and Internal Criticism

Information and data collected in a historical research study must be evaluated for its
accuracy and authenticity to prevent prejudices and biases.95 External and internal criticism
explores the context of the data collected to create a clearer understanding of the context and
historical accuracy of the data.96 External criticism refers to the determination of authenticity and
trustworthiness of the source document or artifact, which can involve where and when the item
was produced.97 Ultimately, a researcher wants assurance that the document or artifact is
genuine.98 Johnson and Christensen state that for most cases, the sources used by educational
researchers are authentic; therefore, little of the researcher’s time is expended on external
criticism.99
The next process after documents and artifacts were proven authentic through external
criticism was internal criticism, which focuses on the information contained within the source
such as the author’s competency to give an accurate report, whether the author included fictional
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or exaggerated details, or to discover any biases in the author’s personal accounts of events.100
An example of internal criticism is to compare a personal story or image to one about the same
event found in a newspaper or journal to check for accuracy. The process of internal criticism
included positive criticism, awareness of vagueness, and negative criticism as a validation
process. Each term is briefly described below:


Positive criticism is a technique to ensure that statements made and the meaning
conveyed are truthful and correct; it is used to further validate the data. Interpretation
of words and terms used in historical documents must be in context, which is often
difficult, as words or phrases change over time. This difficulty may be caused by
vagueness.101



Awareness of vagueness refers to the unclear meaning of words or phrases used in the
source document. The researcher may not interpret the context as originally
intended.102 Kaestle used an example of the term industrialization and stressed that
definitions be given to make meaning clear, therefore eliminating any vagueness
associated with a term.103



Negative criticism is conducted after the researcher has completed the positive
criticism process. Negative criticism refers to the validity and consistency of the
content of the documents and artifacts used by the researcher. It is the most difficult
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of the three aspects of internal criticism to complete due to the interpretation and
judgments the researcher must make concerning the data collected.104 Furthermore,
Johnson and Christensen contend that, typically, historiographers make every attempt
to avoid making erroneous reports when using negative criticism.105

Authenticity and Accuracy

Wineburg, in his analysis of how a researcher completes an internal criticism, concluded
that three procedures were further necessary to provide authenticity and accuracy to the source
materials. Corroboration, sourcing, and contextualization are additional processes for historical
data.106
Corroboration, or cross-referencing, is one of several processes used to establish accuracy
of information.107 This process identifies any discrepancies between sources as well as confirms
the authenticity or invalidity of the source. I used corroboration as a process to raise questions
about information, realizing that the data in one document do not establish the truth in another.108
One purpose of the cross-reference technique in my study was to indicate that one or multiple
sources might have differences that would need to be researched further.
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Sourcing information is a technique to locate the author, date, and place the data created.
Sourcing assisted me in determining trustworthiness and accuracy by providing information that
could be further validated.109
Contextualization in my study involved identifying each artifact’s place and time to
provide the context in which it was experienced—in other words, the location at which each
device was used for instruction as well as the specific time in history.110

Tools

Instructional tools aided in the collection of data for this study. Early in the research
process, a spreadsheet was created to record and categorize instructional materials found in a
variety of sources, including journals and museum collections. As the research continued, this
listing evolved into a worksheet for identifying the specific devices that met the requirements.
Another tool, FMEA, was utilized during the research process to determine the success or
failure of the functional use of device categories during the specified period. Additional
information is provided in Chapter 6 about the FMEA process using PRIM ’57-’82 objects in this
study.
Digital tools including a voice recorder, camera, computer, iPad, scanner, and
smartphone were incorporated to document resources such as journal articles, artifacts, and
images as well as product advertisements in educational materials. These tools increased my
productivity as well as ensured an accurate representation of the information on PRIM ’57-’82
objects. A voice recorder also allowed for transcription of the interviews. A narrative historical
109
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method and a coding process for commonalities and generalizations established the interviewees’
stories, events, and environments surrounding their experience with the instructional materials.111

Limitations of the Study

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there were several limitations of this study, including the
availability of sources, locating artifacts of the period, and locating possible interviewees.
As described earlier in this chapter, accessibility to archived journals may have been a
limitation of this study. Many libraries across the United States, including in Illinois, Missouri,
Pennsylvania, Texas, and Wisconsin were receptive and responsive to my requests for
information and access to materials. I found continued support of my research as I located other
resources from institutions, school districts, museums, manufacturers, and other sources of
information throughout the research phase.
I had access to two museums dedicated to educational technology: the Lee and Lida
Cochran AECT Archives and the Blackwell History of Education Museum and Research
Collection on the NIU campus. My physical location allowed access to these museums, whereas
other excellent educational technology museums were not as easily available due to time and
budget constraints. Fortunately, libraries and museums are beginning to digitize their collections
for easier long-distance access, including the Joel and Irene Benedict Visual Literacy Collection
located on the Arizona State Campus in Tempe, Arizona, and the Missouri History Museum in
St. Louis, Missouri, which houses part of the St. Louis Educational Museum’s collection.
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Digitized materials allowed me to expand the locations for data collection as well as save travel
time and expenditure.
Although it was my intention to reach out to students and teachers from 1957 to 1982, I
had difficulty locating interviewees due to their age, locality, and lack of information about who
used the specified instructional materials or specific device category. I reached out to twenty-one
individuals who had experiences in an education environment through a snowballing technique.
Of the twenty-one educators, only five met the requirements to be interviewed—that of being a
student or teacher during the specified twenty-five-year period with experiences using portable
and responsive instructional materials.
In consideration of the life cycle of instructional materials of the period, many
manufacturers had merged or were no longer in business, which made discovering the
pedagogical and functional uses of some instructional materials difficult. This limitation created
challenges regarding the validity of information as well as in the location of artifacts. Although
this limitation was difficult, the validity of the data was proven through the selection of
textbooks, journal articles, and the other authentic and primary sources used in this content
analysis.
Conducting a content analysis also presented several limitations. As the researcher, I
chose the data to be collected and interpreted for this study, especially the use of the twenty-five
years of Audiovisual Instruction/Instructional Innovator as the primary source for images, and
historical events within the audiovisual field as well as articles pertaining to specific instructional
materials. Many textbooks and resource books, such as audiovisual dictionaries and
encyclopedias in addition to journal articles, were obtained in the data collection process to guide
this study and to assist in locating additional resources. I also chose to focus on the
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audiovisual/educational technology field for information rather than including corporate or
education for special needs students, each of which would have supplied a different analysis of
the data for this study.
Lastly, personal biases and experiences are a limitation. I am aware that my experiences
have affected my interpretation of the data. Using external and internal criticism, I worked to
overcome any personal biases.

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

As a unique perspective for this educational technology study, I explored the use of
Stamatis’ (1995) ideas on FMEA.112 As defined by the American Society for Quality Control
Statistics Division (ASQC), FMEA is an analysis method used to identify known and/or potential
failures, for example, difficulties in using a product such as instructional materials or
processes.113 Working with categories similar to Patten, Sanchéz, and Tangney’s framework, I
sought to discover commonalities between device types to which I could then apply FMEA.
Through this analysis, I discovered modes that identified possible failures of some devices and
innovations and adaptations of that device. I did not find evidence of FMEA specifically used to
analyze instructional materials in educational situations, although Boylan adapted FMEA to a
study on higher education.114 Most FMEA studies involved manufacturing, pharmaceutical, and
engineering products. Additional information on FMEA is provided in Chapter 6.
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Summary

As an interpreter of the data in this content analysis historiography, I used the data
collected as ethically and nonbiased as possible while realizing that the interpretation is from my
point of view. Primary and secondary data were collected and reviewed from a variety of sources
including journals, artifacts, interviews, images, museum collections, and digitalized collections.
Objectivity and validity were achieved using the implementation of external as well as internal
criticism techniques as outlined earlier in this chapter. Coding was used to narrow the focus from
over six hundred instructional materials to ninety-eight entries, which then were generalized into
twelve categories of portable and responsive instructional materials from 1957 to 1982.
Information on the quantity of instructional materials by year and the categories to show the
specific terms used during the study’s timeframe was provided in a timeline format (Appendix
H). A narrative historical approach to relay the information found through this content analysis is
discussed in the next chapters, beginning with the history of educational technology.

CHAPTER 3

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY—THE PAST

This chapter reviews the history and significance of educational technology definitions in
establishing a historical perspective up to 1982. Research over the years has delivered many
articles, books, and website resources about the history of educational technology; however, it is
my objective to provide an overview of the educational technology field from 1928 to 1982
rather than an exhaustive history. Additional information is provided in the last chapter, which
will continue the history as defined by educational technology definitions related to small,
portable, and responsive instructional materials.
Resources such as Dorris’ 1928 Visual Instruction in the Public Schools;1 Hoban, Hoban,
and Zisman’s 1937 Visualizing the Curriculum;2 and Dale’s 1946 Audio-Visual Methods in
Teaching3 provide a foundation of the educational technology field through the exploration of
visual and audiovisual instruction and audiovisual communications. The Educational Screen
journal, published from 1922 to 1956, provides articles and background information about the
growth of audiovisual instruction.
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In 1963, Ely’s The Changing Role of the Audiovisual Process in Education described
historical aspects of audiovisual definitions as well as the move to create new terminology to
better represent this ever-changing educational field.4 Saettler contends that this was a “turning
point in the audiovisual instruction movement” by introducing a name change from audiovisual
instruction to audiovisual communications.5 In addition, Hyer’s 1965 historical review of the
NEA’s Department of Audiovisual Instruction6 and Finn’s 1965 article “Instructional
Technology”7 as well as numerous editorials and articles in Audiovisual Instruction over the
years have provided excellent historical information on the evolution of the audiovisual field into
educational technology.
The resources listed above were created by just a few of the many distinguished
professionals in the educational technology field and are meant to be a representation of the
literature available. The historical change in the naming conventions (i.e., visual, audiovisual,
instructional, and educational) of the field can be observed through the titles of these resources as
well as journals published to inform the profession. A select listing of resources representing the
evolution and change in the definition of educational technology used in this study is in
Appendix L.
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History of Audiovisual Instruction/Communications: A Precursor to Educational Technology
A collection of audiovisual resources was displayed at the World’s Fair in St. Louis,
Missouri, in 1905 in the effort to “Bring the world to the classroom.”8 Although the original
collection was disassembled in 2003, the 1905 World’s Fair collection included items such as
stereoscopes, magic lanterns, and still and motion picture projectors and formed the basis for the
St. Louis School Museum.9 Reiser provides historical information about instructional media in
school museums, such as the St. Louis location, as well as the school museums in Reading,
Pennsylvania, and Cleveland, Ohio.10 As further support, Saettler states that these museums
served as a distribution point of supplemental instructional materials—audiovisual aids to
instruction.11
Dorris provides an early definition of visual instruction as “enrichment of education
though the ‘seeing experience’”— an experience that included visual aids such as field trips,
models, maps, graphs, slides, and projection.12 Dorris recognized that the problem in visual
instruction was the perpetual introduction of new materials as well as the improperly placed
emphasis on the material rather than the importance of the student using the instructional aid.
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Dorris warns that although new theories and devices are exciting, it is the student to keep in
mind.13
As additional support to the audiovisual education movement, organizations were
formed. Organizations during the early 1920s included the National Academy of Visual
Instruction (NAVI) and the Visual Instruction Association of America (VIAA).14 In 1923, the
NEA’s Department of Visual Instruction (DVI) was created to meet the needs of educators and
was perceived as a foundation for the current AECT organization.15 In the “coalition of 1932,”
these organizations combined into one, as it was difficult to maintain three separate entities.16
As audio became available in the late 1920s and early 1930s, the term visual instruction
was adapted to include audio (e.g., audiovisual).17 Early definitions of audiovisual instruction
included the use of visual and auditory aids for instruction (e.g., using both still and motion
pictures, sound recordings, projection of images including opaque and classroom projectors). In
short, a learning experience could include both sight and sound.18
Hoban, Hoban, and Zisman, in the 1937 publication of Visualizing the Curriculum,
prioritized visual aids to instruction through the creation of categories such as objects, films,
slides, maps, and words.19 Their book was recognized as one of the most important audiovisual
13
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textbooks during the 1930s.20 These authors believed that visual instruction increased the
experiences in the listed categories and created real experiences, concrete experiences.
Edgar Dale is a recognized pioneer in visual learning and later in audiovisual education.21
In his 1946 seminal work reported in Audiovisual Methods in Teaching, Dale identified ten
categories from concrete/real to abstract/symbols to explain the relationship between audiovisual
materials and the learning process. His “Cone of Experience” categories began with the most
concrete at the base of the cone and moved upward to the more abstract and symbolic. Dale’s
original categories were Direct, Purposeful Experiences; Contrived Experiences; Dramatic
Participation; Demonstrations; Field Trips; Exhibits; Motion Pictures; Radio-Recordings-Still
Pictures; Visual Symbols; and Verbal Symbols.22 Over the course of time and editions of his
book, Dale revised the categories to include educational television, showing the change in
technologies used for educational purposes. Dale theorized that learners retain more information
through active participation, which is “doing” instead of “hearing or reading.”23 This learning by
doing later developed into active learning or experiential learning.24
In addition, a major impact in the use of audiovisual media was the need for military
training in World War II. The impact of World War II on the field of audiovisual instruction is
best represented by the design of training for American military preparing for quick deployment
20
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to the war. Thousands of troops needed skills for war support and survival skills in foreign
lands.25 Audiovisual aids were used extensively for training the troops as an efficient and
effective method during the 1940s.26 Saettler contends that the use of motion films and
simulation-based learning supported war effort and placed an emphasis on instructional media,
which brought awareness to educators to apply learning theories to instruction.27 Programmed
instruction as used in the war training efforts, was adapted and applied to media and used to
create systems of instruction.28 The movement into educational systems brought forth personnel
and ideas that carried into the next several decades to establish a “legitimate academic
discipline.”29 Furthermore, Molenda describes the post-World War II changes as a
communications movement.30
In 1947, the DVI changed the name of the association to Department of Audiovisual
Instruction as well as updated the mission of the association.31 Professionals in the field began to
recognize the importance of communicating the instructional message while other professionals
in the field contended that audiovisual methods conveyed instruction effectively.32 Attention to
these movements within the DAVI fragmented the association, leading to the “first of several
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‘identity crises’ in years to come.”33 By 1956, the controversy within the DAVI continued as
discussion at the national meeting focused on changing audiovisual programs into instructional
materials centers—perhaps the beginning of the connection of the school library to technology. 34
Finn, another recognized leader in the audiovisual field, has been credited with initiating
the development of the instructional technology field.35 As early as 1953, he noted the need for a
definition of the audiovisual profession and recognized the necessity of a label that would
incorporate more than audiovisual.36 Finn realized that new media, which in the 1950s included
television and language labs, would not be contained by the label audiovisual, noting the field
was much broader than hardware.37
The audiovisual movement was significant to the learning process for educators and
students in K-12 classrooms during the 1950s and 1960s, especially with the influx of motion
pictures, television, and teaching machines into classrooms. In addition, audiovisual
communications included the practice of learning with materials or a system of messages
deployed by humans or by machines.38 By 1954, the audiovisual communications definition had
evolved to include “an extensive variety of devices” (e.g., radio and filmstrips) to share ideas and
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experiences through sight and sound.39 Kinder and McClusky provided further historical
evidence in the publication of The Audio-Visual Reader concerning the needs of administrators,
educators, and students on how types of audiovisual communications can benefit each role.40
In a special report of the NEA of the United States and the United States Department of
Education, The Changing Role of the Audiovisual Process in Education defined audiovisual
communications as a branch of “educational theory and practice” with messages and designs for
learning purposes.41 This report provides a historical perspective of terms and definitions used
for audiovisual instruction and educational technology, including a review of audiovisual
developments from the mid-1930s to the 1960s.42
Audiovisual instruction, including the use of instructional materials, became
controversial during the 1960s. Ultimately, the instructional purpose of audiovisual materials
became a motivational and inspirational tool for learning rather than a tool for only providing
information.43 The shift from audiovisual instruction to educational technology was apparent in
journal reading and conference proceedings leading to a change in terminology as further
discussed in this chapter.
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History of Educational Technology through Early 1980s

Many definitions, as well as labels, for this field have existed throughout the history of
educational/instructional technology. The first definition was developed under the leadership of
Finn, Dale, and Ely in 1963 and was based on an audiovisual communications perspective.44
Through Finn’s leadership, the Commission of Definition and Terminology was supported by the
United States Office of Education to develop a definition of educational technology as well as
provided key terminology of the field.45 The commission report published as The Changing Role
of the Audiovisual Process in Education, and later as a single issue of the AudioVisual
Communication Review (AVCR), stated the definition was “a branch of educational theory and
practice concerned primarily with the design and use of messages which control the learning
process.”46 This definition shows the initial movement to include the use of audiovisual
equipment in the study of educational technology.47 The definition also included the learning
process, use of messages and media, and the use of learning theory and communications. In
1963, instructional devices such as a slide rule, a handheld calculator, and a teaching machine
could illustrate the messages and media component of the definition. Teaching machines were
also at the height of their use in classrooms during the early 1960s, as shown in available
research on teaching machines during the period of 1960 to 1964.48
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From the 1970s to 1990s, differences arose in the research of audiovisual aids’
instructional effectiveness, with a focus on the attributes of the media.49 In the 1970s, Heinich,
as editor of AudioVisual Communication Review, realized the need to address the differences
arising from the ongoing controversy regarding audiovisual, technology, and development
showing an emphasis on the design of instruction and communication of the messages being
what Molenda refers to as an identity crisis. Heinich recommended that the journal title as well
as the name of the DAVI organization contain the words communication and technology.50
During Heinich’s role as editor, AVCR became Educational Communication and Technology: A
Journal of Theory, Research and Development, and the organization became the Association for
Educational Communications and Technology, which accomplished Heinich’s
recommendations.51
In 1972, the definition was adapted and changed to represent educational technology as a
major component, as the term audiovisual communications did not cover all aspects.52 Silber
added to the 1972 definition the concept of a “learning system.”53 As observed in conference
proceedings, Galanter discussed the importance of teaching machines as a learning system for
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facilitating instruction.54 Historically, learning systems were represented by teaching machines,
card readers, and other programmed instructional devices.55
By 1977, the field description continued to evolve from the term audiovisual
communications to educational technology. The 1977 version tried to differentiate between the
role of educational technologies and instructional technologies, but in many cases, the version
was too broad as it tried to consider all aspects of educational technology. The first sentence in
the 1977 sixteen-statement definition identifies “educational technology as a complex, integrated
process.”56 This definition adds, “instructional technology is a sub-set of educational
technology.”57 Saettler identified the 1977 definition as one that compiled all definitions into one
to satisfy the needs of all instructional technologists.58 In addition, Torkelson uses the phrase
“educational/instructional” to describe the field and contends that the label is a dilemma not yet
resolved.59
The 1977 definition remained in effect until 1994 when the educational technology
definition was updated. The definitions of the educational/instructional field have continued to
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evolve, changing to fit the needs of the educators and professionals of the time, including new
definitions in 1994 and 2007.

History of Professional Journals

Professional journals in these fields provide another method for looking at the history of
audiovisual communications and educational technology. The information provided in the
following sections is a selected list of the journals to show how they evolved and adapted to meet
the needs of the changing profession.

Professional Journals—Audiovisual

Journals to support the audiovisual communications movement in classrooms included
Educational Screen, published from 1922 to 1955 and later published as Educational Screen and
Audiovisual Guide until 1971.60 Another journal, Instructional Materials, was published in 1956
for a few months before changing its name to Audiovisual Instruction until 1980. To better
represent the audience for its published content, Audiovisual Instruction was changed to
Instructional Innovator (1980-1983). Within a few years, this publication would again transform,
into the current TechTrends, published 1983 to the present by the AECT. As stated in
TechTrends, one purpose of the publication is to link research and practice to a broad audience of
professionals including researchers and practitioners.61 An evolution of terms is evident
regarding the audiovisual communications field as was foretold by a footnote in the 1963 The
60
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Changing Role of the Audiovisual Process in Education report which mentioned “another
designation may evolve…it should then be substituted.”62
Through the next fifty years, the terminology used most frequently to identify the field
was educational or instructional technology. The history of the field as reflected by professional
journals continues in the next section.

Professional Journals—Educational/Instructional Technology

As research in the educational technology arena became more important, professionals
within the field recognized the need for research-based journals. The DAVI began publishing
Audio-Visual Communication Review in 1953, which later became AudioVisual Communication
Review through 1977.63 This publication was retitled by the AECT to Educational
Communication and Technology Journal (ECTJ) from 1978 to 1988, and evolved into the
current Educational Technology Research and Development (ETR&D) in 1989.64 Other
educational technology journals existed but are not included in this brief analysis of titles.
This concise historical overview of audiovisual instruction/communication, instructional
technology, and educational technology definitions was provided as a foundation of the period of
this study. Additionally, Appendix L has a listing of educational technology definition resources
found during the research process, which is not intended to be an all-inclusive listing.
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Summary

During the twenty-five-year period from 1957 to 1982, the field evolved as its leaders
identified with various roles within the educational realm as they positioned the field as a
profession. Identifying the trends and changes in the history and definitions is important to
understanding the relationship from the past instructional materials to the current devices used
for instruction.
In the next chapters, content analysis of the data as well as the pedagogical and functional
uses of portable and responsive instructional materials 1957-1982 are discussed as found in the
research conducted. The information is presented historically, grouped by PRIM ’57-’82 codes
and categories to tell the story of these devices as used in education.

CHAPTER 4

HISTORICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
Pedagogy is the principle of effective teaching and how students learn; in other words,
the art of teaching. From an etymological definition, pedagogy represents adults leading and
teaching children.1 For this study, pedagogical styles of teaching include individual or
collaborative learning and curricular uses of the PRIM ’57-’82 items for classroom use.
Of the ninety-eight PRIM ’57-’82 items discovered in the data collection process and in
the creation of the PRIM ’57-’82 codes, I found three codes that met the criteria to be included in
this study. Instructional materials that I sought for inclusion in this study were small, portable,
and responsive. I grouped the items by the PRIM ’57-’82 codes that are in listed Appendix C.
The audiovisual codes and categories were determined by reviewing research from the following
authors: Dorris (1928), Dale (1946), Dent (1946), Allen (1956), Erickson (1965), and Gerlach
and Ely (1971).2 As the content analysis of this study progressed, I found that the ninety-eight
PRIM ’57-’82 objects fit into three codes: Interactive, Real Objects, and Transparencies. Thus,
these are the only codes used from this point on in this study because other codes discussed in
Chapter 2 did not apply to the data collected for this study. In the content analysis of the data, I
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discovered twelve categories of PRIM ’57-’82. Refer to Appendix G for a listing of the codes,
categories, and subcategories. Each category is discussed in this chapter concerning the
pedagogical uses and teaching practices with descriptions provided of the devices.
Although these codes, (Interactive, Real Objects, and Transparencies) were initially in
the content analysis portion of this study, I use a historiography method, a critical study of
influences and experiences of the past, to tell the story of the PRIM ’57-’82 items in this chapter.
Qualitative information gathered through interviews of five education professionals are woven
into the descriptions of the PRIM ’57-’82 codes.

Education Interviewee Information

Through the data collection process as outlined in the Methodology chapter, interviews
were used to collect additional qualitative information about the types of PRIM ’57-’82 items. I
interviewed five female individuals from a possible twenty-one male and female contacts. The
five interviewed met my study’s requirements and needs as initially established in the approved
IRB from Northern Illinois University. Each interviewee agreed to allow her last name to be used
in this study instead of a pseudonym assigned to insure anonymity.
Each interviewee had educational experiences both as a student and as a teacher during
the twenty-five-year period of this study. Student experiences ranged from 1956 to 1982, teacher
experiences ranged from 1965 to 2007. All five interviewees had received advanced educational
degrees, one with an EdD degree, three with a master’s degree, and one with additional
coursework equivalent to a master’s degree.
The following is provided to give a brief description of each interviewee and are listed in
chronological order to parallel the forthcoming discussions of PRIM ’57-’82 devices.
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Van Hooser taught English and art in Missouri and Kansas from 1965 to 1998.
She graduated from high school in 1953. Van Hooser was one of the older interviewee
and had thirty-five years of teaching experience in public schools.
She remembers “teachers having to go to class to learn how to use technology.”3
Beeler graduated from high school in 1958 and attended several universities across the
United States, graduating in 1965. Her teaching experiences were in Missouri and spanned 1965
to 2000. Her passion for teaching stemmed from instructing young students to read. She is a third
generation teacher and continues to work in a local preschool even after retirement from a public
school district.
Knott graduated from high school in 1969, providing her with student experiences for the
first twelve years of my study period. Knott attended universities located in Texas, completing
her undergraduate education degree in 1973 and her master’s degree in 1988. Her teaching
experiences ranged from 1974 to 2007, with breaks during the years due to family needs and
career choices. She taught math and served in the role of technology specialist for a middle
school.
Rundel graduated from high school in 1976 and was a school librarian in public schools
from 1980 to 2004. She had two years of teaching experience in Missouri public schools during
the time period established for my study. Rundel provided information about what happened
with technology from a teacher’s perspective for the time beyond my study period as well as
what it was like to be a student in a Missouri high school during the period of this study.
Edmondson graduated from high school in 1982, providing information about twelve
years as a student. Edmondson earned an EdD from a Missouri university in 2003 and at this
3
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writing is currently an associate professor and an interim director of the School of Education and
Child Development at a Missouri university. Although her teaching experiences were beyond the
study’s twenty-five-year period, they added valuable information about the use of technology in
current classrooms.
Additional qualitative information was provided in the discussion of the twelve PRIM
’57-’82 categories throughout this chapter as these five interviewees shared their student and
teaching experiences.

Interactive, Real Objects, and Transparencies Codes

In the data collection, as mentioned in Chapter 2—Methodology, I found ninety-eight
items that met the overall definition of PRIM ’57-’82 for this study. Of the ninety-eight items,
eighty items were included in the Interactive code. The Real Objects code included sixteen
items, and the Transparencies code contained two items.4 I created categories within the
Interactive and Real Objects codes based on the PRIM ’57-’82 to further categorize the items for
discussion.
One limitation of this study was that only audiovisual-based books, journal articles, and
other resources were used to gather data. A poststructural approach determined what was
selected and used in this study to meet the instructional materials 1957-1982 definition
established in the Terms and Definitions section in Chapter 1: portable and responsive

When the discussion is about the PRIM ’57-’82 codes, categories, subcategories, and groups,
title case and italics are used to signify these items. In some cases, an individual object may be labeled
similarly. For example, an audio-based device as an item is written in lower case but if it is meant to be
the code, category, subcategory, or group, it is written as Audio-Based Devices.
4
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instructional materials from 1957 to 1982. PRIM ’57-’82 was designated to represent the ninetyeight identified items used in this study.

Interactive Code

After analysis of the eighty items within the Interactive code, several categories were
created to separate the items into manageable sections for this study. The Interactive code
includes seven categories with the quantity of items shown in parenthesis: Programmed
Instruction (35), Learning Materials (7), Instructional Kits (3), Learning Games (1), Response
Systems (27), Instructional Systems (6), and Computers (1). Each category is discussed in
chronological order based on the initial dates found in the data collection process. For example,
items in the Programmed Instruction category were recorded from 1957 and are discussed first
in this section, whereas the Computers category dated 1982, therefore it is discussed last.
Relevant literature is discussed within each category.

Interactive—Programmed Instruction Category

The Programmed Instruction category appeared thirty-five times in my research relating
to the eighty items in the Interactive code, so subcategories were created to help in the sorting
and grouping of the content analysis process. In the Programmed Instruction category, four
subcategories were needed to describe the types of items found: Audio Card Readers (thirteen
items), Craig Readers (three items), Audio-Based Devices (five items), and Game-Like Devices
(fourteen items).
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Programmed instruction can be traced back to the dialectic or Socratic method of
teaching.5 The definition of dialectic method is based on a discourse between two or more people
in search for knowledge—a question-and-answer discussion.6 Thorndike, in the early 1900s,
foresaw the use of programmed instruction through a book that could be arranged for individual
instruction.7 Thorndike continued this idea with, “A human being should not be wasted in doing
what forty sheets of paper or two photographs can do.”8 For the time period of my study,
programmed instruction was defined in the 1963 report, The Changing Role of the Audiovisual
Process in Education: A Definition and a Glossary of Related Terms, as the use of programmed
materials to meet educational objectives. Interestingly, this publication did not provide a
definition of programmed materials.
A section entitled “Programed Instruction and Teaching Machines” is included in The
Changing Role of the Audiovisual Process in Education: A Definition and a Glossary of Related
Terms.9 This section provides definitions for key words and phrases of this 1960s educational
trend.10 An important term in programmed instruction is response. This term is an integral
component of programmed instruction, as a response is branched or linked to the students’ next
lesson based on completion of the previous steps.11 Reinforcement, as another component of
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programmed instruction, is defined as a “stimulus presented after a response … which increases
the probablity that the response will recur when the situation recurrs.”12 Markle described key
terms in the “Programed Instruction and Teaching Machine” section, including synonyms such
as auto-instructional methods and automatic tutoring.13
Gerlach and Ely describes programmed instruction as a controlled method—usually
small steps that required an active response from the learner in which the students can work at
their own pace and are notified of correctness of their response.14 Advantages of using
programmed instruction includes logical sequencing, pretested content to ensure maximum
learning, that programmed instruction is effective for factual learning, and that a wide variety of
media can be used in the lesson.15 Two limitations mentioned by Gerlach and Ely are that
programmed instruction may be dull, especially for the “brighter students,” and the preparation
of locally produced programmed instruction is often difficult to write, prepare, and test for
effectively.16
As defined in 1972, programmed learning is a “sequential presentation of material…
designed as to lead the user step-by-step to an understanding of the subject.”17 Kinder notes that
early in the programmed instruction days, programmed was spelled with only one m.18 Also
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notice only one m in the word programmed in the section of The Changing Role of the
Audiovisual Process in Education: A Definition and a Glossary of Related Terms written by
Markle. This is important to note, as internet-based searches produce different results depending
on the spelling used. For example, a JSTOR search conducted on July 26, 2014 for “programed
instruction” yielded 1,269 results from 1961 to 2010, whereas a search for “programmed
instruction” displayed 3,088 results from 1960 to 2013. JSTOR is a database that has archived
scholarly periodical literature from as early as 1872.
Programmed learning materials, according to Kinder in 1973, included not only machines
such as the teaching machine, autotutors, and self-instructional devices but also scrambled books
and tutortexts.19 Kinder adds that programmed instruction must be self-sufficient: the learner
must produce a reaction to the content by pressing a button or lever or through a written or verbal
response, and the unit holds the learner’s sustained attention.20
As a general topic, programmed instruction was discussed in the interviews conducted for
this study. Beeler, Knott, and Rundel mentioned programmed instruction in the form of learning
packets. Beeler specifically remembered the paper booklet but not that any machine or electronic
device was used in programmed instruction.21 Knott remembered an open classroom in which the
student would take the programmed instruction packet “to a corner” to work on and then check
the work either as part of a student group or with the teacher.22 Rundel and Knott also
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remembered the reading laboratory kits such as those produced by Science Research Associates
(SRA) as an individualized reading instruction.23
Programmed Instruction—Audio Card Readers Subcategory. Of the thirty-five PRIM
’57-’82 Programmed Instruction items, thirteen items were found to fit in the Audio Card
Readers subcategory. These thirteen items were found in, journal articles, textbooks, and
advertisements dated from 1957 to 1980. The time span of the audio card reader found in this
study was twenty-three years. These PRIM ’57-’82 items all provided basic recording and
playback but had an advantage over a cassette tape player in that an image was simultaneously
shown to the student, so students heard the sound or word and saw a correlated image.24 The
audio card readers were operated by placing a card with a magnetic strip in the machine, and
then the prerecorded sound would be played while the student could observe an image, if
desired. Both the teacher and student could record on the card in separate areas, which allowed
playback for review, comparison, and evaluation.25 The audio cards could be replayed multiple
times as needed for improving skills or understanding.26 In my data collection, I found
references to audio card readers and audio cards, and further research revealed a similar device
referred to as “audio flashcards.”27 Shown in Figure 2 is an audio card reader. The Audio Card
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Reader shown in Figure 2 is an example of PRIM ’57-’82 Audio Card Readers as discussed in
this section.

Figure 2. Bell and Howell Company, Audio Card Reader, 1957.28

The Language Master, by Bell and Howell Company, was an audiovisual system that
coordinated an image with sound. I found this item shown in the reviewed literature from 1957
to 1973. The teacher would use blank cards to create his/her own teaching program or special
vocabulary words. It was used effectively for language programs, speech therapy, adult literacy,
English as a second language (ESL), and remedial reading.29 In an image found during the data
collection process, children are working in a group with an audio card reader; the author states
that the students created audio cards for each other to learn from and in doing so, created a very
personal learning experience.30 Finn, a leader in audiovisual instruction, explains how to use the
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Language Master audio card reader in his 1957 publication, Audio-Visual Equipment Manual.31
Brown, Lewis, and Harcleroad, in a discussion about new audio equipment, project that the
Language Master and similar devices would be expected to improve foreign-language instruction
as well as speech and hearing therapy.32 As one of the advertisements states, students could work
independently because the “cards function as tape reels, eliminating winding and rewinding.”33
The use of audio card readers facilitated learning, including in special education
classrooms. As the Language Master evolved from its original model, it was recommended as a
special education learning aid in a 1983 Indiana State Department of Public Education report in
the Speech Hearing Language (Communication Handicapped) section for primary to senior high
school students.34
According to an Otto and Houston review by, Bell and Howell Company offered the
Language Master for $250.00.35 In 1967, supplemental materials for the Language Master were
the programmed instruction series such as Vocabulary, Word-Picture series, English
Development set, and Phonics for $35.00 for two hundred prerecorded cards.36 Also available for
$6.00 per hundred cards were blank recording cards for teacher- or student-created materials.37
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I found several patents for audio card reading devices such as U.S. Patent No. 3,712,973
by F. G. Karl, filed in 1970 for the Bell and Howell Company. The device is described as a “dual
speed machine handling magnetically striped cards.”38 Interestingly, the patent documentation
refers to the Language Master as a “teaching machine,” yet the Language Master is not
mentioned in Benjamin’s extensive 1988 article, “A History of Teaching Machines.”39
I was not able to find a vintage Language Master or any audio card reader for sale on
eBay when I searched on June 26, 2014.
Electronic Futures Inc. (EFI) also produced an audio card reader found in a 1959
Audiovisual Instruction advertisement. EFI’s device was similar to the Language Master, as it
used audio cards to record and play back sounds from prepurchased content or teacher- studentcreated materials. In a 1959 audiovisual textbook by Brown, Lewis, and Harcleroad, the authors
contend that an advantage of the audio card reader, such as the EFI model, was that it allowed
“listening while observing or reading” in addition to the recording and playing back of students’
responses.40
In a 1974 study by Fleming, students responded favorably by using the EFI audio cards to
create a story, yet the author explains this may be due to the “gadgetry of the audio flashcard
reader” as well as the lesson being presented in a nonthreatening format.41 Fleming further
recommends additional research about the connection of audio with visual stimuli.
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A study by Wood in 1974 observed student behaviors with educational media in special
education classrooms. The EFI card reader was included in Wood’s study. One teacher
commented, “the EFI card reader had not been successful” after several attempts to train a
student to use the media.42 The students in this classroom were not able to use the card reader
without supervision, so the card reader was not used.43 Another teacher in the study had similar
experiences with not being able to use the prepared audio cards yet found the audio card system
added value as a “practice of verbal behavior” when students recorded their own responses in an
unstructured environment such as free time.44
Teaching Technology Corporation (TTC) improved on the audio card readers in 1968
through its adaptation of the playback system. TTC introduced a model in which the card did not
slide through the machine; instead the audio card was static, and the player head moved over the
magnetic tape.45 This adaptation may have solved a durability issue of the audio card readers that
moved the card through the machine. A 1968 advertisement lists a suggested school price of
$225.00.46 In an email from June August, a vice president of TTC during the time period of this
study, August confirms that the function of the card reader was to reinforce the concept
independently as well as to provide a kinesthetic/auditory experience.47 August taught sales
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teams the “key technical phrases” for reading improvement so that the sales force would be able
to sell the device to school districts.48 August remembered that when the card reader worked
properly, it was useful, students enjoyed using it, and teachers were free to give one-on-one
instruction to more needy students. As a final comment in her email, August felt that the card
reader’s demise was based on the incoming technology: computer-assisted instruction.49
Another advertisement in Elementary English, November 1968, promotes the TTC
magnetic card reader as a “Multi-Media Program” for reading.50 The TTC multimedia reading
program consisted of three levels. The magnetic card reader was used for reinforcement in Level
1of the TTC multi-media phonics and word phrases curriculum; Level 2 included the magnetic
card reader along with a workbook; Level 3 added taped materials to complete the reading
program.51
The TTC Audio Q Motivator, as one of several brands of audio card readers that included
the Language Master, was recommended by Cayton and Brewer in 1973 as part of the
Individualized Reading Instructional System (IRIS).52 The IRIS system used published reading
materials for independent, individualized learning, including reusable programmed instruction
materials. Cayton and Brewer further recommended that a reading lab should have two audio
card readers available for a lab of fifteen students.53
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The Tutorette Audiocard System by Audiotronics, another item in the Audio Card
Readers subcategory, was found to exist toward the end of the twenty-five-year period of this
study. This system was found in advertisements from 1974 to 1980 and was referenced in
Heinich, Molenda, and Russell’s 1985 textbook, Instructional Media and the New Technologies
of Instruction.54 Information on the “Tutorette” trademark # 72078417 was filed on July 27,
1959, with a registered renewal date of August 29, 2000.55
The Tutorette system promoted “a system that satisfies each student’s individual
modality strength—visual, auditory, or kinesthetic.”56 Similar in operation to the Language
Master, students would insert an audio card into the reader, observe the given visual, listen, and
then respond through the Tutorette recording system to “hear-read-feel-record-and learn.”57 An
advertisement suggests using Tutorette programs for basic reading, ESL, spelling, math, or for
creating one’s own instruction using blank cards. A 1974 advertisement further explains the
Tutorette concept as a multisensory approach to an individualized student-based and self-pacing
learning system.58
In 1974, another Tutorette advertisement had a price of $189.95 for a dual system, record
and playback, and $169.95 for a playback-only model.59 The advertisement described the
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following special features: an audio-active feature that allowed students to hear themselves and
others, a built-in microphone, color-coded controls for easy identification, and push-button
controls for fast, simple operation. An additional feature of this model was compatibility with
other audio card devices. As support for the teachers to create their own instructional materials, a
Materials Development Kit was available. Pricing for the Tutorette reader had declined from the
1974 price to $149.95 in 1976 for the teacher- and student-record deluxe model and it included
an additional feature of “super-speed repeat.”60 The standard model, in 1976 was advertised for
$99.95, a savings of $70.00 from the 1974 version.61
I was able to find three vintage Audiotronic Tutorette Card Readers for sale on eBay in
2014. Prices ranged from $19.95 to $45.99, with only one of the three offerings in working order
and programmed instruction or blank audio cards in the purchase.62
To illustrate the lengthy lifecycle of the Tutorette, I found other uses of the Tutorette
occurred after my twenty-five-year research period. Research showed use of the device for ESL
and foreign language learning. For example, in a Los Angeles Times article dated September 2,
1986, Audiotronics collaborated with a firm in Japan to teach English with the Tutorette.63 To
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guarantee success of this partnership, Audiotronics provided training and support for additional
programmed instruction units.64
In collecting data about audio card readers, I found four major manufacturers of this
device: Bell and Howell Company (1957), Electronic Futures Inc. (1959), Teaching Technology
Corporation (1968), and Audiotronics (1974). The four companies produced similar features:
record and playback, prepurchased content and teacher- student-created content, and portability
and color-coding for ease of use.
The Audio Card Readers subcategory generated many responses from the interviewees of
this study. Van Hooser used an audio card reader as a tool to teach English classes, but when a
foreign language teacher needed the audio card reader for instruction, the principal gave Van
Hooser’s device to the foreign language lab. When asked how the students felt about losing the
audio card reader, Van Hooser stated that she was mad because the principal had the power to
take this instructional device away from her successful teaching strategy. Van Hooser also
reflected that the audio card reader was later located permanently in the library and that the
students could not access the device due to lack of staff in the library facilities.65
Beeler, an interviewee who taught from 1965 to 2000, reflected that the audio card
readers were used in third grade but were not well liked by the teachers. The audio card readers,
in her experience, were used primarily for special education when the instructor could work
more one-on-one with the student. The card readers were used in classrooms and found to be a
sturdy device, but the audio cards would malfunction and wear out. Most frustrating for the
instructors and students was that the audio cards easily became mixed up, or out of order. From
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Beeler’s point of view, the lack of sequencing of the audio cards did not prove to be effective
instruction, as instruction was not presented in the proper order to build knowledge.
Knott, a teacher from 1974 to 2007, reflected on educational uses of the audio card
readers. The Language Master images in the slideshow presented during the interview prompted
remembrances from the 1970s of the Language Master as a device used as a special education
resource or a tool used for remedial instruction. Knott recalled that the audio cards became
warped, destroyed, or scratched, which made them inoperable after many uses. Knott kept
control over the audio cards in her classroom to prevent damage to the cards and to preserve their
correct order. The audio card reader could be checked out of a central location, the library by the
teacher, for a period of a year. When Knott started teaching in a classroom midyear, she was not
familiar with the audio card reader. Another teacher trained Knott about the proper use of the
audio card reader, after which Knott used the device for vocabulary, basic sight words, and
reinforcement for spelling. At the time Knott was using the audio card reader, images were not
associated with the audio cards used for instruction.
Programmed Instruction—Craig Readers Subcategory. The Craig Readers, discovered
during my data collection process, were used from 1961 to 1963 and were found in Audiovisual
Instruction. These PRIM ’57-’82 items were advertised to provide a “fully-integrated reading
improvement program” for individual instruction.66 The Craig Reader was a desk-size device
consisting of a screen to display filmstrips, a cassette player/recorder, and worksheets and/or
workbooks. The teacher could also purchase a specific instructional system from Craig
Education that provided fifteen-minute lessons with stated performance objectives to be achieved
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by the student before advancing. In addition, the Craig Reader also offered alternative learning
strategies if the lesson was not accomplished in the time allotted.67 Otto and Houston describe
the Craig Reader as a “near-point tachistoscopic and pacing device.”68 The Craig Reader shown
in Figure 3 is an example of PRIM ’57-’82 Craig Readers as discussed in this section.
Geerlof and Kling, in a 1968 study of 181 responses on current reading practices, found
the Craig Reader was used with other machines such as tachistoscopes and reading accelerators
in reading instruction at colleges and with adult learners, yet it was never used alone as an
independent teaching device.69 Tachistoscopes are projector-like devices that display an image
for a specific time period, primarily used to improve word recognition and to improve reading
speeds.70 Reading accelerators are instructional aids used to train students to read faster by
having a mechanical component control the words viewed on a page. Both the tachistoscope and
the reading accelerator are discussed in this study’s Interactive—Instructional Systems section.
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Figure 3. Craig Research, Inc., Craig Reader, 1962.71

A review by Haffen, published in The Reading Teacher, states that the Craig Reader was
a systematic program with small-step progressions of programmed learning.72 The system could
be used as an independent activity, as a reinforcement to coordinate with other learning
programs, and as a remedial program for “the student who is singled out because of a special
learning problem.”73
Otto and Houston stated, in 1967, the price of the Craig Reader system was $229.50, with
additional reading programmed instruction sets from $30.00 to $35.00 each.74 Haffen found the
price in 1975 was $378.50 for the complete reading system, with additional components
available from $12.50 to $189.50.75
A JSTOR search, conducted on July 29, 2014, for scholarly articles using “Craig Reader”
as the search request resulted in fifty-two references from 1957 to 1982, including many
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advertisements in the front matter and back matter of The Reading Teacher and the Journal of
Reading. No results were found for the same request for the years 1983 to 2014.
The Craig Corporation, manufacturer of the Craig Reader, is apparently no longer a
supplier of instructional materials. The location shown in the advertisements is currently owned
by the City of Los Angeles through a sale completed in April 1977.76 I was not able to access
history of the corporation’s address prior to 1977. I assume that the Craig Corporation is no
longer in business due to the lack of publicity of its products and lack of any articles written in
scholarly journals since 1983.
No additional qualitative data on the use of the Craig Reader during the period studied
were obtained through the interview process because the interviewees were not familiar with the
Craig Reader either during their time as a student or as a teacher during the study’s twenty-fiveyear period.
Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices Subcategory. Five PRIM ’57-’82 items
were designated to belong in the Audio-Based Devices subcategory; they were found used from
1963 to 1982. Items were found in journal articles, advertisements, and textbooks. In this section,
the features of portability and the need for a teacher or student response are the focus of the
discussion rather than the audio instruction, as that is beyond the scope of this study.
Instructional materials established from PRIM ’57-’82 data were called Audio Notebooks, found
twice in the literature reviewed, the Wireless Audio Learning System, the Listen and Read
Literacy Programme, and the Audio Educational System. All items were small and portable with
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the student answering through a voice response. The Audio Notebook shown in Figure 4 is an
example of PRIM ’57-’82 Audio-Based Devices as discussed in this section.

Figure 4. Electronic Futures Inc., Audio Notebook, 1963.77

The Audio Notebook was the earliest of this type of instructional material found through
my collection process; it was found in the literature in 1963 and again in 1967. The Audio
Notebook advertisement promotes improvement in language, speech, and reading skills for an
individual learner. The manufacturer, EFI, indicates in the advertisement that the product was
designed and produced following “strict pedagogical requirements of audio learning.”78 This
PRIM ’57-’82 item was used for independent study by children and adult learners, but in 1967,
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Hafner stated that the effectiveness of this device had not been proven with any validity.79 Ely
describes the Audio Notebook as a “compact, desk-top unit…may be carried about easily” with a
1970 cost of $240.00 but does not discuss its effectiveness.80
A July 26, 2014 search on eBay produced a set of three vintage headsets that appear
similar to those photographed with the Audio Notebook, for a price of $59.00.81 I was not able to
find any vintage Audio Notebooks for sale but did find an antique radio forum in which the
participant, Tube Radio, wanted more information about the Audio Notebook and provided a
detailed description.82
Another item studied was the Wireless Audio Learning System; it was found in a review
of new audiovisual materials in Audiovisual Instruction, October 1970. The review states that
this system was a convenient method of instruction.83 The image shows a student using an
instruction booklet, a small battery-operated listening station, and a headset. There is not any
price listed in the review article.
In my attempts to learn more about the Wireless Audio Learning System, I searched the
Northern Illinois University educational technology, research, and assessment databases through
NIU’s Founders Memorial Library in June 2014. Searches for "Wireless Audio Learning
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System" did not yield any results for this device using an ERIC (via EBSCO) or JSTOR database
search. I was not able to find any other information about the Wireless Audio Learning System.
The third item in the subcategory, the Listen and Read Literacy Programme, was found in
Instructional Innovator, February 1982. It was reviewed in the New Projects section of the
journal. The item was used with nonreaders of the English language to teach reading and writing
skills. As a form of programmed instruction, the Listen and Read Literacy Programme consisted
of pictorial worksheets and eight audiocassettes that combined “phonic and sight word” teaching
methods.84 An image of the product showed an individual middle school or high school student
working with a tape recorder, cassettes, and a workbook. An interesting option of this literacy
program was that the pictorial guide was compatible with an Apple microcomputer, as all
graphics could be converted to on-screen images. There is no price included in the review, and I
was not able to find further information about this product.
The fourth item the Audio-Based Devices subcategory is the Audio Educational System
by Sylvania Information Systems. I included this item in the study, because it was small,
portable, and required the student to make a response. The item was found in an advertisement in
Audiovisual Instruction, October 1968, proposing that a student could turn the cafeteria into a
classroom in one second.85 The system consisted of an FM receiver, and a cassette tape player,
four headphone jack inputs, and headphones. The advertisement states an advantage to this
system was that “any area could be turned into an audio classroom” using the FM audio
classroom setup. The instructor would mount the specially embedded wires onto the walls to set
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up the FM receiver, which allowed an individual student, or a group of up to four students,
access to lessons through a radio signal. Other features included an adjustable listening speed to
fit the students’ learning styles and a pushbutton feature that made programmed instruction
possible from prepared cassette tapes. It was battery operated, so it was portable and could be
taken where it was needed. The item’s 1968 advertisement suggests that it was a low-cost way to
give a school “newer electronic educational aids.”86
Further searching for current types of audio education systems led me to streaming media
and audio books used for educational purposes. I was not able to find any similar devices for sale
on eBay or other internet resources in July 2014. I searched for “audio instructional” and found
many articles referring to distance education opportunities through the use of an “audio
instructional system.”87 Many articles were listed in a search for “radio+audio instruction” using
Google Scholar on June 25, 2014, an online search tool for scholarly literature, and in using
NIU’s databases.88 The results offered information on educational radio, which is beyond the
scope of this study. This search phrase led to a discussion by Tripp and Roby about
Postlethwaite’s audio-tutorial instruction (ATI) that was used with biology students at Purdue
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University in the early 1960s.89 The audio-tutorial instruction appears to be similar to Sylvania
Information Systems’ Audio Educational System although no research was found to substantiate
that observation. The ATI method was thought to be effective but has limited empirical research
about it.90
Through the interview process, the five interviewees revealed their work with audio
instruction in a lab setting, but none of the interviewees had used or seen these particular items in
their student or teaching experiences.
Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices Subcategory. Through the data collection
process, fourteen items were found to belong in the Programmed Instruction—Game-Like
Devices subcategory, the fourth of the programmed instruction subcategories. The PRIM ’57-’82
Game-Like Devices found are dated from 1969 to 1982. Items were collected from journal
articles, advertisements, and audiovisual textbooks as well as from the internet, for example, The
Computing History and Datamath Calculator Museum websites.
One of the earliest records I found about educational games was in a 1907 article called
“Games of Music,” in which the author states that “the instructive game has become a prominent
feature in our modern education” and includes “all branches of knowledge” such as language,
history, science, and the fine arts.91 In a later study, Schubert outlines procedures and the
selection processes of using reading games in education. The recommendations include choosing
purposeful games that did not have many rules, using games that were versatile, playing games
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in groups or individually as well as selecting games that were self-competitive so as to not rely
on group competitions.92 The guidelines established by Schubert are the earliest selection criteria
that I found in researching effective game choices for educational purposes.
Interestingly, the terms games and educational games are not included in the 1963 Terms
and Definitions of The Changing Role of the Audiovisual Process in Education.93 Yet, twelve
years later, in 1975, the New York State Education Department defined games as having
“specific rules of play, which involve intellectual or physical activity.”94 In addition, in a 1975
directory of sources for people who are handicapped, there are ten listings of suppliers with
“game” in their company name: e.g., Educational Games (New York), Games Research
(Boston), and U.S. Games Systems (New York).95
Gerlach and Ely described games in 1971 as a “simplified operational model of a real-life
situation.”96 Advantages of using games for educational purposes are explained by Gerlach and
Ely to be that the student was involved with and sought to solve a problem.97 Furthermore, the
authors note that a full range of media could be incorporated into games, which generated a high
degree of interest.98 Some disadvantages are that games could distort contexts and are time-
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consuming.99 Gerlach and Ely also contend that games were a growing area in education and that
resources were difficult to keep track of due to the rapid growth.100
In a closer look at the fourteen items discovered during the data collection process, three
groupings of Game-Like Devices were created to further describe this subcategory of
Programmed Instruction. The groups are Matching Devices, Multiple-Choice Devices, and
Educational Toys.
Through my poststructural process, the Piko dat Learning Machine and the Matchmaker
were two items categorized in the Matching Devices group. These two devices were similar in
that they used a mode of linking to connect ideas and concepts that facilitating learning through a
matching process. Both instructional materials used a pointer or stylus on a response board, and
when linked to the correct, predetermined answer location on the board, the student would
receive feedback.
The Piko dat Learning Machine, also referred as the Piko dat, first sold in 1969, was one
of the earliest programmable computers available to the general public and was promoted as a
“play and learn” educational tool for students.101 It was described as an educational computer for
teaching the basics of programming and programming games.102 The Piko dat operated by
connecting wires through a button slot to one of thirteen lights. When a connection was created
correctly, a light would illuminate, giving the student feedback that a correct answer had been
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selected. With further research on the Piko dat, I found the device was sold in Germany and used
to program model trains as well as a tool to learn programming.103 The Piko dat Learning
Machine was manufactured in East Germany by Pionier Konstruktion. The Piko dat Learning
Machine shown in Figure 5 is an example of PRIM ’57-’82 Matching Devices as discussed in
this section.

Figure 5. Pionier Konstruktion, Piko dat Learning Machine, 1969.104

The Piko dat Learning Machine is no longer in production, but through correspondence
with Damman, a Piko dat subject matter expert, I learned that a Piko dat had sold in 2009 for
€65.00 or approximately $88.00.105 Through email communications with Damman on July 3,
2014, I also received a German language copy of the Piko dat manual and a copy of the original
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transparencies and cardboard cutouts used as programmed learning tools with the device.106 The
manual contains twenty-nine program lessons from mathematical programs to “quiz master”
games.107 Refer to Appendix M for Piko dat Learning Machine example activities using
transparencies and cardboard cutouts.
A parameter for this study was United States instructional materials, but I chose to
include this device, even though it was manufactured in Germany, due to comments made in the
interview with Beeler about matching instructional materials, which is discussed later in this
section.
The second item, the Matchmaker by Aim Industries, was found in the September 1970
Miscellaneous section of Audiovisual Instruction. The Matchmaker was described as a “batteryoperated device for learning” used for recognition and matching of shapes by young students.108
The review explained the operation of this device as using a pointer placed on one object from
the display board that when linked to the matching object, would cause a green light to flash. The
image in the review of the Matchmaker showed math fractions as the programmed instruction
content being taught. Other overlays available for purchase were colors, object groupings,
numbers, and simple arithmetic lessons. Also available were blank overlays for custom-designed
content. The Matchmaker utilized a game-like interface and rewarded players by flashing a green
light for correct answers as well as providing “self-remediation and learning by self-
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discovery.”109 The 1970 article further stated the Matchmaker was priced at $35.00 and came in
a carrying case.110
I also found, in an annotated mathematics bibliography, a similarly described device to
the Matchmaker called the Tabletamer from Aim Industries. The Tabletamer, effective for
instructing grades two through six, was described as “highly motivating.”111 Additional research
for the Tabletamer did not yield any other educational purposes or functional information.
The Minnesota Business & Lien System shows that Aim Industries filed to become a
business corporation on February 5, 1970.112 The same state system shows that Aim Industries
filed for dissolution on October 7, 1991. Attempts to locate supplementary information through
Google Scholar, JSTOR, and Northern Illinois University’s educational technology, research and
assessment searches for the Matchmaker or the Tabletamer were unsuccessful.
During an interview conversation, Beeler, from a teacher’s perspective, reflected on using
a device that consisted of wires, on which the teacher placed one end of the wire in prescribed
locations to match the content to be taught. This description reminded me of the Piko dat and the
Matchmaker instructional materials found in PRIM ’57-’82. The student then had to put the other
end of the wire into the correct location in order to receive feedback—an illuminated light bulb
indicating the correct answer had been selected. In discussing this further with Beeler, I
established that this was a homemade machine from a cardboard box, a battery for power, and
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light bulbs. She had made and used this device in her classrooms in the 1960s.113 In another
interview session, Knott stated that she used something similar to the Piko dat and Matchmaker
devices; the students found these instructional materials to motivate their learning. In the late
’50s and ’60s, Knott remembered a similar instructional material made from a cardboard box,
from which students enjoyed receiving some form of immediate feedback or response.114
Although not found in my data collection process, I discovered in the research process
items such as Electric Board and Buzz Board that were similar to the Piko dat and Matchmaker
devices. These similar instructional materials used an electric current to activate a buzzer, bell, or
light when the correct contacts were created.115
The second group Game-Like Devices—Multiple-Choice Devices identified for this study
includes instruction provided through multiple-choice questioning. Two devices were found in
three sources—one journal article, a textbook, and one advertisement. The instructional materials
were the Tutorgrams from 1971 and the Telor from 1973 and 1974. Each device used
programmed instruction to deliver content to individual students. The Tutorgram shown in
Figure 6 is an example of PRIM ’57-’82 Multiple-Choice Devices as discussed in this section.
The Tutorgram by Enrichment Reading Corp. of America (ERCA) was found in an
advertisement in the June/July 1971 issue of Instructor. The advertisement promotes the
Tutorgram as a “new electro-visual teaching aid” for development of reasoning and memory in
children ages three to eleven.116 Educators hired by ERCA developed programmed instruction
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for the Tutorgram in the following areas: preschool awareness, social studies, science, math, and
language arts. The Tutorgram included a small, portable electro-visual instrument with a pointing
device. The student would insert one of the fifty-four multiple-choice cards included in the
instructional set. Using the pointer, the student would see a light and hear a buzzer sound
signifying a correct answer if the pointer were placed in the appropriate location on the card. The
Tutorgram advertised “learning becomes a game” as the feedback provided the student with a
sense of accomplishment.117

Figure 6. Enrichment Reading Corp. of America, Tutorgrams, 1971.118

The second instructional material included in the Multiple-Choice Device group is the
Telor by Enrich. It was found in a textbook as well as in a mathematics article. The Telor is
described as a programmable learning aid and is made of hard, durable plastic with four
multiple-choice buttons. Cartridges consisting of forty frames each provided the instruction. The
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cartridge would not advance until the correct answer was selected.119 Schulte, in a review of the
Telor, felt that the format was useful for drill and practice, and materials were presented in a
“tell-and-do” format.120 As shown in the 1973 and 1977 A-V Instruction: Technology Media and
Methods textbook by Brown, Lewis, and Harcleroad, the Telor was a simple handheld device
used by an individual which featured four sliding buttons labeled A, B, C, and D to select the
answer.121
The Telor is described as a “hand-manipulative, non-electric [sic] learning aid” used for
instant reinforcement of selecting the correct answer.122 Programmed instruction cartridges
included anatomy, physiology, 123 and mathematical and metric sets with prices of $76.00 to
$110.00 per set,124 and an arithmetic involvement series for basic mathematic operations for
prices of $24.95 to $37.50.125
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The Telor trademark, number 963,514 was registered on April 28, 1971, and further
described its components as “hand held programmed learning aids” using quiz frames and a
“manually operated answer selecting key.”126 The trademark expired on March 31, 1983.127
The third group of Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices is the Educational
Toys. This group includes ten PRIM ’57-’82 objects that provided programmed instruction
through a toy-like interface. Within the ten items, nine objects dated from 1976 to1982.
Early educational toys are linked back to Comenius’ (1592-1620) use of everyday objects
as learning aids, such as the picture book Orbus pictus.128 Froebel’s gifts are considered an early
version of educational toys, as the gifts were used in a prescribed sequence.129 Froebel believed
that through play, a child would construct knowledge.130
Educational toys became prevalent after World War II, as young parents realized the need
for education as a method to ensure success for their children. The home became a supplemental
source for education, and the growth in the educational market became a major industry.131 The
purpose of a toy was to offer an educational advantage rather than mere play value.132 A 1957
article has an anecdote about a parent buying a toy that was thought to be very complicated for a
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three-year old. The salesperson replied, “This is an educational toy that is supposed to help the
child meet the problems of today’s world.”133 Furthermore, authors Hewitt and Roomet define
educational toys through a historical perspective from the 1800s to 1979 as moving from any toy
that provided “cognitive development” to the 1979 definition that a toy was considered
“educational or instructive” by experts, designers, teachers, or other persons of authority. The
authors felt that the influx of educational toys in the 1880s was due to the change in society
allowing children more time to play rather than supporting the family economically, e.g.,
working on the family farm.134
The earliest educational toy classified in this study’s content analysis was the Little
Professor by Texas Instruments (TI). It was TI’s first introduction onto the consumer educational
toy market in 1976. The first Little Professor sold for $19.95 and was a small calculator used to
teach mathematical skills to the students age five to nine.135 In a 1980 advertisement, it is
described as a “unique electronic learning aid.”136 The Little Professor was a preprogrammed
calculator-like instructional material in which the student would select one of four basic
mathematical operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division) and then select a
difficulty level. The Little Professor provided a ten-question set from an available sixteen
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thousand questions.137 The student then would enter an answer using the number pad on the
device.138 If correct, the complete equation was displayed and the next question would appear. If
incorrect, the student was given another opportunity to answer, and after a third attempt, the
correct answer was provided.139 The Little Professor was thought to be a reverse calculator, that
is, instead of providing an answer, the device posed questions.140As feedback, the Little
Professor showed the number of correct answers for a set on the display screen.141 In a 1980
study by Lumb, the author found the Little Professor to be effective in reinforcing arithmetic
skills.142
A similar device to the Little Professor was Math Magic introduced by TI in 1977. This
item was found when I was looking for information about another instructional material by the
same name (which is discussed in the Interactive—Learning Materials section of this study). The
TI Math Magic prompted the student to enter the entire mathematical equation and provided a
display of “EEE” as feedback for an incorrect answer. A flashing display of the equation was
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provided when it was correctly entered. The TI Wiz-A-Tron quickly replaced the TI Math Magic
in the same year; it operated with an identical method but offered a different keyboard cover.143
Speak & Spell, another item in the Education Toys group, found in the 1985 Instructional
Media and New Technologies book by Heinich, Molenda, and Russell, is described as a “handheld microprocessor game.”144 TI introduced Speak & Spell in 1978 with a price of $50.00.145
This product was created from TI’s research on speech synthesis and was aimed to help students
age seven or older to learn two hundred commonly misspelled words, working much like a
parent would in practicing for a spelling test.146 Speak & Spell was the first mass-produced
device that used electronic speech.147 An advantage of Speak & Spell was its ability to generate
random exercises based on a student’s successes or failures.148 According to TI, the creation of
Speak & Spell was the first time a human voice was duplicated onto a silicon chip.149 Speak &
Spell would say the word, the student would spell it using the keyboard, and then feedback was
provided on the success or failure of spelling the word correctly. In TI’s educational product
leaflet, the company contends that a student would learn using Speak & Spell by hearing,
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spelling, and seeing the word. The product also provided valuable feedback as to the student’s
progress.150 The Speak & Spell shown in Figure 7 is an example of PRIM ’57-’82 Educational
Toys as discussed in this section.

Figure 7. Texas Instruments, Speak & Spell, 1978.151

In an interview conducted by Remacle, Frantz, one of the creators of Speak & Spell,
stated that the Little Professor, discussed earlier in this section, was a predecessor to Speak &
Spell.152 Frantz reflected on showing the initial Speak & Spell at the Consumer Electronics Show
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were several production issues with using this device to teach spelling. These suggestions
included using words that did not follow conventional spelling rules; using lowercase letters, as
students do not learn to spell in all capital letters; and adding some “play value” to the device.
With these improvements over the initial device, the educator thought Speak & Spell would
“actually increase the IQ of the student.”153
Speak & Spell was discontinued by TI in 1995 but remains an important artifact of
educational technology, as it earned a place in the Smithsonian Institute - National Museum of
American History Collection.154 The importance of the technology is the speech synthesizer used
in Speak & Spell, which is called digital signal processing (DSP). This technology began
research growth in speech synthesis that we currently see in military, industrial, and consumer
applications such as sonar and radar signal processing, wireless communications and cell phones,
digital televisions, and voice-assisted navigation systems.155 The Computer History Museum
states that since the DSP technology was not available in any other device than Speak & Spell,
some “hobbyists purchased the $50 machines just to extract the DSP for use in other projects.”156
Texas Instruments worked with educators throughout the world to develop classroom
technology through its education technology group and felt that educator involvement with
product development allowed for better functionality and met the needs of teachers for classroom
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use.157 Knott, an interviewee, participated as an educator in helping to develop mathematics
products through this group from the late 1980s to early 1990s.
Comments by Knott, during our interview, revealed use of Speak & Spell as a homeeducation tool in approximately 1984.158 In an interview, Rundel, a media specialist, reflected
that instructional materials such as Speak & Spell and Spelling B, which is discussed in the next
paragraph, were commonly listed as aids for learning in library science literature.159
The TI Spelling B, a device similar to Speak & Spell, was introduced in 1978 and
provided spelling practice through different games for $30.00.160 Differences between Speak &
Spell and Spelling B, besides the lower price of Spelling B, were that Spelling B generated a
random number that the student used to look up a corresponding image in a program booklet.
The student then spelled the name of the image and received feedback in the form of a buzzergenerated sound. Spelling B, as part of the TI Learning Center’s product offerings, was a silent
spelling learning aid; it did not read the word to the student.
Information found concerning spelling instructional materials included a Texas
Instruments patent dated April 28, 1978, for a speech synthesis circuit, which shows an
illustration of Spelling B.161
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TI continued developing educational toys with several other versions of speech
synthesizer technologies. What began with the TI Speak & Spell evolved into other curricular
areas such as math, reading, and music using similar speech technologies. Although these
adaptations of the Speak & Spell device are not included in this study, key information is
available online at http://datamath.org, an online calculator museum.
By 1978, Touch & Tell, for children age two to five, was offered by TI and used speech
synthesizer technologies. This device included a position-sensitive keyboard in which a twosided panel was placed in a frame on the front and as a learning module. Touch & Tell would
then ask a random question based on the content of the panel, asking the student to point to the
correct answer. By pressing the correct space, students gained discrimination and literacy
skills.162 Musical sounds and special sounds were used to engage students while answering the
questions.163 In 1981, the Touch & Tell panels sold for $17.95 for programmed topics such as the
alphabet, numbers, animals, and transportation. 164 As motivation for learning, in 1982, E.T The
Extra-Terrestrial, a popular movie, was offered as a Touch & Tell module using E.T.’s voice to
combine sight, sound, and touch to assist in language/vocabulary development and visual
discrimination.165
Like Speak & Spell, the Touch & Tell panel is part of the TI collection at the
Smithsonian Institute - National Museum of American History—in the integrated circuit
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technology exhibit.166 The panel consisted of the images for programmed instruction, which were
placed in Touch & Tell frame. The Smithsonian Institute - National Museum of American
History Collection exhibit does not display the learning module, although it is an integral
component in the operation of Touch & Tell.
Another TI educational toy, the Speak & Read, an electronic learning aid, was found on
the Datamath Calculator Museum website and in a 1982 Instructional Innovator advertisement.
This device, introduced in 1980, promoted the use of “programmed activities to help children
build reading skills.”167 TI rated this educational toy for children in prekindergarten to third
grade. The original price was regularly $74.90 and on sale for $64.90.168 In an advertisement
found for this study, the Speak & Read touts that students were “learning with hand-held
computers and calculators.”169 Word-cartridge libraries were used along with a sixty-four-page
activity book to guide the student through several topics covering basic words, compound words,
contractions, prefixes, consonant blends, and silent letters.170 Most word cartridges had three
levels of challenges to keep a student motivated to learn.171 The activity book prompted students
to fill in a sentence with the appropriate word that matched the images shown. Other sections of
the book provided a story for a student to read and activities to reinforce the specific skills for
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that library. Each word cartridge expanded the built-in library by 120 to170 words.172 In another
advertisement, Scott, Foresman and Company promotes a supplemental reading package—Speak
& Read Module Package, which included six Speak & Read learning aids, headphones, and six
libraries.173
TI published a 1982 brochure on its educational products featuring many devices that are
discussed in this section. In this brochure, TI described its educational products as electronic
learning aids that helped to “further a child’s learning skills,” rather than as electronic toys.174
A search on eBay on July 11, 2014, using “Texas Instruments Speak & Read” yielded
nineteen results ranging in price from $10.50 to $55.00 for the machine and prices ranging from
$5.99 to $14.99 for the cartridges and activity books. Many other TI educational toys were
available on eBay, including Speak & Spell and Speak & Math.
Searches for “Speak & Read” on Google Scholar and JSTOR were not productive in June
2014 due to the combination of the words speak and read. These words commonly showed up in
results for learning how to speak or learning how to read and did not refer to the Texas
Instruments educational learning aids. Research using NIU’s databases such as ERIC (EBSCO)
and ERIC (Ovid) had similar search issues in June 2014 for “speak & read” queries.
Another item in the Educational Toys group of this study is Coleco’s Quiz Wiz—The
Computer Answer Game. The Quiz Wiz from 1980 was initially found on the Computing
History’s website. Coleco, in a 1980 brochure, promotes the Quiz Wiz as a “proven winner
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electronic play and learn category” providing over 1,001 questions with a programmed
book/cartridge and electronic lights and sounds as feedback.175 Each quiz book edition came with
a corresponding programmed cartridge. The learner selected a question and then entered the code
for that question from the quiz book. Once the Quiz Wiz was set for a specific question, the
learner would select from the A, B, C, or D keys on the device and then press the Answer key.176
The Quiz Wiz generated a green light and an electronic beep for all correctly answered
questions. Feedback for a wrong answer was a red light and, as described in the brochure, a
“raspberry” or buzzing sound.177
According to the 1980 Coleco brochure, the price was $18.95 for the Quiz Wiz and
included one cartridge/book set with additional cartridge/book sets for $3.95.178 Educational
topics covered sports, math, places, oceans, and music; topics such as trivia, movies and TV, and
superheroes appeared to be for play and pleasurable activities.
A patent search for the Quiz Wiz found U. S. Patent No. US4164078 with the inventor
being Adolph Goldfarb. The patent has a filing date of February 21, 1978.179 The patent
describes the Quiz Wiz as a “multiple-choice response evaluating apparatus,” unique in its ability
to answer nonmathematical questions. The Quiz Wiz was able to generate questions from the
cartridges based on multiple-choice answers.180 Also found was patent number US4303398, filed
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on June 28, 1978, with a credit for invention to Mark Yoseloff of Coleco Industries, Inc. and a
reference to Goldfarb’s earlier patent.
Conducting a Google Scholar search, in July 2014, for “Quiz Wiz” revealed several
results. Wright, in a 1980 discussion paper, listed the Quiz Wiz as providing potential
educational value.181 Mason, in 1983, suggested the Quiz Wiz was a “super-small single purpose
computer” and an alternative to a stand-alone computer such as the Timex-Sinclair ($49.95) or
the Commodore VIC ($84.00) due to lower pricing.182 According to Mason, the Quiz Wiz was an
effective device for improving reading skills.183
Quiz Wiz Challenger, a later version that was introduced in 1981, included speech
synthesis to read the question to the learner rather than the learner needing reading skills prior to
using the device. The Challenger also allowed up to four players to create a competitive,
electronic game and its cartridges were compatible with the original Quiz Wiz.184
Searches on eBay, on July 13, 2014, provided a variety of prices and components of the
Coleco Quiz Wiz. Prices ranged from $4.99 to $27.99 for the device, one book, and a cartridge
with 1,001 questions.
Another PRIM ’57-’82 item grouped with Educational Toys was found in a 1981
Instructional Innovator. It is called the Alphaspell by Centurion Industries. In a review, the
Alphaspell is called the “newest microcomputer” at a price of $359.95 for thirty-five lessons in
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nine content areas.185 Alphaspell was eight inches in diameter, had a keyboard for student input,
and provided exercises for improving spelling skills.186 In a separate review, Ahl contests the
label of microcomputer, since the Alphaspell was used for educational drill and practice and had
no other programmable attributes.187
In a 1987 Ohio State University study, the Ohio Hi-Point Joint Vocational staff
recognized the Alphaspell as a device to improve basic adult education and ESL skills.188
The patent information for products by Centurion Industries describes devices that
produced a “self-generated program” and had the ability to “improve keyboard dexterity.”189
Ahl lists three other “alpha” devices manufactured by Centurion Industries: Alphamaster (Grades
K-5) at a price of $359.50, the Alphatutor II (Grades 3-5) for $299.50, and the Alphadrill (upper
elementary) for $319.50.190 The trademark for Alphaspell, serial number 73302968, was filed on
March 27, 1981.191
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When looking at the Math Professor and the Quiz Kid images during our interview,
Beeler thought the devices looked like they would engage the student but said she did not have
any student or teacher experiences with either device.192
Conducting a Google Scholar search on July 28, 2014 for “educational toy” yielded 105
articles, not including patents and citations, for the twenty-five-year period of this study. A
similar search for the time of 1983 to 2014 generated 924 articles, showing the growth in this
topic in scholarly publications. A JSTOR search conducted the same date provided twenty-seven
articles for the period of 1957 to 1982 and forty articles for the time of 1983 to 2014. Several
articles found in these search results were used as resources in this study.
PRIM ’57-’82 Programmed Instruction Summary. Thirty-five PRIM ’57-’82 items were
found in four subcategories of Programmed Instruction: Audio Card Readers, Craig Readers,
Audio-Based Devices, and Game-Like Devices. Information provided about these PRIM ’57-’82
devices includes empirical literature, manufacturers’ statements about their products, and other
research pertinent to the specific item.

Interactive—Learning Materials Category
Learning Materials, as a category of the PRIM ’57-’82 Interactive code used in this study
includes seven items from 1957 to 1977 that were included in my study because they were
portable and promoted a response from the student. Learning materials are aids used to promote
learning and to improve skills and understanding. The purpose of learning materials is to create
interesting lessons, to make learning easier for the students, and to assist the teacher in the
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successful delivery of his/her lessons.193 The Magic Slate shown in Figure 8 is an example of a
PRIM ’57-’82 Learning Materials device as discussed in this section.

Figure 8. Strathmore, Magic Slate, 1957.194

One item in the Learning Materials category is the Magic Slate. It was seen in a 1957
Instructor advertisement that promotes the Magic Slate as a “fine visual aids and manipulative
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objects aid” and states that students “respond to its invitation to learning.”195 The advertisement
suggests the Magic Slate Number Practice offered opportunities for practice, testing, and
exchanging with other students. Another advantage of this learning material was the ability to
adapt for “fast” or “slow” students.196 The price is advertised as $.20. I was able to find a vintage
Magic Slate through an October 2014 eBay search with a sold price of $7.50.197 The Schylling
Company, in June 2014, offered a similar item also called the Magic Slate, but it was merely a
write-on, lift-off board for $2.99 without any specific curricular content.198 Another related
device available in England in 2014 is the Printator.199 In a 2014 search for more information
about the Magic Slate, I used an alternative search terms of “practice addition and subtraction
online” which yielded over 2.5 million results.200
The Magic Slate Number Practice was similar in features to the Mystic Slates written
about by Freud in 1925.201 Freud describes a slate comparable to ancient writing styles using a
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clay or wax tablet.202 In a 2013 article, Rosen contends that Freud might have predicted tablets
similar to the iPad.203
Other Interactive—Learning Materials found were the Math Magic produced by CadacoEllis in 1958 and Math Magic by Pressogram in 1977. (Math Magic devices discussed in the
Learning Materials section are different from the TI Math Magic discussed in the Educational
Toys section.)
Math Magic by Cadaco-Ellis was a game-like learning tool for students from nine to
fourteen years old.204 It was a game, available in 1958, about “Ways to Better Math” as stated on
its rulebook. Equalize, Analyze, and Minimize were three games included that promoted skills in
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division by manipulating numbers. It is currently listed
as a math resource in the Janesville, Wisconsin, public schools as part of the Lincoln Family
Resources collection.205
I found in June 2014 a vintage copy of Math Magic by Cadaco-Ellis for sale on eBay in
June 2014 for $95.00.206 The price, as found in a 1958 article, was listed at $3.00.207
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The Pressogram Math Magic item was described as an “interactive learn-and-play” mat
with a self-check option that created interest while “encouraging children to learn.”208 This item
was discovered while conducting research on the Math Magic discussed earlier in the Game-Like
Devices category, as they are identically named. With the Pressogram Math Magic item, students
responded by entering their answer to questions on a mat and received feedback from the mat
through a heat-sensitive area that exposed the correct answer. As found in an internet search on
June 11, 2014, the Pressogram Math Magic is available for use in several curricular areas,
including phonics as well as mathematics.209 The price shown on the Prodesign website, a
supplier of the Pressogram Math Magic is €4.95, which converted to $6.70 U.S. dollars on June
11, 2014. I was unable to find a 1977 price for the Pressogram Math Magic.
Other Learning Materials items used during PRIM ’57-’82 were math manipulatives
found in Instructor, September 1957, and in Audiovisual Instruction, November 1958. Items
include relationship cards, number-grouping disks, place-value sticks and cards,210 and a variety
of blocks, wheels, and objects used as a “partial answer to visualizing math.”211 The items in the
Learning Materials category are all related to mathematics education. Items are described as
teaching faster and working with more ease. Key phrases include “learn quickly,”
“visualization,” and “discovery through manipulation.” 212 In a discussion about math
manipulatives used in the late 1950s, Brumfield suggested that every effort was made to
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incorporate a “model or moveable device” to demonstrate new ideas and complicated concepts,
and Brumfield felt that audiovisual aids were not limited to elementary grades.213 Brumfield
further discussed that student or teacher-created learning materials aided in the learning process
by providing another method to learn—that of stimulating the imagination.214
In my interview with Beeler, she remembered another similar math manipulative, the
Cuisenaire rods. She loved using these in her classroom to help teach fractions. Cuisenaire rods
were invented in the 1920s and were designed to help learn mathematics in a visual and creative
way.215
The learning materials shown in the 1957 Ideal School Supply Company’s advertisement
price from $1.00 to $3.00 per set and were developed for use in Grades 1-8. I found the Ideal
School Supply Company’s items that were described as “Vintage 1988 Relationship Cards”
available for $9.99 as a starting bid or $24.99 as a “Buy it Now” eBay option on June 12,
2014.216 In looking at how math manipulatives have evolved since 1982, I found that the
physical objects have become brighter and more colorful and include the use of animals or
characters to attract young learners—products with more visual appeal than the original 1957
offerings.
Experiences discussed through the interview process show that all interviewees
remembered using some form of learning materials as a student or as a teacher. The Magic Slate
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and the write-on boards were familiar and useful for drill and practice activities both at school
and at home. Beeler thought that these learning materials showed that manufacturers were
beginning to listen to the teachers’ needs and were producing instructional materials to fill those
needs.217
Learning Materials items found in this study were used to improve instruction through
hands-on activities and to improve understanding of complex concepts such as place value,
fractions, and more advanced geometric concepts such as those studied in high school geometry.
The focus of the PRIM ’57-’82 Learning Materials on mathematics may be related to the influx
of funding for instruction from the space race during the late 1950s. As seen through the
improvement and evolution/adaptation of these items found in my study, the use of learning
materials still serves as an important pedagogy in classrooms today.

Interactive—Instructional Kits Category
As part of the Interactive code created from the PRIM ’57-’82 coding, Instructional Kits
were found in audiovisual resources from 1957 to 1973 and were included because of the
portable and responsive nature of the entire kit. In this study, I found three instructional kit
references. A kit was defined, in 1963, as a collection of items gathered together to help teach a
specific curricular need or instructional unit.218 In many instances, a kit was used as selfinstruction for individual students and as a resource for teachers to incorporate into their
instruction a variety of audiovisual aids such as slides, motion pictures, still images, and 3-D
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models.219 The Pupil’s Fraction Kit shown in Figure 9 is an example of PRIM ’57-’82
Instructional Kits device as discussed in this section.

Figure 9. Ideal School Supply Company, Pupil’s Fraction Kit, 1957.220

In 1957, two kits were advertised by Ideal School Supply Company in the Instructor
journal.221 The first item, the Pupil’s Fraction Kit, was geared toward Grades 5-8. Each kit price
$0.30, includes an instruction manual, and was an individual self-study instructional material. An
image shows a flat, one-dimensional product with a student manipulating colorful circles to
represent various fractions from one-twelfths to one-halves. The advertisement promotes this
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item as teaching in a “modern method” but does not explain the method.222 Through further
research, the method appears to be “New Math.”223
The second kit advertised is a Pupil’s Multiplication and Division Kit, which price was
$0.20 and was designed for individual use by fourth to sixth graders. The student interacted with
the colored sheets and disk to group multiplication/division facts together.
Both of these Ideal School Supply Company kits provided specific curricular content or
instructional units for individual students, although if multiple kits/classroom sets were
purchased, small group or whole class instruction would be possible.224
Seely and White contend that instructional kits offered a collection of audiovisual aids
that would strengthen lessons for an inexperienced teacher while providing flexible resources for
the innovative, experienced teacher.225
In a 1973 Association for Educational Communications and Technology publication,
instructional kits were ranked as third in a list of top-selling media formats.226
Through further research, I found mathematical kits reviewed in 1977. Kits included
audiotapes, placement tests, and master drill and practice sheets along with a large progress
chart. Prices for the classroom kits ranged from $99.00 to $180.00. The reviewer states that one
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issue with the kits was the time, effort, and cost of reproducing the activity sheets from the
masters included in the kit.227
Interview comments about instructional kits showed that Van Hooser, Beeler, and Knott
used both personally created kits as well as purchased kits. A purpose of using instructional kits
was the convenience of having a set of instructional materials ready to use for curricular
needs.228 Although, as pointed out by Beeler, pieces could be lost or worn, making the kit no
longer an effective teaching aid.229 Knott remembered creating materials for classroom use but
referred to them as a portfolio instead of a kit.230

Interactive—Learning Games Category

As asserted by Plato, games can help accomplish learning, and teachers must provide
children with tools to “channel their pleasures and desires towards the activities they will engage
in when they are adults.”231 Active participation, “the actual doing by the student,” is the key to
learning with games.232 Johnson, in a 1958 article about commercial games, offers the following
reasons to use games for classroom instruction: building confidence and attitudes, providing a
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child-parent activity that supports education, and making practice a pleasant experience.233 To
ensure the success of games in the classroom, researchers suggest that games should be selected
to meet the needs of the students, that all students are able to participate, and that follow-up
activities should be implemented to emphasize the learning gained from the game.234 In addition,
Johnson notes that not all games were commercially produced, as some well-designed games
were created by teachers for their own classroom use.235
As early as 1967, Kristy foretold computerized instruction using games as a method to
“stimulate and motivate” learning.236 Kristy contended that by 1977 to 1982, computers would
“revolutionize education.”237
In the collection of data for this study, one data item was labeled specifically as a
learning game. The items advertised by School Service Company, in the September 1957
Instructor, were called Learning Games but also advertised were other games for arithmetic and
reading.238 The Learning Games shown in Figure 10 is an example of a PRIM ’57-’82 Learning
Games device as discussed in this section.
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Figure 10. School Service Company, Learning Games, 1957.239

The learning games, as advertised in 1957, were promoted as instructional materials. The
items in the School Service Company’s advertisement show games for educational purposes,
important information given the 1957 date. To help demonstrate the importance of games during
the 1957 to 1982 period, games and manipulatives were ranked as sixth on the 1973 AECT topselling media formats list.240 This information may be significant to others conducting gamebased research.
Learning games in the 1957 advertisement include lotto and bingo games with themes
such as the ABCs, animals, American history, and geography. The price advertised for the
learning games section is $1.25 to $4.00. The ABC Lotto game is described as being for up to six
students with the purpose of identifying a pictured object and then showing the first letter of the
object on a printed card.241 Outcomes of playing the ABC Lotto game that were identified in a
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1967 Nevada study were that the students “loved the ABC Lotto game” and they retained the
sounds learned.242
Other games available from the School Service Company provided content in relation to
arithmetic topics, including the four basic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division) as well as fractions and time. From the advertisement, the price ranged from $1.00 to
$2.75.243 The image in the advertisement shows flat paper objects used in the games.
Another arithmetic game promoted for Grades 1-4 was the Quizmo244 series from Milton
Bradley. This learning game originally sold in the early 1960s.245 It consisted of bingo-like cards
based on instructional concepts such as addition/subtraction, alphabet, and time.246 The Quizmo
series of learning games provided group instruction through a game interface. Quizmo learning
games are currently offered in the marketplace. For example, a Tell Time Quizmo was found
with a 2014 liquidation sale price of $5.45 for a classroom set,247 with other titles available
through Amazon.com.
Also included in the selection from the School Service Company were reading games
such as picture word cards, sight phrase cards, and group word teaching and sounding games.
Prices in 1957 for these games ranged from $1.00 to $1.95. These games were marketed for
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Grades 1-6. The reading games were based on the Dolch word list, which is a list of frequently
used English words compiled by Edward W. Dolch in 1948.248 Sight words, which could not be
sounded out, made up fifty to seventy percent of an elementary school book.249 In an interview
with Beeler, an early elementary reading teacher, she said she had used Dolch words and, in fact,
had created many sets of flash cards to improve instruction. In a search for vintage Dolch word
games, I found, in June 2014, a set called the “Popper Words” that promoted “Learn the Play
Ways,” available for $19.95.250
Knott, an interviewee, did not remember any of the games that I found in the data
collection process, but she recalled using a lotto game as a student. Her parents were strong
advocates of supporting education in their home and purchased the lotto game to increase their
children’s memory and to create fun, interactive family time. In research articles about using
lotto games for educational purposes, the lotto game was described as a simple matching game
and could be compared to Bingo.251 Muri, in a 1996 research article, explains that teaching with
a lotto-like game could increase cognitive and premath skills as well as help students distinguish
categories of objects.252
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As a category of PRIM ’57-’82, Learning Games is only a small portion of the total items
found that met the portable and responsive requirements of this study. Although it would have
been easy to overlook this category and these items, it was important to establish a foundation
for games as used in educational settings. A limitation of this study is the twenty-five-year period
used. I began looking for items with a beginning date of 1957. This is not to say that learning
games began in 1957 but that I found an advertisement for learning games as early as 1957.
Gredler contends that although games entered the educational environs in the late 1950s, it was
not until the 1970s that instructional design became fully integrated into games’ product
development.253
Research on learning games has grown exponentially, as illustrated through a Google
Scholar search conducted on June 16, 2014. In a search for scholarly information from 1957 to
1982, the results showed 876 listings. In conducting a “learning games” search with dates from
1983 to 2014, the results were ten thousand seven hundred. Using ProQuest Digital Dissertations
to search for “learning games,” I found 148 dissertations/theses for the 1957 to 1982 period and
1508 results for the 1983 to 2014 period. Note in both the Google Scholar and the ProQuest
Digital Dissertations search results, duplicate records of the same source existed.
Learning games in the early 1980s began to be created as computer software. Oregon
Trail, developed in 1982 by MECC, was a popular simulation of early pioneer days in America.
Oregon Trail, used in schools and in homes, taught life skills such as resource management,
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planning, and coping with stressful situations such as “Betty has cholera.”254 Oregon Trail
software, fifth edition, is available for individual and school lab use for prices ranging from
$9.98. In addition, Oregon Trail is currently available as a downloadable application for iPads
for a price of $4.99.255 A similar free, online game, The Oregon Trail: Settler, is available for
Android devices as found in a search of Google Play on August 11, 2014. 256 Google Play is an
online digital distributor of applications for Android device.
Learning Games as a category for instructional materials was evident during the twentyfive years of this study. The importance of games in education has evolved and adapted to meet
the needs of teachers and students, yet the basic principles of participation, emphasis on learning,
and versatility as outlined by Johnson in 1958 and Schubert in 1959 as discussed earlier in this
chapter, still hold true today.257

Interactive—Response Systems Category
In the data collection process of this content analysis on PRIM ’57-’82, I found twentyseven items in articles, textbooks, and advertisements for the Response Systems category.
Instructional materials that fit into the poststructurally designed category of Interactive—
Response Systems ranged in dates from 1962 to 1982. Refer to Appendix E for a complete listing
of PRIM ’57-’82 in this category including source information.
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As defined earlier in the Chapter 1’s Terms and Definition section, response is a term
used to label a behavior relative to a stimulus by making a selection or pushing a key.258 A
response, as defined by Skinner, is to write an answer or push a button, serving as a principle of
reinforcement, and receiving feedback from a teaching machine or other instructional device.259
The term response is also discussed, from a programmed learning perspective, earlier in the
Programmed Instruction section of this chapter.
The earliest PRIM ’57-’82 item to be included in the Response System category is the
Rapid-Rater by Shaw Laboratories. The Rapid-Rater is an artifact located in the Lee and Lida
Cochran AECT Archives of Educational Communications and Technology collection on the NIU
campus and is described in a 1962 Audiovisual Instruction advertisement. The advertisement
promotes the Rapid-Rater as “a simple and inexpensive tester-teacher” that increased student
interest and was used for classroom quizzes, self-testing, and systematic learning.260 The RapidRater shown in Figure 11 is an example of a PRIM ’57-’82 Response Systems device as
discussed in this section.
The Rapid-Rater was produced from 1961 to 1981 as a device used by individual
students. Using a stylus, students would answer up to eighty multiple-choice questions by
pressing through a paper sheet that was placed between two scoring plates.261 Using a set of
questions with the preset scoring plates in the Rapid-Rater, the student would proceed to answer
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Figure 11. Shaw Laboratories, Inc., Rapid-Rater, 1962.262

the specific numbered questions in the appropriate place on the device by pressing the stylus
through the A, B, C, or D hole. If the student answered correctly, the stylus would punch through
the answer sheet, providing feedback about a successful answer. If incorrect, the student would
see a small mark on the paper but would not feel the stylus go through the paper.
Knott, in an interview for this study, suggested a similarly named device existed called
the Rapid Grader, which assisted teachers in grading. I was unable to find any additional
information on the Rapid Grader System, although Knott recalled it looking similar to the RapidRater.
An item called the Student Response Monitor, manufactured by Aircraft Armaments, was
discussed in professional reports and publications from 1962 to 1970.263 This system consisted of
an individual control unit with three push buttons labeled A, B, and C placed on a student’s desk.
The teacher’s station had the capability of gathering input from up to fifty students through a
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series of red, green, and yellow lights. The teacher, by asking a multiple-choice question with
three possible answers, could tell at a glance how many students pressed which button. The
system provided a meter dial that showed the percentages of responses for each choice.264 The
system also tracked which answer was given by each student, allowing the teacher to see any
students’ need for remediation. The student’s unit displayed feedback as a glowing light.
Brown, in a 1963 review of several response systems, contends that response systems
help the teacher improve instruction. Response systems included in Brown’s study are the Edex
Teaching System, the Tele-Test Communications System, the Tele-Quest/TV
Intercommunication System, and the Teleprompter Classroom Responder. The feedback to and
responses from students made the teacher aware of students’ active participation with all of these
devices. This feedback allowed the teacher to identify specific individuals who might need extra
attention in a focused content area. However, since some response systems allowed for
anonymity, the students felt comfortable participating, whereas they might not have otherwise.265
One of the response devices reviewed in the 1963 Brown article, is the Edex Teaching
System, which incorporated a slide projector and an audio tape console with a metered panel to
collect student responses from ten to forty student stations. In this system, students’ control units
offered four choices.266 The Edex Teaching System was used to teach music, as discussed in a
1966 study that provides detailed instruction on how to set-up the system and prepare the music
lessons.267 In the 1966 study, Weiscerber and Rasmussen demonstrate that students could be
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motivated by using a system such as the Edex Teaching System.268 In November 1972, the Edex
Teaching System was reviewed in the New Products section of Audiovisual Instruction as a
modular system that allowed for customization of the system through which the instructor or
school could determine the audiovisual needs and purpose of the response system. Student
control units, in 1972, were available in a pushbutton style and as a rotary unit. Both types of
response control units were compatible with a computer for gathering data.269
Corrigan and Associates of California developed the Tele-Test Communications System
that was reviewed by Brown as a response system.270 Its student consoles, called Record-o-Paks,
consisted of a red and green light and an IBM card that recorded the students’ choices. The
system used a television to transmit the lesson to the student; in other words, the teacher was not
necessarily in the same classroom or building but could be transmitting the lesson via a closedor an open-circuit television. The instructor was able to collect the information for each student’s
IBM card to review all responses for any additional teaching needs. The collected IBM cards
were also used as an evaluation tool for student performance regarding the lesson.271 In a 1962
study, Corrigan, Gluth, and Deutsch found that teaching with the Tele-Test Communications
System saved half of the time to teach a programmed section; what had previously taken two
hours took one hour, with the advantage being that students achieved 25-percent higher
grades.272
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The Tele-Quest/TV Intercommunication System developed by the Pennsylvania State
University was also reviewed by Brown in 1963 as a two-way audio intercommunication system.
A course was presented over a closed-circuit television system that provided immediate two-way
communication between the teacher and the students. The teacher had control over the
microphone and could call upon any student. The system required extensive hardware, including
a television, a microphone and amplifier, an instructor console, relays, and a power supply.273
Although the hardware for the Tele-Quest/TV Intercommunication System was not small or
portable, the function of the response system allowed students to respond to a teacher similar to
other response systems discussed in this section.
The final response system that Brown reviewed is the Teleprompter Classroom
Responder. It was in the early stages of development in 1963 and used teletype punch tape at
each student’s workstation. This format was designed to capture student responses for grading
purposes and allowed the students to progress at their own pace. This response system was
capable of recording numerical responses as well as multiple-choice answers.274
In a 1965 issue of Audiovisual Instruction, a simple Trainer-Tester Response Card is
advertised. This Response Systems category item was used with printed programmed instruction
such as booklets or corresponding questions to textbook exercises. The Trainer-Tester Response
card was “simple” to operate using a pencil to fill in the appropriate bubble.275 Each paper card
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had up to thirty answers with three choices labeled A, B, and C or 120 questions with four
choices. Advertised prices were $6.95 for one hundred three-choice response cards or for seventy
four-choice response cards. In many ways, this system is similar to Scantron Score Forms used
in current practices.276
As a tie-in to the space race, another item advertised in a 1968 Audiovisual Instruction
publication states, “Give Her the Moon!” to describe the ComTech Corporations’ Student
Response System.277 ComTech Corporation states in the advertisement, “audiovisual
instructional equipment will play a big part in her life,” emphasizing the importance of
instructional materials for learning.278 This response system was capable of simplifying teaching
tasks, such as grading, yet was versatile enough to be a language lab or a programming tool for
visual and audio aids.279 Each Student Response System was customized to the needs of the
purchaser. During an interview conducted for this study, Edmondson noticed the use of a woman
and the reference to the space race and moon in the advertisement. She thought that was the
company reaching out to teachers, specifically women, in the use of this technology.280
In 1968, a Mediated Interaction Visual Response (MIVR) system was an improvement
over the one-way communication response systems developed earlier in the 1960s. The MIVR,
according to Wyman, was a means to offer a visual response mode to a group of students.281 The
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traditional methods of teaching were employed, but the MIVR added an interactive component
using individual overhead projectors. A trial, conducted by Wyman, included eight students,
each with an overhead projector. Each student made an immediate active response by pointing,
writing, underlining, or coloring on his/her overhead transparency.282 Issues with this mediated
visual response system included excessive light and heat from the overhead projectors as well as
the difficulty of providing power to all the students’ projectors.283
Response devices continued to grow and adapt during the 1970s. In a 1972 newspaper
article, the Shenendehowa Township in New York State announced a partnership with General
Electric’s Research and Development Center to use an Audiovisual Responses System 400
designed with Education System Package (ESP) technology.284 The purpose of ESP technology
was to enable communication between students and teachers independent of the location or size
of the class. The system allowed media control by the teacher, including many types of
multimedia, a response system as an evaluation component, a communication system for group
and individual studies, an optical card reader used as a data system to relieve the burden of
paperwork, and finally, a programmed language system that consisted of over three hundred
filmstrips about which the students were required to respond. No prices were listed in the article,
and further research yielded no other results on the Audiovisual Response System 400 with ESP
technology.
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Another device found, as advertised in the 1974 June/July issue of Audiovisual
Instruction, is the Ektagraphic Responder. As part of a coordinated study of Eastman Kodak and
the AECT, interested educators could receive thirty responders and a free copy of Learning
Resources (May 1974) published by the AECT. The Ektagraphic Responder was a cardboard
wheel that spun in a frame. The wheel was divided into large color-coded areas, each with a
unique letter. The students were asked a question and given an opportunity to select a colorcoded area or letter and then hold up the Ektagraphic Responder. The teacher could easily view
the results of the question by viewing the students’ responses. As part of the interview process,
Beeler said she used something similar to this type of responder, but it used a true/false format.
Beeler also found that students felt pressured to answer based on what their friends and other
classmates sitting close to them had answered. Beeler did not feel that the responder gave
accurate feedback to the instructor.285
The 1980s brought in a new generation of response devices—ones that included video
and “active participation.”286 In a 1980 Instruction Innovator review, the Response-A-Matic 7
(RAM 7) is described as an “audiovisual device with sync/stop pulse for 3/4” or 1/2”
videocassette players.287 A 1981 advertisement contends that the RAM) 7 was easy and
inexpensive with no difficult programming needed. It had an advertised price of $289.95.288 In
an article, Emmens felt that interactive videos were a teaching tool that combined computer and
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video technologies. One of the RAM 7 interactive video’s features required the viewer to
respond, which established an individualized path through the program.289 The RAM 7 devices
could handle multiple-choice and true/false questioning and were used with slide projectors,
audio recorders, and videotape.
Another response device in the Interactive—Response Systems category is the Voter 30
by Reactive Systems. This PRIM ’57-’82 item was found in a 1982 Instructional Innovator’s
New Products section that describes the response system as a hardware/software package.290 The
Voter 30 connected up to thirty responders to a single Apple II computer.291 The purpose of the
Voter 30 was to collect data from classroom quizzes and surveys and then, to use a computer to
tabulate the results by producing a bar graph of the results, which was projected through the
computer’s monitor. The Voter 30’s price was $595.00 for a set of thirty responders; the polling
stations were $125.00.292 In a 1982 COMDEX computer dealers’ exhibit, the product summary
guide listed the Voter 30 as a “response tabulating system,” with most of the other products
listed in the guide being microcomputers, systems, printers, and other computer-related
products.293 In addition, the Voter 30 response system was connected to a computer in the early
1980s, whereas previous response systems found in this study required a proprietary console to
collect data—one that was specifically designed to work with only the corresponding responder
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unit. The Voter 30 shown in Figure 12 is another example of a PRIM ’57-’82 Response Systems
device as discussed in this section.

Figure 12. Reactive Systems, Voter 30, 1982.294

In the interviewing process, I learned that all five interviewees had had some experiences
with response systems similar to those described in this section. Van Hooser remembered the use
of paper response systems.295 Beeler had used a nonelectronic response system in the classroom
through the use of dry erase boards—similar to the Ektagraphic Responder discussed in this
section.296
Edmondson talked about current teacher preparation for using classroom response
systems. In the interview, Edmondson said it was important to prepare classroom teachers to use
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this type of device and more importantly, the information obtained from the feedback.297
Edmondson felt that technologies, such as response systems, assisted classroom teachers in
analyzing each student’s needs or any deficiencies that required extra instruction.
Both Rundel and Edmondson were surprised that response systems dated back to the
1960s, feeling that this type of system was much more current and trendy.298
Knott reflected on her uncle, L. C. Billingsley, as an educator and school superintendent
who created instructional and educational devices that helped students learn and progress.299 She
remembered her uncle creating a response device that teachers could use with students who
needed extra assistance.300 Billingsley’s patent information US3541707A, dated April 18, 1968,
stated the invention was an educational device for teaching fundamental arithmetic to
elementary-grade students.301 Knott confirmed that was one of many educational devices
invented by her uncle. According to Knott, Billingsley developed the educational device to
“hone in on those that needed extra help.”302

Interactive—Instructional Systems Category

An instructional system, as defined in The Changing Role of the Audiovisual Process in
Education: A Definition and a Glossary of Related Terms, refers to instructional media.
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Instructional media, in the 1963 publication, was described as “a device which presents a
complete body of information and are [sic] largely self-supporting.”303 In this study, four types of
items are included as Instructional Systems dating from 1960 to 1970. The four items are reading
rateometers, reading rate controllers, tachistoscopes, and telephone conferencing equipment.
Reading improvement devices included in the Interactive—Instructional Systems
category are rateometers, accelerators, and controllers. I found these items dating from 1962 to
1965 in a journal article, advertisements, and a textbook. The advertisement states that the
reading rateometer “has led all reading aids since 1953.”304 The rateometer was a form of reading
accelerator designed to improve reading speed. The reading rateometer consisted of a sliding
scale that was set to the reading speed desired for an individual student. A T-shaped pacing bar
protruded from the device that was mechanically moved down the page at the set rate. A student
would read the line of text just below the bar as it moved down the page, which guided the
student’s focus.305 If the student read slower than the rate set, the pacing bar would cover over
the words, and through this mechanical feedback, the student would know immediately if he/she
did not read at the expected speed set.306 An example of a PRIM ’57-’82 Instructional Systems is
shown in Figure 13. The Reading Rateometer shown in Figure 13 is an example of a PRIM ’57’82 Instructional Systems device as discussed in this section.
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Figure 13. Audio Visual Research, Reading Rateometer, 1962.307

A standard Reading Rateometer, Model A, advertised in 1962, had a range of 70 to 2500
words per minute (wpm).308 Also shown in the advertisement is Model B, a slower-range model,
20 to 500 wpm, as well as Model C, a faster-range model that was 140 to 5,000 wpm.309 The
1962 advertised pricing ranged from $39.95 for the standard and slower-range models, while the
faster-range model priced at $42.95 with discounts available for purchase of five or more and ten
or more units ranging from $4.00 to $6.00 for each unit.310 The images show students,
approximately first-grade through high school levels, working at their desks, each with a
rateometer and an open book.311 The Reading Rateometer was used individually in a classroom
or lab setting. Each student worked independently and at his/her own rate.312 Taylor, in a 1962
study, found that reading accelerators, such as the Reading Rateometer, were most successful
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with competent readers at the junior high level or above.313 To work most effectively, students
needed to start training with the accelerator below their actual instructional levels and then build
upon their competence.314 In a 1968 study by Gelzer and Santore, they contend that the students
working with the rateometer improved their reading speed during the study, but in a retest after
eleven months, the increase in speed had diminished slightly.315 The authors suggest that the
students tested at an “artificially stimulated rate” at the end of the course versus the final retest
scores.316 The manufacturer, Audio Visual Research, contended that reading speeds would
double after ten to twenty half-hour sessions using the Reading Rateometer.317
Geerlof and Kling conducted a study of reading program practices in college and adult
programs by reviewing materials of the study’s respondents using reading programs.318 Findings
reported that accelerators, such as the Audio Visual Research Reading Rateometer, were most
commonly used with other machines and not as stand-alone teaching strategies.319 The authors
compare use of reading devices from their 1968 study to Taylor’s 1962 instrument use report and
contend that accelerators were trending up in use from 13 percent of institutes in 1962 to 31
percent in 1968.320
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Three of my interviewees reflected on their experiences with the rateometer’s use in
education. Van Hooser, who had taught in public schools from 1965 to 1998, remembered using
something like a speed reader. Described as a small six-inch by nine-inch booklet, the speed
reader would be utilized by the students in groups or individually, and then the students would
participate in a discussion led by the teacher. Van Hooser reflected on finding a speed reader in a
closet, but she noted that no one in the school knew how to use the device. The principal
researched the device and then shared the functional and pedagogical uses with the school’s
staff. Van Hooser recalled the speed reader was predominantly used with remedial students in
the summer term, as there was “more time and more relaxed sessions.” She noted that the
students had pride in their use of the speed reader and improved their speed over the course of
the summer session.321
Knott, an interviewee, said she had experienced the rateometer for home use as well as in
a reading lab at school. Knott remembered the schools used the rateometer as a self-check tool
during her seventh-grade speed reading class.322
Edmundson, a reading specialist and university professor, felt that the rateometer was
used for reading assessments, although she thought the device would not work well for her style
of learning.
In a JSTOR database search, in June 2014, using “reading rateometer” as the search term,
I found sixty-eight articles. The oldest article was written in 1955, with the newest “reading
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rateometer” article published in 1976. I found a vintage reading rateometers for sale on eBay in
June 2014 for $49.99, which included the “faster and better reading” manual.323
Another reading improvement device found in the data collection process was the
tachistoscope, dating in this research from 1965 to 1970. Information provided in a review states
that most tachistoscopes were placed on the individual student’s desk or table at a “comfortable
eye position.”324 The review explains that when a lever was pressed, the coded cards advanced at
various exposure rates or shutter speeds from one/one hundredth of a second to one second in
length by using an “accurate electronic flash timing device.”325 The coded cards were illuminated
through a special Plexiglas viewing area that reduced eye fatigue and allowed for longer practice
sessions.326 The tachistoscope, mentioned in the review article, was manufactured by Lafayette
Instrument Company and sold for $159.00 in 1970. It included coded cards for five levels of
reading: general words, more difficult common words, numbers, critical reading words, and
recognition words.
Taylor, in a 1962 study about reading instruments, found that tachistoscopes were
predominately used from fourth grade to high school rather than at the college level or in Grades
1-3. Taylor suggests that tachistoscopes were effective at all grade levels to increase recognition
skills but noted that they should especially be used for training in the first eight years of
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schooling.327 Kinder argues that tachistoscopes were useful to reading specialists and suggests
that other types of teachers would not use this apparatus.328
In Geerlof and Kling’s 1968 study of reading program practices, they found that the
tachistoscope was used as a stand-alone tool for reading improvement of college students in only
six cases, whereas it was used with other machines such as rateometers, films, and pacers 115
times.329 The authors also compare their usage data with that in a 1962 study by Taylor and
found that tachistoscopes were trending down in classroom use for reading. Taylor’s study found
tachistoscope usage at 39 percent of schools, whereas the Geerlof and King study found usage at
28 percent.330
Further research on educational tachistoscopes found references to a similar system used
in training, which was “flash recognition training” (FRT).331 Patent research found that a patent
was filed for on March 23, 1954 for a flash recognition training device.332
A Google Scholar search for “tachistoscope” in July 2014 revealed over forty-three
hundred search results between 1957 and 1982, with 4,830 results for the period of 1982 to 2014
showing an increase in documents available. On July 29, 2014, I conducted a JSTOR search for
“tachistoscope,” yielding 495 articles, books, or pamphlets with references to the tachistoscope
during my twenty-five-year period. Using the period of 1983 to 2014, a similar JSTOR search
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revealed 119 search results. The JSTOR search results show a decline in research conducted
using the keyword “tachistoscope” which supports comments gathered in the interviews
conducted for this research as discussed in the next paragraph.
Van Hooser, an interviewee, also remembered a similar device being used by a group of
students but stated that it was projected on a green chalkboard, which made the images/words
unclear or hard to read.333 Beeler stated that a tachistoscope was located in the library for student
practice. It was not used in classrooms and could not be checked out of the library. Students
could choose to use the tachistoscope as an activity during library time.334 Knott, another
interviewee, remembered using a tachistoscope not only as an individual device to improve
reading skills but also for group instruction. The classroom teacher had the tachistoscope timed
to run automatically for group instruction, and since it was automatic, the teacher did not have to
move the screen.335 Although Edmondson had not seen a tachistoscope, she could imagine how
the flashing of words would be helpful to readers, as a teacher would want students to recognize
the words as quickly as possible.336
The telephone conference is designated as an Instructional Systems category item
because it was an equipment system that allowed for communication between multiple
participants. In a 1972 advertisement from AT&T and the local Bell Telephone Company, a
telephone conference was encouraged for educational purposes.337 It advertises bringing “a
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senator, a banker or a space-age physicist” into the classroom.338 AT&T and the local Bell
Telephone Company, as stated in the advertisement, believed that this technology was “better
than a field-trip.”339 The conference phone hardware permitted two-way communication between
the guest speaker and the students in the classroom with the push of a button, which allowed the
teacher to control the conversation. The conference phone was plugged into any telephone
jack340 and the price was $10.00 to $15.00 per month.341 Beeler, an interviewee did not
remember having any telephone jacks in her classrooms until her last year of teaching in 2000. 342
A 1970 report by Ely describes an educational communication system (ECS), produced
by General Telephone and Electronics, as a “blackboard-by-wire.”343 Furthermore, because the
ECS-100 Educational Communication System was transmitted over telephone lines, it allowed
verbal and visual communication and permitted up to six classroom locations to receive a
message.344 The instructor wrote on a six-inch by eight-inch graphic transmitter or writing frame
with an electronic pen and used a telephone to transmit audio for conducting a lesson.345
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Fundamentals of distance education were seen through the AT & T and the General
Telephone and Electronics communication devices described above. Distance education is
defined as instruction to learners who are physically separated from teachers, in other words, not
in the same location or space.346 These two Instructional Systems items described above from the
PRIM ’57-’82 research illustrate a form of distance education used in the 1970s.
Only one of the interviewees related her educational experience with the telephone
conferencing format. Knott remembered an assignment in college in the 1970s in which the
students created a video of an instructional method to share with other classmates. Knott was not
sure how the videos were shared, but she reflected that the professor was teaching the use of
video, as it was becoming a more common format for sharing information. In researching the
topic of conferencing, I found references to an AT&T Picturephone that was shown in exhibits at
the 1964 New York World’s Fair.347 It appears that Knott’s experience was an early attempt to
use this new medium, conferencing, for educational purposes.
Instructional devices such as the instructional systems discussed in this section were
perceived as playing an important role in education, with the rateometer/accelerator and
tachistoscope being especially effective for reading improvement. Taylor felt that instructional
materials filled the need to “provide more content in less time” so the student could progress to
his/her full potential.348
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Interactive—Computers Category

There was one instructional material coded as Interactive, within the Computers
category: the Toshiba Memo Note 30, described as a portable calculator with advanced
programmability that included note and phone number storage.349 This item, also known as
Model LC-836MN, was initially discovered in the Datamath Calculator Museum—a virtual
museum. Another online museum, the Computer History Museum, described the Memo Note 30
as the first handheld computer and categorized it in its collection in Mobile Computing:
“Handhelds & Tablets.”350 Toshiba licensed the patent as an “electronic pocket directory” after a
print organizer company, Rolodex, showed no interest in the item.351 The Toshiba Memo Note
30 was the first integrated organizer and was considered one of the first personal digital
assistants in 1978.352 The original pricing for the Memo Note 30 was approximately $80.00 for a
unit that stored thirty pairs of names and numbers.353 Although not currently in production,
several vintage Memo Note 30s were available for sale on eBay on June 3, 2014, pricing from
$8.99 to $49.99. The Memo Note 30 shown in Figure 14 is an example of a PRIM ’57-’82
Computers device as discussed in this section.
349
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Figure 14. Toshiba, Memo Note 30, 1978.354

The reason this instructional material, the Memo Note 30, is included in this study, while
other computers are not, is that this device was small, portable, and required some feedback or
response to or from a teacher. Although I have found many articles about its functionality as a
note taker, calculator, and phone directory, I did not find any direct classroom use, which
suggests it was an administrative tool rather than designed for classroom use in the late ’70s.
As computers became more prominent in classroom use in the 1980s, I chose 1982 as the
end of my study’s research period. Computers were used, however, in education prior to 1982. In
fact, Monograph No. 2 of the 1963 Technological Development Project, published as a special
supplement to the AudioVisual Communication Review, devoted the entire issue to computers
and their impact on education. Monograph No. 2 was devoted to a discussion of information
processing and information control using computers related to teaching practices. 355 Many
resources, such as Becker, Reiser, and Murdock cited here, are available to provide additional
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D. Bushnell, “Monograph No. 2 of the Technological Development Project,” AudioVisual
Communication Review 11, no. 2 (1963): viii.
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historical information about computer use in education from the early 1950s up to July 24,
2014.356

Real Objects Code
Real Objects is the second code of PRIM ’57-’82 items in the content analysis conducted
in this study. Real Objects were found from 1959 to 1980. The Real Objects code was organized
into four categories: Slide Rules, Time/Clocks, Calculators, and Telephone Packages. Each of
these categories fits into the PRIM ’57-’82 definition as being portable and responsive
instructional materials. Refer to Appendix G to view the codes, categories, and subcategories
found through the content analysis. Each Real Objects item is discussed chronologically based
on the initial dates found in the data collection process. Relevant literature is discussed within
each category.

Real Objects—Slide Rules Category

Slide rules were used in teaching mathematics and engineering from their invention in
1623357 through the mid-’70s. Based on my findings, PRIM ’57-’82 slide rule items were found
from 1959 to 1974. The slide rule was small, portable and provided a response in the form of an
answer to a problem. Students and professionals carried slide rules on their belts or in their shirt
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pockets during the 1960s and 1970s.358 High school slide rule clubs, as seen in the 1958
yearbook of Carrollton High School, Carrollton, Texas, were established to support students
interested in this tool. 359 Furthermore, slide rules played an important part in the race for space,
not only in the engineering of the spacecraft but also as a tool for the Apollo space astronauts.360
In July 1968, Schmidt and Busch predicted the demise of the slide rule, as the new
Electronic Digital Slide Rule (EDSR) was smaller, easier to operate, and more accurate than a
slide rule. The U. S. Patent No. US3676656, states that the EDSR was a “hand-carried”
calculator.361 Schmidt and Busch contend that the slide rule industry should have paid attention
to the new calculators appearing on the market as competition to the standard slide rule.362
Vintage slide rules were available for purchase from eBay in July 2014 and other online
sites; they ranged in price from $1.99 to $647.00. As part of my collection of over six hundred
items, I discovered a seven-foot long demonstration slide rule used in classrooms for instruction.
This item, however, is not included in my study because it was not portable, but it did support
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classroom instruction. I found several demonstration slide rules for sale in a June 12, 2014 eBay
search ranging in price from $846.95 to $1,249.99.363
Although the slide rule is not a currently used instructional material, comparison to other
instructional materials that had the purpose of the slide rule can be seen in the 1970s’ transition
to the calculator. In fact, only one of the interviewees, Knott, a math specialist, remembered
using slide rules for educational purposes, yet all interviewees remembered the calculator.364 The
Slide Rule shown in Figure 15 is an example of a PRIM ’57-’82 Slide Rules device as discussed
in this section.

Figure 15. Slide Rule from the Lee and Lida Cochran AECT Archives, Item #147.365
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Real Objects—Time/Clocks Category
As part of the PRIM ’57-’82 items found in this study, the second category in Real
Objects is Time/Clocks that includes four listings from 1961 to 1980. Three devices, each used to
teach time to prekindergarten to third-grade students, were found in the data collection process.
The items were used in classroom settings as group demonstration aids and as an individual
learning tool. The Judy Clock shown in Figure 16 is an example of a PRIM ’57-’82 Time/Clocks
device as discussed in this section.

Figure 16. Carson-Dellosa Publishing, Judy Clock, 1961.366

The Judy Clock was found in the 1961 Classroom Teacher's Guide to Audio-Visual
Material book by Freedman and Berg.367 In this reference, an image showed two young students
working with the clock independently, perhaps demonstrating to the class how to move the clock
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hands.368 The wooden Judy Clock used real gears to maintain the correct hour- and minute-hand
relationships while not being a working clock.369 The clock used five-minute intervals to show
the value of the minutes on the clock face. The Judy Clock patent USD166239 S lists Hymie
Berman as the inventor, and was filed on February 5, 1951.370 The Judy Clock was named after
Berman’s daughter.371
Conducting a Google Scholar search for “Judy Clock” in June 2014 I found seven articles
published from 1957 to 1982 in The Arithmetic Teacher, Childhood Education, and Intervention
in School and Clinic. Using the same search term, a Google Scholar search was conducted for
the period 1983 to 2014 that yielded thirty results, including several mathematics instruction
books and ESL guides. In another search strategy, using the JSTOR database on June 18, 2014, I
found a 1952 listing of the Judy Clock that describes it as “an attractive addition to any teaching
collection and very practical.”372
Searching for a vintage Judy Clock, I found a classroom set that includes one large
demonstration clock, eighteen miniature Judy Clocks, and a teaching guide. It was offered on
eBay on July 31, 2014 for an opening bid of $9.99.373
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Four of the interviewees remembered using time and clocks instructional materials, such
as the Judy Clock, to aid in instruction in their classrooms. Beeler, a teacher from 1965 to 2000,
talked about the use of the Judy Clock in her classrooms and said she continues to use a similarstyle clock today in a preschool classroom.374 Knott, a math specialist interviewed, liked that the
student had to manipulate the hands on the clock, with the gear showing how minutes advance
the hour hand. Knott used the Judy Clock in 1986 as an instructional aid.375 Rundel and
Edmondson, in interviews, also remembered using this instructional device as part of their
teaching strategy for time.376
Another item, the First Watch by TI, was introduced in 1978 and provided both “bighand, little-hand” time as well as digital time. TI predicted, in 1978, that digital time was here to
stay but felt students still needed to learn to read conventional time as shown in the First Watch
manual’s section titled “How to Tell Time Both Ways.”377 The First Watch combined both
practices of telling time, analog and digital, into one device. This time-teaching device was a
working model marketed as a learning aid for five- to seven-year- olds and sold with an
instructional activity/teaching manual for the teacher and student at an introductory price of
$19.95.378
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Another item in the Time/Clocks category is the Time Teacher clock from Prodesigns. It
was found to be available from 1980 to 2014. The Time Teacher clock is similar to the Judy
Clock, yet it offers students additional hands-on activities. Learning activities include placing
six-sided cubes into the appropriate minute slots on the clock to using a picture side of a cube to
determine when events happen throughout the day (e.g., what time is dinner, what time to wake
up) as well as teaching Roman numerals, digital time, and the 24-hour clock.379

Real Objects—Calculators Category

Calculators of many sizes, shapes, and functionality have existed since the first
calculating machine was invented in 1623 by Wilhelm Schickard.380 In a 1952 reference, the
Ken-Aid Pocket Adding Machine, also called a calculator, is described as small, approximately
2.5 inches by 5 inches by ½ inch with a price of $6.95.381 In the Appraisal section of Syer and
Johnson’s article, the calculator is viewed as a practical device useful for not only teaching
addition but also as a place-value aid.382 The authors further recommend that a few calculators
should be available for use in secondary grades.383 As time progressed, calculators moved from
being large, desk-size machines to pocket-size, as observed in the images collected for this study.
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With each change or version of the calculator, additional features were added. In the mid-1960s,
a basic calculator performed four functions: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. It
was labeled a “hand-held pocket” calculator.”384 Thus, the term handheld was used to describe
instructional materials as early as 1963.385 Notice the spelling of hand-held was hyphenated in
these resources in the early 1960s. By 1975, the calculator had additional features to include
scientific functionality. In a 1976 review of computing devices, National Semiconductor
produced a checkbook-size calculator that provided instruction and feedback and was considered
an educational toy.386 PRIM ’57-’82 items in the Real Objects—Calculators category ranged in
dates from 1968 to 1975.
From the interviewees’ experiences, three specifically remembered using calculators
during their student years. General thoughts were that calculators were expensive, reflecting that
a basic, four-function calculator cost approximately $100.00. For example, the original TI-2500,
in 1972, had a reported price of $149.95.387 The TI-2500 Calculator shown in Figure 17 is an
example of a PRIM ’57-’82 Calculator device as discussed in this section.
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Figure 17. Texas Instruments, TI-2500, 1972.388

In an interview, Beeler was shocked that a calculator could be used on a test, feeling that
a student should do the mathematics manually. When looking at the Math Professor image
during an interview, Beeler thought it looked like it could engage a student.389 Rundel, another
interviewee, considered a calculator a luxury item.390
Similar to the slide rule club discussed earlier in this chapter, I found a calculator club,
formed in 1982, dedicated specifically to Hewlett Packard’s handheld calculators.391
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Real Objects—Telephone Packages Category

A telephone training package or a consultation package offered by Reba Poor Associates
was found in the PRIM ’57-’82 collection process. This item is included in the PRIM ’57-’82
category of Real Objects because it was an item used in a real-world application, but it was
adapted to an educational purpose. I found the Reba Poor Associates advertisement in the
February 1980 issue of Technology Review.392 Further research revealed the same advertisement
in the Princeton Alumni Weekly (1979), Lewiston Journal (1981), Harvard Magazine (1986),
and in an Indiana Gazette (1998) article.393 I included the telephone training package in the Real
Objects code because it was real-world equipment used to transmit a message, and it was useful
to more than one occupation including the training of teachers.
Reba Poor Associates’ advertised that the training package was for many types of
professionals including professors and scientists. The rate per hour for consultation was $150.00
and the associates kept a timer by the phone to provide accurate bills to their clients.394 The
advertisements offer the telephone time package as a solution for “if you live at a distance” but
were able to make a phone call.395 I found the reference to distance to be an important factor in
its inclusion since one of my research questions was “What educational pedagogies became
392
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prevalent through the use of instructional materials from 1957 to 1982 as defined by this
research?” Distance education has been observed in the Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based
Devices and the Interactive—Instructional Systems category discussed earlier in this study.
An internet search for “telephone time package” in June 2014 did not produce any
results, but it did lead me to the other historical advertisements mentioned above. The phone
number listed in the advertisement was not working, and no forwarding number was provided.
An example of the PRIM ’57-’82 Telephone Conference is shown in Figure 18. The telephone
conference by Reba Poor Associates shown in Figure 18 is an example of a PRIM ’57-’82
Telephone Conference device as discussed in this section.

Transparencies Code
Transparencies, as the third PRIM ’57-’82 code identified in this study, includes two
items recorded during the twenty-five-year period. The two transparency items were found in
advertisements. The Hubbard Overhead Transparencies shown in Figure 19 is an example of a
PRIM ’57-’82 Transparencies device as discussed in this section.
The first transparency item, advertised in 1965, was the Hubbard Overhead
Transparencies that consisted of moveable parts or overlays.396 Prepurchased content that
correlated with specific science textbooks was available for classroom instruction. In
consideration of the correlation with the textbooks, this item could also be part of the
Programmed Instruction section described earlier in this chapter. I chose to include this in the
Transparencies category, because it was a unique item, given the manner in which the content
was presented to a student. The Hubbard Overhead transparencies included several layers to
396
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Figure 18. Reba Poor Associates, Telephone Conference, 1980.397
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Figure 19. Hubbard, Overhead Transparencies, 1965.398

allow the teacher to construct knowledge-building by adding pieces as a discussion progressed.
The example pictured in the advertisement shows how a volcano developed and erupted by
adding each colored transparent layer to the base layer. The transparencies were displayed from
an overhead projector. Hubbard Scientific Company promoted the “how and why by showing” in
the use of this instructional material.399 The price for a Hubbard Scientific Company set of 4 to
18 transparencies ranged from $22.50 to $87.00 in 1965.
The second item included in the Transparencies category is the 1980 Instant Slide
distributed by Highsmith. It was advertised as a 2” by 2” reusable slide that would fit into any
projector or viewer and was priced at $10.50 for one hundred slides.400 This format allowed a
teacher to create instructional materials by writing, typing, or drawing on the slide to fit his/her
curricular needs. In researching this item in June 2014, I was not able to find any currently
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available Instant Slides such as a clear, reusable slide that is customizable by an instructor. The
lack of availability of the Instant Slide was confirmed in an email conversation with Anita Burke,
a Demco (formerly doing business as Highsmith) product specialist, on June 12, 2014.401
As I researched educational contexts of transparencies, I found AECT documentation that
lists transparencies as the eighth most sold audiovisual media format in a 1973 survey.402 In
addition, a set of thirty-seven layered transparencies that were used as an instructional material
for drafting education are available in the AECT Archives, located on the Northern Illinois
University campus.403
All five interviewees remembered either having been taught with transparencies as a
student or using this form of instructional materials as teachers in their own classrooms. Beeler
remembered removing pictures from magazines and, using some form of transfer agent, copying
them onto transparencies for use on an overhead projector. The transfer process was done on the
teacher’s own time, as there were no parent volunteers or school staff available to complete the
task. This was an important part of her teaching strategy for reading, as the young students
needed an image to relate to each word. Beeler further explained that premade transparency sets
were available, but they were expensive, and they were limited and did not always offer the
images needed for instruction. Knott and Rundel remembered the layered transparencies used for
instruction by their teachers.404 Rundel was surprised to learn, through the interview process, that
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transparencies were not “ancient,” realizing that school use of transparencies came about in the
1960s.405
In looking at the pedagogy of transparencies in education, this format sourced from the
similar features in the use of pencil and paper and chalk and the chalkboard to the instruction
method of using transparencies on overhead projectors.406 Although overhead projectors are not
part of my PRIM ’57-’82 definition, the innovation of transparencies as a portable and responsedriven instructional material is included. Transparencies are very similar in educational uses and
functions to the magic lanterns used in the late 1920s. The transparencies offer the additional
pedagogy of interactivity with students, allowing the teacher to ask and present materials on-thefly rather than as the flowing script of a filmstrip, for example; in other words, they have the
ability to reflect to student questions in the teachable moment.

Summary
In the collection process of finding the ninety-eight PRIM ’57-’82 items represented in
this research, many types of instructional materials were discovered. Through a poststructural
process, I determined twelve categories and then divided them into three major codes based on
historical labels used in the audiovisual field: Interactive, Real Objects, and Transparencies. Due
to the number of items found, it was necessary to divide these three codes further by grouping
similar items together into categories, subcategories, and groups. Each category was discussed
by providing a brief history of the item, the location of where it was found in the content analysis
405
406

J. Beeler, interviewed by author, Lampe, MO, March 29, 2014.

J. Wisco, “Necessity Is the Mother of Educational Innovation: A Journey of Discovering and
Developing Electronic Pedagogical Tools for Gross Anatomy and Histology,” Journal of the Federation of
American Societies for Experimental Biology 28, 215.2, no. 1 (April 2014).
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conducted for this study, and other pertinent information as researched. Not all PRIM ’57-’82
revealed the same type of information. Pedagogies were explained, if available, and types of
classroom uses were discussed. All PRIM ’57-’82 items were portable, responsive, used to
improve instruction either individually or in groups, and supported the classroom teacher.
The functionality of the PRIM ’57-’82 categories is discussed in Chapter 5 as related to
six functional characteristics determined through research and a poststructural analysis of the
data.

CHAPTER 5
FUNCTIONAL FEATURES OF PRIM ’57-’82 OBJECTS
To further analyze the portable responsive instructional materials (PRIM ’57-’82) , I took
the twelve categories and looked for common functionalities based on Patten, Sánchez, and
Tangney’s 2006 study on handheld devices.1 The purpose of Patten et al.’s research was to
explore applications used with handheld devices to facilitate learning. Patten et al. developed
seven functional categories for the mobile devices framework used in their study:
Administration, Referential, Interactive, Microworld, Collaborative, Location Aware, and Data
Collection. Refer to Appendix N to view Patten et al.’s examples of each functional framework.
Another reason to adapt Patten et al.’s framework, as discussed in Chapter 1, is that their
research provides functional commonalities between PRIM ’57-’82 items used in this study that
are discussed in the next chapter on failure mode and effect analysis. In addition, the study by
Patten et al. helps relate PRIM ’57-’82 items to more current handheld devices, as seen in the
functional classifications established in this study. To demonstrate the connections between the
PRIM ’57-’82 objects and current functionality in education, additional information is provided
on similar devices and/or similar purposes used after the twenty-five-year period established for
this study.

1

Patten, Sánchez, and Tangney, "Designing Collaborative, Constructionist."
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Patten et al.’s study built on Roschelle’s review of three handheld device applications’
(classroom response systems, participatory simulations, and collaborative data gathering)
simulations2 and on Dieterle and Dede’s use of Perkin’s 1991 etic codes3 communicators (email,
instant messengers, and video conferencing), construction kits (prefabricated parts, probeware),
information banks (databases, dictionaries), phenomenaria (simulated environments), symbol
pads (productivity software), and task managers (feedback, scaffolding providers).4 Etic codes
are derived from field research from the perspective of the subject and from the perspective of
the observer.5 Patten et al. synthesized the work of previous researchers into categories and
applications that include a pedagogical overview of handheld devices, providing an expanded
view of instructional materials such as handheld devices.6
Applying Patten et al.’s categories (Administration, Referential, Interactive, Microworld,
Collaborative, Interactive, Location Aware, and Data Collection) to my PRIM ’57-’82 data, I
found that the Referential category (word processing, e-books, and online dictionaries) as
explained by Patten et al. did not apply to the PRIM ’57-’82 data since computer-based
technologies and the internet were not included in this study. Another category, Location Aware,
did not apply to my data, as those technologies (Global Positioning Systems, museum guides,
and augmented environments such as Second Life) were not available during the twenty-fiveyear period of my study. Also, since all of the PRIM ’57-’82 items, as defined in the Terms and
2

Roschelle, "Unlocking the Learning Value," 263-266.

3

D. Perkins, “Technology Meets Constructivism: Do They Make a Marriage?,” Educational
Technology 31, no. 5 (May 1991): 18-23.; Dieterle and Dede, "Straightforward and Deep Effects."
4

Perkins, "Technology Meets Constructivism," 18-23.

5

T. Schwandt, The Sage Dictionary of Qualitative Inquiry, 4th ed. (Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2015), 83.
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Definitions section of Chapter 1 of this study, were interactive, i.e., instructional materials that
required a response, I found I needed to create functionality categories more specific to the PRIM
’57-’82 items and to the period studied. With that in mind, the Curriculum (General,
Mathematics/Arithmetic, and Reading) and Presentation functional classifications were created
for this study. Therefore, as a poststructural study, the functional classifications used in my study
were Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum (General, Mathematics/Arithmetic, and
Reading), Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation. Refer to Table 3 for functional
classifications of the ninety-eight PRIM ’57-’82 items discussed in this study.
Another way of looking at the functional analysis of PRIM ’57-’82 is by viewing the
PRIM ’57-’82 codes, categories, functional classifications, and the number of each. I used the
data shown in Table 3 and reorganized the data by codes and categories. In Table 4, information
is provided by Interactive, Real Objects, and Transparencies codes and the corresponding
categories and provides the number of items in each area. For example, Table 4 shows that the
Data Collection functional classification includes Game-Like Devices and Response Systems
instructional materials with a total of twenty-nine PRIM ’57-’82 items. For additional
information concerning the PRIM ’57-’82 codes and categories, refer to the discussion in
Chapter 4.
The following sections describe each functional classification used in this study
(Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation)
including examples of PRIM ’57-’82 items that belong in a defined functional classification. In
addition, the discussion includes examples of PRIM ’57-’82 items from each classification as
well as connections, if any, of PRIM ’57-’82 items to current portable and responsive
instructional materials with similar functionality. Examples given were derived from personal
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Table 3
Functional Classifications of PRIM ’57-’82
Functional
Classification
Administration

PRIM ’57-’82 Subcategories
Computers (1)
Learning Games (1)
Instructional Systems (1)
Collaborative
Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices (1)
Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices (6)
Instructional Kits (1)
Curriculum - General
Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices (2)
Learning Materials (7)
Curriculum—
Mathematics/Arithmetic Instructional Kits (2)
Programmed Instruction—Audio Card Readers (13)
Programmed Instruction— Craig Readers (3)
Programmed Instruction— Audio-Based Devices
(2)
Programmed Instruction—Game-like Devices (4)
Instructional Systems (5)
Curriculum - Reading
Programmed Instruction— Game-Like Devices (2)
Response Systems (27)
Data Collection
Programmed Instruction— Audio-Based Devices
(2)
Slide Rules (4)
Time/Clocks (4)
Calculators (7)
Telephone Packages (1)
Microworld
Transparencies (2)
Presentation

Total
1
2
8

11

27

29

18

2
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Table 4
Functional Classifications of PRIM ’57-’82 by Codes and Categories
PRIM ’57-’82
Codes

PRIM ’57-’82 Categories—
Subcategories
Programmed Instruction—
Audio Card Readers
Programmed Instruction—
Craig Readers
Programmed Instruction—
Audio-Based Devices

Programmed Instruction—
Game-Like Devices

Learning Materials

Instructional Kits
Learning Games
Response Systems
Instructional Systems
Interactive

Real Objects
Transparencies

Computers
Slide Rules
Time/Clocks
Calculators
Telephone Packages
Transparencies

Functional Classification
Curriculum—Reading
Curriculum—Reading
Curriculum—General
Curriculum—Reading
Microworld
Curriculum—General
Curriculum—
Mathematics/Arithmetic
Curriculum—Reading
Data Collection
Collaborative
Curriculum—
Mathematics/Arithmetic
Curriculum—General
Curriculum—
Mathematics/Arithmetic
Collaborative
Data Collection
Collaborative
Curriculum—Reading
Administration
Microworld
Microworld
Microworld
Microworld
Presentation

Count
13
3
1
2
2
6
2
4
2
1
7
1
2
1
27
1
5
1
4
4
7
1
2
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experiences, from interviewee comments, and knowledge gained through the research process;
they are a sampling of similar functionality or devices and are not intended to be an all-inclusive
listing.

Administration

Administration functionality is related to devices that promoted note taking and served as
organizers for contact and calendar information. Patten et al. defined administration functions as
information storage, grading, and scheduling on a small, portable device.7 As discussed in
Chapter 4, the Memo Note 30 is an example of an administration device used during the twentyfive-year period studied for this dissertation. Through the data collection process, the Memo
Note 30 is the only item of the PRIM ’57-’82 that was determined to be an administration device.
Administration examples with the functionality similar to that of the Memo Note 30
which existed after the twenty-five years of this study include the Linus’ Write-Top (1987), the
GRiD’s GridPad (1989), the Apple’s Newton MessagePad (1991), personal digital assistants
(1993), and the 2010 introduction of the iPad by Apple for $499.00.8 The functionality of the
Memo Note 30 evolved, for example, with Apple’s introduction of the Newton MessagePad in
1991 at a price of $699.00, and by 1992, Apple proclaimed its version of a personal digital

7
8
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Apple, “Apple - Press Info - Apple Launches iPad,” Apple Inc., January 27, 2010, accessed August 27,
2014, https://www.apple.com/pr/library/2010/01/27Apple-Launches-iPad.html.; J. Bort, “History of the Tablet,”
Business Insider, June 2, 2013, accessed July 25, 2014, http://www.businessinsider.com/history-of-the-tablet-20135?op=1.
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assistant as the “future of computing.”9 After six years, Apple ceased production due the Newton
MessagePad’s high costs, large size and issues with the handwriting recognition feature, but
Apple used what had been learned about personal computing during the product’s development
to help define future products.10 The real success of personal devices in an educational setting
was the use of the Palm Pilot in the early 2000s. As early as 2001, handheld devices were viewed
as tools for education—touted as replacements for an expensive computer through an
inexpensive learning device such as a PDA.11A feature of PDAs, such Palm Pilots, was the
handwriting feature that transferred written messages to text. Although handwriting recognition
technology was thought to be new and innovative, as seen with the Palm Pilot (1996) and earlier
with the Apple’s Newton MessagePad (1991), the technology existed in 1888 with a
Telautograph device, patented by Gray, which captured the written word and sent it via a
telegraph.12 Administration devices shown in pop-culture in the 1966 Star Trek television show,
a popular science fiction program, include a Personal Access Display Device (PADD) with
features such as a touchscreen, writing stylus technologies, and audio/visual communications.13
The PADD, in images reviewed, resembled the look, size, and functionality of Apple’s iPad
introduced some forty years later. As this functionality progressed in portable and responsive
9

P. Atkinson, Computer (London: Reaktion Books, 2010), 126.; B. Edwards, “Remembering the Newton
MessagePad, 20 Years Later,” Macworld, August 27, 2013, accessed August 7, 2014,
http://www.macworld.com/article/2047342/remembering-the-newton-messagepad-20-years-later.html.
10

P. Atkinson, Computer.

11

E. Soloway et al., “Log on Education,” 15-20.

12

E. Gray, “Telautograph. US Patent 386815. July 31, 1888,” Wired, accessed July 25, 2014,
http://www.wired.com/images_blogs/gadgetlab/2009/07/us0386815.pdf.; R. Lammle, “Tablet History: 14 Device
That Laid the Groundwork for the iPad,” Mashable, February 3, 2012, accessed July 25, 2014,
http://mashable.com/2012/02/03/ipad-history-devices/.
13

C. McLellan, “The History of Tablet Computers: A Timeline,” ZDNet, March 3, 2014, accessed July 25,
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devices, the introduction of Apple’s iPad brought desktop computing functionality to a mobile
device with the ability to connect to the internet.14

Collaborative

The Collaborative functional classification, as used by Patten et al., includes tools that
shared information between learners through the use of specific devices.15 In the same sense, I
elected to use the Collaborative functional classification to represent PRIM ’57-’82 items
through which students worked together to complete a lesson taught with a particular device.
Although many PRIM ’57-’82 items could be used in a group or collaborative setting, two items
were determined to be collaborative for this study: the School Service Company’s games in the
Learning Games category and the telephone conference in the Instructional Systems category.
Historical information is provided in Chapter 4 concerning these PRIM ’57-’82 categories.

Learning Games Category

Learning Games, as represented by the 1957 School Service Company advertisement,
includes bingo-like games and lotto games based on curricular topics, including mathematics,
biology, and reading. Research for similar learning games in current use led to games using a
Dolch list of sight words as evidenced through documents,16 videos,17 and other resources

14

K. Melhuish and G. Falloon, “Looking to the Future: M-Learning with the iPad,” Computers in New
Zealand School: Learning, Leading, Technology 22, no. 3 (2010): 1-16.
15
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J. L. Johns, “The Dolch Basic Word List–Then and Now,” Journal of Literacy Research 3, no. 4
(December 1970): 35-40.
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available on the internet.18 A 2013 creator of YouTube videos wrote about the Dolch videos as
“another tool… for me to use in teaching sight words with my ESL students.”19 Sets of basic
sight cards ranging in price from $7.99 to $19.9920 are available from many resources online as
are free online card sets that a teacher may print for his/her own classroom use.21
In looking for items similar to the Service School Company’s products, I found over
eight million results in a June 2014 Google search for “collaborative learning games.” I
narrowed these results by adding a specific curriculum (e.g., math, punctuation) or age group
(e.g., elementary, middle school) to the search queries. Realizing that the Google search engine
provided results of a broad nature, I then conducted a Google Scholar search and found seventynine articles written about “collaborative learning games” for the period from 1983 to 2014 but
only one article written during the twenty-five years studied in this research.
University courses are available to teach students about learning games, such as Northern
Illinois University’s ETT 592 Games and Simulations in Education (Fall 2006), ETT 490/530
Introduction to Educational Game Programming (Spring 2014), and ETT 490/590 Games and
Learning (Summer 2014). As further support for collaborative learning games, a 2012 report by
17

QuizTree, “Dolch Sight Words HD, First Grade. Part 1,” YouTube, May 27, 2013, accessed June 16,
2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eh6NWxyUyQU.; Neon Tiki Tribe, “Kindergarten Dolch Words,”
YouTube, July 16, 2013, accessed June 16, 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtxdQThvqmE.
18

Neon Tiki Tribe, “The Ultimate Dolch Sight Word List Resource,” Neon Tiki Tribe, 2013, accessed June
16, 2014, http://neontikitribe.com/dolch-sight-word-list/.; DolchSightWords, “Dolch Sight Words,”
DolchSightWords, 2014, accessed June 16, 2014, http://www.dolchsightwords.org.; Quiz-Tree, “Free Sight Words
Games.” Quiz-Tree, 2014, accessed June 16, 2014, http://www.quiz-tree.com/Sight-Words_main.html.
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Best Colleges Online, declared Northern Illinois University was one of the ten best colleges for
game-based learning.22

Instructional Systems Category
An instructional system found in the PRIM ’57-’82 data included in the Collaborative
functional classification is the AT&T telephone conference. As its advertisement suggests, a
lesson was taught collaboratively by using a special “portable conference telephone.”23 Patten et
al. define the collaborative classification as encouraging learners to share knowledge.24 The
AT&T conferencing phone allowed for sharing information from and with a variety of learners
and guest speakers.
Telephone conferences are used in classrooms today, as many telephones have capability
for allowing multiple users to connect at the same time without any special equipment or
services. An adaptation and evolution of the telephone conference, an audio transmission, now
includes video so that the participants can hear and see each other. Two examples of online video
conferencing collaboration used at Northern Illinois University are Adobe Connect25 and
Blackboard Collaborate,26 which are both fee-based software packages—in other words, the

22
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university pays a subscription fee for the software. Other examples of video collaborative
conferencing include FaceTime for Apple devices,27 Google+ Hangout28 for Android telephones,
and Skype,29 a multiplatform application that allows both audio and visual images to be
transmitted. An August 2014 Google Scholar search for “telephone conferencing” produced
3,220 results for the period of 1983 to 2014, with only 166 results displayed from 1957 to 1982
illustrating the growth in research conducted on collaborative conferencing devices and
applications.

Curriculum—General, Mathematics/Arithmetic, and Reading

Curriculum functionality was a classification that I created poststructurally, as many of
the instructional materials found in this study functioned as aids for teaching a variety of subjects
in the classroom. Three areas (General, Mathematics/Arithmetic, and Reading) were chosen to
further delineate this functional grouping, as many of the PRIM ’57-’82 were designed for
teaching one specific topic, yet a few PRIM ’57-’82 items were appropriate for general use. The
functionality of these PRIM ’57-’82 objects was to improve instruction in the classroom either
individually or in groups and to aid in teaching defined content areas. The Curriculum functional
classification is represented by seven PRIM ’57-’82 areas as discussed in Chapter 4. Included are
four subcategories of the Programmed Instruction category (Audio Card Readers, Craig
Readers, Audio-Based Devices, Game-Like Devices) as well as objects in the Learning
27
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Materials, Instructional Kits, and Instructional Systems categories. Each of these seven
categories is discussed in the following sections.

Curriculum—General
The Curriculum—General functional classification includes items from three PRIM ’57’82 categories: Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices, Programmed Instruction—
Game-Like Devices, and Instructional Kits. These instructional materials were not specific in
their curriculum content and were used to teach a variety of content areas. Historical information
is provided on these three PRIM ’57-’82 categories in Chapter 4.

Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices Subcategory

The Audio Educational System by Sylvania Information Systems, from the Programmed
Instruction—Audio-Based Devices category has been included in the Curriculum—General
classification for this study. The Audio Educational System instructed students by using cassette
tapes, either teacher-created or purchased content, for a specific lesson and was not limited to a
particular subject area. The advertisement promotes the portability of conducting a lesson
anywhere—including in the cafeteria.30
Current items similar to the Audio Educational System in the Curriculum—General
classification include many devices with audio and recording capabilities, such as tape cassette
players and CD-ROM and DVD disks that can provide information about a variety of curricular
areas.

30
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Rundel, an interviewee, remembered the LaserDisc as a format that provided higherquality video and audio for classroom use. She also recalled that this type of technology was not
well received by the teachers in her building due to the high cost to purchase the LaserDisc
machine and because the individual discs had limited content available.31 Rundel stated that
teachers preferred the use of a VHS tape format for ease of use and the diversity of topics.32
For additional connections to the Audio-Based Devices category, refer to the discussion
in the Curriculum—Reading section in this chapter.

Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices Subcategory
Five PRIM ’57-’82 objects were included in the Programmed Instruction—Game-Like
Devices category in the Curriculum—General functional classification: the Piko dat Learning
Machine, the Matchmaker, Tutorgrams, Touch & Tell, and the Quiz Wiz. Descriptions of these
PRIM ’57-’82 items were included in the Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices section
in Chapter 4. These items provided instruction and were not limited to one curricular area but
were instead universal in content application.
To learn about further connections to the Game-Like Devices category, refer to the
discussions in the Curriculum—Mathematics/Arithmetic and Curriculum—Reading sections
where examples are given of curricular-specific instructional materials found after the twentyfive-year period of this study.
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Instructional Kits Category
The third category of PRIM ’57-’82 to be included in the Curriculum—General
functional classification is Instructional Kits, as these were created or purchased to support the
needs of specific topics and subjects as well as to fit the classroom or teacher’s curricular
requirements. Instructional kits contained an assortment of audiovisual materials to support a
particular unit of study.
Instructional kits have been used in classrooms beyond the 1982 end-date of this study,
especially the teacher-created materials, yet research on that type of instructional materials is not
widespread. Instructional kits investigated using JSTOR in August 2014 resulted in twenty-one
references from 1983 to 2014, with the last article written in 2007. Google Scholar had 103 links
to scholarly articles from the same period, yet when I searched for “instructional kits” on
Google, I found over thirteen thousand five hundred results. The Google search results included
many sites that offered retail products and, for example, a school district’s 2013 guide to the
“Selection of Instructional Materials” that includes references to instructional kits.33
Additional information concerning Instructional Kits is provided in the Curriculum—
Mathematics/Arithmetic section.

Curriculum—Mathematics/Arithmetic

The Curriculum—Mathematics/Arithmetic functional classification includes eleven items
within three PRIM ’57-’82 categories: Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices, Learning
Materials, and Instructional Kits. The inclusion of these instructional materials in the
33
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Curriculum—Mathematics/Arithmetic classification was determined by the limited subject matter
the PRIM ’57-’82 items used in the instructional process. All items in this classification are
limited to mathematics/arithmetic instruction. Each category is examined in the following
sections.
In interviewing Beeler, she remembered using the Cuisenaire rods as a math
manipulation in her classrooms. This learning material is currently available from several
suppliers such as Cuisenaire Company, Hand2Mind, and Learning Resources.34 Hand2Mind, an
online retailer, is selling a kit of six Cuisenaire rod sets (74 rods per set), overheads, posters, and
instructional masters for $174.95.35 Also available is a free online interactive Cuisenaire rod
activity adapted for third to fifth grade by the WGBH Educational Foundation for PBS Learning
Media.36

Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices Subcategory
The PRIM ’57-’82 category Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices is included in
the Curriculum—Mathematics/Arithmetic classification through two items: the Little Professor
and Math Magic, as they both performed calculator functions by using a game-like interface.
Similar to the Instructional Kits and Learning Materials included in the functional classification,
34
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these PRIM ’57-’82 devices could be used in mathematics instruction and did not lend
themselves to any other curricular content. Supplemental information on these two devices is
provided in the Interactive—Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices section in Chapter 4.
Texas Instruments manufactured the Little Professor and Math Magic as part of their
education division.
The Little Professor, originally introduced in 1976, has evolved and is currently available
as the Solar Little Professor for $17.50. The power source has changed from a 9-volt battery to
solar power, and it now provides five levels of difficulty and displays a visual reward after five
problems are solved correctly.37 I found an online emulator of the Little Professor, which
promoted it as a way to practice math.38 An emulator is defined as a software or hardware
solution that duplicates another system; in other words, one that imitates.39 The Little Professor
emulator is a free Google play application, which according to a reviewer’s comment is “just like
the one I had as a kid.”40 Although other educational mathematical emulators were found for the
iPad/iPhone, only the Google play version matched the Little Professor in appearance and
operability. Many other emulators, simulations, and virtual mathematical games are available
online. For example, using Google I found twenty-seven links in July 2014 with the search query
of “little professor emulator.”
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I looked for game-like devices currently available by conducting a Google search in July
2014 for “Texas Instruments games." I found many resources discussing games available to
install/download onto a TI calculator, yet none were as elementary or entertaining as the original
Little Professor or Math Magic.

Learning Materials Category

The second category, Learning Materials, in the Curriculum—Mathematics/Arithmetic
functional classification includes seven objects from this study. The selected PRIM ’57-’82 items
in this classification were limited to the teaching of mathematics/arithmetic and could not be
adapted to other curricular areas. PRIM ’57-’82 objects were math manipulatives, place-value
cards and sticks, number group disks, flash cards, Magic Slate, and the Math Magic by
Pressogram. Please refer to the Interactive—Learning Materials section in Chapter 4 to review
historic information concerning these seven PRIM ’57-’82 objects.
Currently, math manipulatives similar to these PRIM ’57-’82 objects are available for
purchase from a variety of resources. For example, an August 2014 Google search for “math
manipulatives” on the Lakeshore website found 189 items for sale, ranging from $6.99 to
$379.00, and included over sixty-four types of place value cards/sticks.
Curriculum—Mathematics/Arithmetic classification also has many resources similar to
those offered by Ideal School Supply Company (relationship, number cards, and place value
cards) available for retail sale and are currently available in physical, hands-on formats.41 A
Google search in June 2014 for “math manipulative” found over three million results showing
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both real, hands-on products as well as virtual manipulatives available as software programs and
online, internet-based activities for grades prekindergarten to twelve.42 The internet-based math
manipulative activities and computer software programs vary in price. Many online virtual
manipulatives are available on the internet for no cost to the teachers or students, whereas some
software-based math manipulatives are subscription services or have individual licensing prices
per title. A Google search for “math manipulatives online" produced over forty-six thousand
links to resources on August 16, 2014. One of the links found through this search query was the
Computing Technology for Math Excellence website on which Deubel provides information
concerning the use of online math manipulatives and offers a listing of online tools from
textbook publishers (e.g., Glencoe/McGraw, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, and Key Curriculum
Press) as well as many other hyperlinks to online virtual math manipulatives.43

Instructional Kits Category
The third PRIM ’57-’82 category, Instructional Kits, is included in the Curriculum—
Mathematics/Arithmetic classification. These kits were assembled of audiovisual materials for
teaching specific multiplication and fractions topics. Further description of these objects is
provided in Chapter 4—Instructional Kits.
Current products with similar functionality to the PRIM ’57-’82 multiplication and
fractions instructional kits (advertised by Ideal School Supply Company in 1957) are available
42
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online. For example, a “Working with Fractions TEKS Instructional Kit” is available from
Lakeshore for a price of $199.00 in 2014. The kit includes a teacher’s guide, activities based on
the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) state standards, and computer software, and
math manipulatives such a blocks, color wheels, and tent cards.44 A Google search for
“"instructional kits"+mathematics” yielded 1,760 results on August 16, 2014. Additionally, many
teachers create their instructional kits specific to their teaching needs; these were not recorded as
part of this study. For example, Knott, an interviewee, remembered assembling her own kits for
mathematical instruction.45

Curriculum—Reading
The Curriculum—Reading functional classification includes twenty-seven PRIM ’57-’82
items from the Programmed Instruction category (Audio Card Readers, Craig Readers, AudioBased Devices, and Game-Like Devices) as well as three types of items in the Instructional
Systems category (rateometers, reading rate controllers, and tachistoscopes). All PRIM ’57-’82
objects listed in the Curriculum—Reading functional classification supported instruction for the
improvement of reading skills such as word recognition and reading speed. Each PRIM ’57-’82
category is discussed in the following sections.
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Programmed Instruction—Audio Card Readers Subcategory
The Audio Card Readers category includes thirteen PRIM ’57-’82 objects in the
Curriculum—Reading classification. Items include the Language Master, Tutorette, and other
audio card readers manufactured by Teaching Technology Corporation and Electronic Futures
Inc. Audio card readers were used to improve word recognition and pronunciation. With later
models, such as the Multisensory Tutorette advertised in 1980, the audio card reader coordinated
a visual image with the verbal recording on the audio card.46
Audio card technology is currently available in the educational market. I found in June
2014 a similarly functioning device, called the Language Tutor Audio Card Reader, currently for
sale at Lakeshore for $129.00.47 It is described as a brightly colored device that plays
prerecorded audio cards with images and allows the students to record their responses—features
similar to other audio card readers discussed in this study.48 In addition, in July 2014 Drake
Educational Associates offers a current version of the Language Master without a price listed on
the webpage. Drake Educational Associates also offers several coordinating sets of audio cards
(24 cards) available to use with the Language Master for $52.00 per set.49
While searching for a “language master machine,” I viewed other devices such as
electronic speech translators (converts spoken words into another language) and electronic
46
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dictionaries (pronounces the word and provides a definition), yet these devices did not use a card
for transmission. Instead, a keyboard or voice recognition was used.
Rundel reflected, in her interview, that she used similar curricular functionality to
improve reading using a portable device called a Playaway—the All-in-One Audiobook.50 This
portable device looked similar to an iPod or MP3 player and allowed students to listen and/or
read along with the book. Each Playaway contained one audio book. Rundel recalled the
Playaways helped bridge the digital divide between the “haves and the have nots” in her
school.51 Students checked out a Playaway from the school’s media center. The price of a
Playaway was dependent on the title of the book, ranging from $25.00 to $60.00.52 In 2009,
impressed with the durability and functionality of the Playaways, a Virginia elementary school
applied for a grant to purchase Playaways to enhance their library collection.53 Currently, a
search query of “playaway digital audio” on PrairieCat, Illinois’ interlibrary loan system,
resulted in over three thousand Playaways available for checkout in public libraries.54
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Programmed Instruction—Craig Readers Subcategory

Craig Readers are also classified in the Curriculum—Reading functional group because
they taught students to increase reading speed and comprehension. I did not find any current
devices similar to the Craig Reader. However, similarities exist in 2014 between the
functionality provided by the Craig Reader and current software, applications, and course
offerings used to improve reading speed and comprehension. An August 2014 Google search for
“improve reading comprehension and speed” yielded over nine hundred thousand results that
included online reading software, YouTube videos, and many other reading solutions.
Additionally, I found a free online reading speed test to predict individual reading efficiency and
comprehension. This online reading test resource also offers a fee-based software solution to
improve reading skills.55

Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices Subcategory

The Audio-Based Devices category includes two items in the Curriculum—Reading
functional classification. The Listen and Read Literacy Programme and the Wireless Audio
Learning System are included in this functional classification due to their use in teaching
reading. Although not much information was provided concerning these two devices in the
journals researched for this study, the images included with the commentary show students using
a listening and playback device, such as a cassette player, and a corresponding workbook.
Current products that offer similar functionality to the PRIM ’57-’82 Audio-Based
Devices are textbooks that have an audio component. For example, textbooks often supplement
55
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content by providing a CD-ROM or DVD, and in many cases, the entire textbook (eTextbook) is
available in an audio format. These current types of products, such as e-books and audio books,
augment the students’ reading experiences by utilizing multiple senses visually, auditorily, and
vocally.56 (An example of a textbook that included a CD-ROM is one that I used in graduate
school. It was Instructional Media and Technologies for Learning by Heinich, Molenda, Russell,
and Smaldino and was published in 1999.) Assistive technologies, such as Text to Speech, also
incorporate the same reading functionality. Additionally, many computers offer adaptive
technologies such as Microsoft’s Narrator and Apple’s VoiceOver to assist in reading digital
text. In fact, many websites offer the option to have the webpage read to the viewer, particularly
those websites that comply with the American with Disabilities Act (ADA).57 An example of a
website with audio capability is the National Center for Learning Disabilities (NCLD) website’s
discussion of improving learning outcomes with audio.58 The speech function on this website is
powered by ReadSpeaker and provides options, such as highlighting a word and sentence, only a
sentence, or only a word as the text is read aloud.59
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Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices Subcategory
The fourth PRIM ’57-’82 category, Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices,
contributes four devices to the Curriculum—Reading functional classification with objects such
as Spelling B, Alphaspell, Speak & Spell, and Speak & Read. These items are described in the
Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices section of Chapter 4. Each of these devices was
used to improve reading skills and was not adaptable to other subjects due to the preprogrammed
nature of the device.
Examples of more current products in the Curriculum—Reading classification of this
study are online learning materials. Several Speak & Spell simulations are available online that
replicate the original Speak & Spell. One example of a Speak & Spell emulator was created in a
2002 class as an assignment to learn Adobe’s Flash animation software program.60 This emulator
provides Speak & Spell features with audio feedback, although one should note that this example
is not affiliated with TI.61 To use the online simulation, the student clicks “Play” and turns “On”
the emulator, and then the website displays a word to spell. If the student spells it correctly, the
emulator provides feedback both verbally and visually. If the word is spelled erroneously, the
student is told the spelling was incorrect and another word appears. As computers became more
prevalent in the classroom in the late ’70s and early ’80s, software, such as Reader Rabbit
developed by The Learning Company in 1986, was used as an “education mini-game” for
teaching spelling and reading.62
60
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TI introduced a later version of Spelling B in 1987 for $40.00 with over 250 images in a
booklet. The manual included six types of activities: Spell It, First Letter, Missing Letter,
Mystery Word, and Scramble, with Spelling B pictures in a separate publication.63 Example
words to spell from the images, shown in the 1987 booklet, included cat, nail, cheese, window,
and castle. As I reviewed the images, the spelling appeared to progress from easier words to
more difficult ones, as illustrated in the examples listed above from the 1987 booklet. I did not
find any verification in the program booklet of my observation that images seemed to become
more difficult to spell.
In 1988, a Super Speak & Read from TI was available for $59.50, with software
expansion packs called libraries priced at $17.95 each.64 Super Speak & Read combined the
features of Speak & Read and Touch & Tell into one device and was presented in a book-like
format with carrying handles. Over the six-year period from the introduction of Speak & Read,
the device evolved and adapted to provide reading instruction and reinforcement to young
readers. The Super Speak & Read is no longer available in retail stores, yet it was found on
online auction sites such as eBay and Craig’s List in August 2014.
The second PRIM ’57-’82 object, Alphaspell, included thirty-five lessons in a small
handheld device. Research shows its trademark was canceled on September 10, 1988.65 Similar
reading drill and practice functionality can be found through online resources as well as software
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and mobile applications. An August 2014 Google search for “site:edu “spelling online””66
generated 241 results from educational institution domains, which included online activities
similar to the Alphaspell’s as well as text-based information. The “Kids Can Spell” application is
one of twenty applications using the Apple iPad for improving reading skills recommended by
TeachThought, an online resource whose mission is to optimize learning.67 Although Alphaspell
is no longer in production, the functionality of developing spelling skills is evident in many
current similar products.

Instructional Systems Category
The Curriculum—Reading functional group includes five objects in the PRIM ’57-’82
Instructional Systems category: a reading rate controller, two reading accelerators, and two
tachistoscopes. These PRIM ’57-’82 items are included in this functional classification because
their use was limited to improving reading.
The purpose of the rateometers and the reading rate controllers was to improve reading
speed through a mechanical device. I did not find any current products called reading
rateometers. Although, when I searched for “improve reading speed,” I found several online
options, including free applications to download on an iPad or iPhone called Acceleread Speed

66
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Reading Trainer by BananaBox and Skim by Apptility Limited.68 Both of these applications
were described as improving reading speeds and were self-paced for a personalized program. In
a cursory look through the over thirty-six thousand results in a June 2014 Google search, it
seemed that most reading speed improvement products were online or software-related and not
actually a device or machine similar to the rateometer. I used Google as the search engine
because I was looking for retail solutions for improving reading speeds, rather than just scholarly
articles.
As another PRIM ’57-’82 item, the tachistoscope has been adapted and changed from an
educational purpose to other professional uses. Godnig suggests the tachistoscope as a viable
training tool for military, police, and sports performance training. Godnig compared a 1985 study
by the Indiana Law Enforcement Academy that showed improvement of 60 percent over baseline
testing for the quick identification of objects to Shole’s 1959 study, which showed similar results
of object recognition in officer training. 69
Searching for current tachistoscopes revealed optometric tachistoscopes used in vision
exams. One result resembled the tachistoscopes I found in my data collection, but the newer
versions were computer driven. The projected images were timed, similar to the models available
in the 1960s and 1970s, and could be words, images, or Dolch sight words—a list of frequently
used English words. The current price for the optometric Supertach by Bernell, a CD-ROM of
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words and images, was $18.95 in June 2014 with five different disks available.70 This price did
not include the computer or device to project the images. I did not find any educationally based
tachistoscopes for purchase on eBay on June 23, 2014. I contacted the Lafayette Instrument
Company, manufacturer of the 1960s model, to see if tachistoscopes were still being produced
but did not receive any response from the company regarding my request.
A JSTOR search in June 2014 presented 108 scholarly references to “tachistoscope” from
1983 to 2014. Most of these search results were historical articles that referred to how
tachistoscopes had been used in the past. As discussed in Chapter 4, a JSTOR search conducted
using a 1957 to 1982 time frame led to 495 articles, books, or pamphlets. The results of the two
searches showed the decline in the use of the tachistoscope from the period of my study to June
2014.

Data Collection

Data Collection functionality includes the ability to record data such as student progress
and responses to information given by the instructor while, in many cases, receiving direct
feedback. The identified PRIM ’57-’82 items allowed for communication, feedback, and
computational measurements, particularly from the response data.71 The Data Collection
classification contains two objects from the Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices
category and twenty-seven items from the Response Systems category. These PRIM ’57-’82
items are discussed in Chapter 4 from a historical viewpoint.
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Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices Subcategory
Other PRIM ’57-’82 objects included in the Data Collection functional classifications
were from the Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices category. References to the Telor
by Enrich were found in 1973 and 1974. The Telor operated by using programmed cartridges to
deliver specific content to the individual student through a multiple-choice format. The student’s
responses were captured for further review by the student and the teacher.
Research about the Telor device for the period after this study reveals that the Telor was
recommended in 1983 by the Indiana State Department for Instruction for use in special
education.72 The Telor was suggested for specific areas of disability, such as “Trainable Mentally
Retarded—Primary and Intermediate, Learning Disabled—Primary and Intermediate, Junior and
Senior High, and Deaf and Hearing Impaired.”73
In searching for vintage Telor devices, I found in July 2014 a set of Arithmetic
Involvement Division cartridges for use in a Telor device available for purchase for $9.99.74 I
was not able to find a Telor in which to insert the cartridges.
Strategies used to find information about similar educational data collection devices led
to 270 references in an August 2014 JSTOR search using the key words of ““data
collection”+handheld +education” with the years limited to 1983 to 2014. Using the same query
with Google Scholar, I found over sixteen thousand results on August 18, 2014, including
articles, patent information, and citations.
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Although the Telor device is not currently in production, many similar game-like
handheld devices such as the Nintendo Gameboy and the Leapfrog’s LeapPad learning tablet
provided similar data collection functionality for the period after my study. In this section, I am
providing a couple of examples, realizing that many additional devices and resources exist for
game-like instructional materials that would also meet the requirements to be in this study’s Data
Collection functional classification. The examples given are ones that I have personally used for
educational purposes.
The Nintendo Gameboy was introduced in 1989, with advanced versions that provided
smaller, lighter, and more portable features being released in 2001 and 2003.75 When introduced,
the Gameboy was similar in operation to the Telor device—that of inserting a cartridge for
delivery of the content—and both items were small and portable. In an August 2014 Google
Scholar search for articles, patents, and citations for the period of 1983 to 2014, I found 2,420
results for “Nintendo gameboy+data collection.” I searched in JSTOR using the same search
query and found twelve references but in further review of the results, found only a few
references that contained information about the Nintendo Gameboy.
The Leapfrog LeapPad, another example, currently offers over seventy-four skill-based
learning games to be used with LeapPad tablet products.76 The original Leapfrog products used
cartridges to deliver content, but versions that are more current have some downloadable features
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to access additional content, such as over one thousand applications and games on a variety of
topics searchable by age, subject, and skills.77

Response Systems Category

In this study, all objects in the Response Systems category described in Chapter 4 met the
requirements to be included in the Data Collection functional classification, as the devices
provided feedback from a responsive device that also had the ability to measure the results
electronically or visually. Twenty-seven PRIM ’57-’82 items are contained in the Data
Collection functional classification. Examples include the Rapid Rater and EDEX Student
Response Systems as well as other response systems that transmitted over closed- or open-circuit
television. For a review of the information provided on PRIM ’57-’82 response systems, refer to
Chapter 4 in the Interactive—Response Systems section.
Response systems are used in current classrooms and provide similar functionality to
those found in this study by engaging students through a physical response device to record
input. In this section, connections from the PRIM ’57-’82 devices to the current response systems
are based on general functionality or response instead of by each PRIM ’57-’82 response system
item. Rather than attempting to find systems that relate to each of the twenty-seven PRIM ’57’82 items, I have grouped the Interactive—Response Systems category together in the Data
Collection functional classification. Many of the early response systems discussed in Chapter 4
are predecessors of the current personal response systems, also known as “clickers.” As seen in a
Google search for “clickers+response systems” on July 29, 2014, there were over twenty
thousand results showing a connection between clickers and response systems. Modern systems,
77
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such as the Classroom Performance Systems or Turning Technologies response systems, are
used at Northern Illinois University and K-12 public schools in that area.78

Microworld
The Microworld category, as defined by Patten et al., allows learners “to construct their
own knowledge” using simulations and tools from the real world.79 The Audio Notebook system
is included in the Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices as part of the Microworld
classification. The Microworld classification also includes sixteen PRIM ’57-’82 items
categorized in the Real Objects section of Chapter 4 (Slide Rules, Time/Clocks, Calculators, and
Telephone Packages). All items in the Microworld functional classification were used in realworld situations or were used in simulations of actual experiences. The PRIM ’57-’82 objects
that meet the Microworld classifications are discussed in the next sections.

Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices Subcategory

The Audio Notebook was a small and portable storage and retrieval system used for
individual student instruction.80 The Audio Notebook is no longer available, but there are several
devices similar in functionality—devices used in the real-world that can store and retrieve
information. Examples given in this section represent only a few of many devices or software
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solutions that are a small, portable storage device. A current version of a similar device is a
pocketsize voice recorder: a device used to record and play back verbal notes, conversations,
interviews or any other sounds. An advantage of using a voice recorder is the ability to refer to
and play back the notes or conversation as many times as needed. (I used the voice recorder
technology in graduate classes, interviews, and as reminders.)
In addition, as a more contemporary function of the Audio Notebook, most computers
have speech-to-text features such as Speech Recognition for Windows and Dictation for Apple
products. Speech-to-text functionality is an improvement to the Audio Notebook because it
allows the learner to think aloud, record thoughts, and then the device or software converts the
speech to a text-based file. I also found in April 2015 two applications for the iPad that allow the
learner to record audio for the same purposes as the voice recorder but also adds the ability to use
speech-to-text capabilities: Nuance Communications’ PaperPort Notes,81 a free app, and Audio
Notebook produced by Qrayon, LLC82 at a price of $2.99. (I used PaperPort Notes while doing
research for this study as a quick and convenient method to track resources and to make notes
while reading.) The advantage of these note applications is that you can send the file
electronically to anyone, including yourself, as the start of an electronic, searchable note file.
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Slide Rules Category

The slide rule is included in the Microworld functional classification because it was used
in real-world situations, including classrooms, space exploration, and many other engineering
and scientific environments. Slide rules are found four times in the collection of PRIM ’57-’82
data. The slide rule was used as a computational device in mathematics instruction and in the real
world, e.g., in engineering fields. As mentioned in Chapter 4, slide rule clubs existed in 1958,83
and this type of organization still exists in schools, but now the clubs meet virtually instead of
face-to-face.84
I did not find any current manufacturers of slide rules, only resellers, and found that the
remaining stock of slide rules manufactured by Faber-Castell were available for international and
online purchases with prices ranging from €22.00 to €198.00.85 Given the conversion rate from
the Euro to U.S. currency in June 2014, this was approximately $30.00 to $268.00. Vintage slide
rules are available for purchase from eBay in June 2014 ranging in price from $1.99 to $647.00.
The slide rule evolved into the calculator, which provides more accurate computations
than a slide rule as well as additional functions such as scientific notation. PDAs and
smartphones also contain calculator functions and much more. The functionality of PDAs was
discussed in relation to the Administration functional classification earlier in this chapter, as this
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handheld device offers many more features than a calculator. The smartphone technology is not
included as part of this study, but it also offers features similar to the functionality of the slide
rule. Calculators are discussed later in this section of Microworld functionality as it relates to
PRIM ’57-’82 data.

Time/Clocks Category
Time/Clocks as a PRIM ’57-’82 category have four entries in the Microworld functional
classification. Time/Clocks items used for instructional purposes were either real or nonworking
models of clocks that meet the requirements to be included in the Microworld functional
classification. PRIM ’57-’82 items include the Judy Clock, the First Watch, and the Time
Teacher. The Time/Clocks category of instructional materials has remained constant through its
use in education, but many updates have occurred to include products with digital time, bright
colors, and animated characters (e.g., Mickey Mouse, Barbie, and Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles). As mentioned by Beeler in our interview, the Judy Clock is used currently at the
preschool at which she works.86
The Judy Clock (for ages 5-8) is available as of June 2014 from Carson-Dellosa for
$25.99.87 As a contemporary solution to teaching about time, Myers created a free online version
called the Jude e-Clock, which displays time increments similar to the original Judy Clock and
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has additional features such as digital time and the option to change the clock face to different
styles.88 Note the online version is not affiliated with the original Judy Clock.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the First Watch from TI was a working watch for children
ages five to seven. Although the First Watch is no longer produced, current products similar to
the First Watch emphasize teaching time through a real product. One such watch is the Flik Flak
by Swatch, which illustrates time with large numbers and colorful character-based hands and
includes a booklet to help teach time.89 The Flik Flak watch is available in many colors and
characters with prices of approximately $40.00 to $45.00 in June 2014. In Rein’s review of
children’s watches, the Flik Flak models included an educational booklet;90 however, in my
research, the booklet is no longer available. As an alternative, Timex offers an analog-time
teaching watch, in its “Time Teacher” series, for approximately price in June 2014 of $15.00; the
watches are brightly colored in both the boy’s and girl’s versions. Digital children’s watches are
available from a variety of other retailers with a range of prices to fit any budget.
Another PRIM ’57-’82 item in the Time/Clocks category with Microworld functionality is
the Time Teacher clocks.91 It is available online from Prodesigns and operates differently from
the Timex “Time Teacher” series discussed in the previous paragraph. The clock sells for
approximately $67.00, based on conversion from Euros in June 2014. It is an instructional
material created in Europe with features similar to the Judy Clock, but it allows for additional
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manipulation of the clock components, such as using blocks to learn about daily activities (wake
up, lunch) that the Judy Clock does not offer. For further information about the Time Teacher
clock, refer to the Time/Clocks section in Chapter 4.

Calculators Category

Calculators are identified with the Microworld functional classification, as used by
Patten et al., because of their use in the real world and in educational environments.92 Over the
time period of this study, 1957 to 1982, calculators evolved, became more sophisticated with
advanced features, and allowed connectivity to computers and other devices. PRIM ’57-’82 items
include seven calculators. For the purpose of this Microworld functionality, PRIM ’57-’82
calculators are grouped together and discussed as a single object. Early models of calculators
performed four basic functions (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) and were
remembered to be an extravagance by Rundel, an interviewee.93 Currently a TI standard
calculator (Model TI-530 SV) is available for $3.00 to $5.79 and includes not only the four basic
functions but also square root, positive/negative numbers, and memory recall functions.94 In
looking for an item priced comparable to the calculator with a 1972 price of $149.95, I found in
August 2014 an advanced graphing calculator with “Computer Algebra System for Physics and
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Engineering” for prices ranging from $133.99 to $149.99.95 This comparable calculator, the TI89 Titanium model, includes preloaded applications, a built-in USB port for data transfer, plus
many mathematical and engineering functions. The advanced features of the TI-89 Titanium
model can be used for Advanced Placement tests, as stated on the TI educational technology
website, although this model is not allowed when taking the American College Testing (ACT)
exam.96 This is one example of how calculators have evolved over time as related to PRIM ’57’82 data.
TI, manufacturer of one of the earliest calculators, continues to support education through
its education division with links to activities, science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) initiatives, Common Core resources, summer workshops, and available online learning
opportunities on its website.97 Furthermore, TI is the primary sponsor of T3, Teachers Teaching
with Technology, which provides worldwide professional development programs for
mathematics and science teachers in the appropriate use of handheld devices.98 In the United
States and Canada, support from TI is available through online courses, webinars, and tutorials
as well as workshops, calculator loan programs, and area workshops.99
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Calculators have also evolved from the small, portable instructional materials found in
this study to newer and even smaller devices such as on a smartphone or PDA. In many
instances, the calculator function is an application installed on those devices. In addition, many
online calculators are available on the internet, such as the conversion calculator used to convert
Euros to dollars for this study.100 Conducting a Google domain-specific search for “online
calculator” within only .edu domains, I found over seventy-five hundred results and narrowed
the results by adding the type of calculator (scientific, fractions) into the search query.
The availability of calculators seems endless, while at one time, it was a very elite
possession. As I look at the items I can currently see on my desk that have calculator
functionality, I find a handheld calculator, a program on my computer that provides both basic
and scientific functions, a smartphone, an iPad, and from the Internet connections available on
these devices, I can find an abundance of online calculators.

Telephone Packages Category
One item in the PRIM ’57-’82 data is considered a Microworld functional item for this
research. The telephone package or consulting time, as advertised in 1980 by Reba Poor, is an
example of an instructional material used in the real world. As discussed in Chapter 4, Real
Objects—Telephone Packages, this item suggests an early distance education environment, i.e.,
being in a different place than the instructor with communications by means of a telephone to
facilitate the content.
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Although I did not find any references to Reba Poor’s training package being currently
available, telephone training, such as seen in the PRIM ’57-’82 Telephone Packages category, is
available. Communications can be conducted via phones, smartphones, and computers, or voice
over internet protocol (VoIP) with not only voice but also video availability. Communicating
information over telephone lines is very similar to the discussion in the functional classification
Collaborative—Instructional Systems section presented earlier in this chapter. I separated the
telephone PRIM ’57-’82 items into two categories because the Instructional Systems item
(conference calls) is an equipment and telephone technology-based system, whereas the
telephone training package used real objects and was found in more than one professional field
(e.g., education, audiovisual, and local publications).

Presentation

Presentation, as a functional classification for this study, was created in my poststructural
analysis of the PRIM ’57-’82 items and is represented by the Transparencies category. The term
presentation—a function of an audiovisual system, as defined in The Changing Role of the
Audiovisual Process in Education in 1963 consisted of five elements: messages, mediainstrumentation, men, methods, and environment.101 For this study, media-instrumentation,
defined as the “transmission systems (the materials and devices),” is used to represent the PRIM
’57-’82 items in the Presentation functional classification.102 The Presentation classification is
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limited in this study by my definition of PRIM ’57-’82 , as it does not include items such as slide
and motion projectors or overhead projectors. The Presentation functional classification includes
two Transparencies category items: a layered transparency version that allowed a teacher to
build the content or construct knowledge through a classroom presentation and the Instant Slide,
a 2” by 2” customizable slide. Refer to the Transparencies section in Chapter 4 for historical and
classroom use information about these two items.
In researching the layered transparences, I found current layered transparencies are
available from American Educational Products, LLC (AMEP). Hubbard Scientific Company, the
manufacturer of the layered transparencies described in this section is now a nonoperating
subsidiary of AMEP. For a price comparison, a set of nine meteorology transparencies in 1965
were priced at $34.50, whereas a current set of six meteorology slides are advertised on the
AMEP website in June 2014 for $60.00.103
Classroom presentations have moved from the use of a chalkboard to overhead projectors
with transparences, and more currently presentation aids have evolved into electronic modes
such as whiteboards and presentations facilitated by computer software.104
The electronic interactive whiteboards such as those produced by Smart and Promethean
provide a collaborative interface for a teacher and students to learn together. Although the Smart
and Promethean examples are not portable, a MimeoTeach interactive whiteboard system,
manufactured by Mimeo, offers a portable whiteboard-like interface for an estimated educator
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price of $799.00.105 The MimeoTeach device is small, portable, and easy to attach to an existing
whiteboard for classroom use.
In researching the use of transparencies in education, both a JSTOR and a Google
Scholar search found results that also included the transparency (openness to information) of
organizations and were not specifically related to the transparencies used on an overhead
projector. I changed the search query to be ““overhead projectors”+education” and found the
results to be relevant to my research. Although overhead projectors were excluded from this
study by the definition of portable responsive instructional materials (PRIM ’57-’82), I found it
important as a search term to limit the results. For example, an August 19, 2014 JSTOR search
yielded 506 articles for the period of the study and approximately half as many (262) for the time
after 1982. Google Scholar results were similar with many more results in the twenty-five years
covered in this study (eighty-four hundred) and approximately 16 percent as many (1,390) from
1982 to August 2014. These search results illustrate the decline in research completed on
overhead projectors, indicating a decline in the importance and use of overhead projectors and,
therefore, of transparences in education. Refer to Table 5 for search queries used on August 19,
2014, in the research of current uses of transparencies in education.
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Table 5
August 2014 Search Strategies—Transparencies
Search terms

transparencies+education
“overhead projectors”+education
“electronic presentations”+education
PowerPoint+education
PowerPoint+education-“download”
“slide projectors”+education
“slide projectors”+education“powerpoint”

JSTOR
1957-1982

JSTOR
1983-2014

1,909
506
2
0
0
185
146

2,640
262
15
2,332
2,105
165
125

Google
Google
Scholar
Scholar
1957-1982 1983-2014
7,130
16,600
8,400
1,390
9
1,490
940
292,000
0
345
1,090
2,860
0
1

As a different method to show the evolution of transparencies as used in education, I
conducted similar searches on JSTOR and Google Scholar for various related terms including
“electronic presentations,” and “PowerPoint.”106 Refer to Table 5 for search queries used and the
results. In these search results, I found the earliest mention of “electronic presentations” in
Becker’s 1961 article on the use of television in classrooms.107 In 1976, Fredrickson also
mentioned “electronic presentations” as used in open space education—that is, flexible
educational facilities.108 As a current type of presentation software, Microsoft’s PowerPoint
creates and displays visual images and text through a computer monitor and can be presented
with an audio component. I added the “PowerPoint” term to my search query as it had similar
106
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functionality in the classroom to transparencies —the ability to present information to a group of
students collectively. Although the term PowerPoint has become synonymous with the term
presentation (much as the word Kleenex is to a tissue),109 PowerPoint is actually proprietary
presentation software launched in 1990 by Microsoft. 110 However, early development of
presentation software was built on a program from Forethought, Inc. called Presenter, which was
purchased by Microsoft in 1987.111 Due to PowerPoint’s launch date of 1990, I did not expect to
find results in my search queries using the term PowerPoint in the 1957 to 1982 period.
Surprisingly, in the August 2014 Google Scholar searches, I found 940 references to PowerPoint
in that twenty-five-year period, which made me delve into why these results were appearing. In a
review of many of these search results links, I discovered that PowerPoint slides could be
downloaded as part of the link since many of the articles provided supporting presentation
materials. This realization caused me to remove all references to “download.” Using this search
query, as I had expected, I found no articles between 1957 and 1982 that referred to PowerPoint.
The second item, the Instant Slide, is classified in the Presentation functional area, as it
was an instructional aid that needed to be used with a slide projector. Although the slide
projector was delimited from this study, the small, portable, and customizable nature of the
Instant Slide allowed this item to be included. Slide projectors have been replaced by
presentation software and equipment as discussed in the above paragraphs (e.g., about
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PowerPoint and MimeoTeach). In researching current uses of slide projectors in education, I
found 146 links to information in an August 2014 JSTOR search for ““slide
projectors”+education-“PowerPoint”” for the period of this study, 1957 to 1982, with 125 results
for the time after 1982 to present-day. Looking through several of the more current articles, I
found slide projectors, and therefore slides, used to view historical and archived slides but not
used as a present-day format for creating or delivering presentations.
Examples given in this section, to show Presentation functionality, are just a few of the
many items currently on the market. As seen in the search queries discussed earlier in this
chapter (Table 5), there were over fourteen hundred links associated with ““electronic
presentations”+education”, whereas there were only nine articles found during the period of this
study.
The examples selected to represent the functional Presentation classification were
derived from personal experiences and findings from the research conducted for this study. Many
other current presentation aids (document cameras, handheld wireless presentation devices, and
software solutions such as Prezi and Articulate) are available for educational purposes, but since
this study was limited by device size and portability, those examples are not described in the
discussion.

Summary
The functional classifications used for analyzing PRIM ’57-’82 for this study are based
on Patten et al.’s research on handheld devices and their functions in classroom settings. Of the
seven categories outlined by Patten et al., four categories were transferable to the data used in
this study: Administration, Collaborative, Data Collection, and Microworld. The Location
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Aware and Referential categories from Patten et al.’s research are not incorporated in this study
because the technologies (e.g., global positioning systems, computers, internet) used to support
these categories were not available during this study’s time frame. Due to the types of PRIM ’57’82 devices found in this study, it was necessary to create the Curriculum and Presentation
functional classifications through a poststructural analysis. A discussion of each functional
classification and current examples are contained in this chapter.
Using the six functional classifications, a failure mode and effect analysis was conducted.
Results of that analysis are discussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 6

FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS
In addition to the content analysis of the PRIM ’57-’82 items, a different method, failure
mode and effect analysis (FMEA) was incorporated into this study to analyze the data. As
discussed in Chapter 1, FMEA is a method used to identify known or potential failures in
products.1 Industries using a FMEA for analysis of product failures have included
manufacturing, chemical, pharmaceuticals, and aerospace areas in which failures would typically
cause harm, unfavorable effects, or risks to users.2 FMEA is a quantitative tool, usually a
spreadsheet application, that identifies problems with or failures in products and the impact of
these failures.
For this study, ninety-eight portable and responsive instructional materials (PRIM ’57’82) items were classified into Interactive, Real Objects, and Transparencies codes. Twelve
categories (e.g., Programmed Instruction, Response Systems, Slide Rules, and Calculators, etc.)
were then created within the three codes by grouping similar items as described in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 5, functional classifications were created through a poststructural process to
further analyze the PRIM ’57-’82 items. The six PRIM ’57-’82 functional classifications
1
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Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation were
used to apply FMEA processes in order to determine modes, if any, that led to the PRIM ’57-’82
functional classifications’ failures in classroom environments. Based on existing FMEA
templates, a PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template was created for this poststructural study with details
discussed later in this chapter. Refer to Appendix O for an example of the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA
Administration template used in this study. Resources used to create the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA
template are listed in Appendix P (e.g., textbooks, military standards documentation, and online
resources).
A brief history of evaluating instructional materials to ensure effectiveness and
appropriateness for classroom use is included in this chapter to set the foundation for using a
FMEA as an analytical tool in educational environments. In this chapter, a brief history of
FMEA, the practice of using a FMEA in the educational technology field, and the results of the
FMEA conducted on the six functional classifications established in Chapter 5 (Administration,
Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation) are discussed.
Through FMEA, I discovered seven failure modes that influenced the failure of PRIM ’57-’82
objects, which are discussed in the next sections.

Historical Aspects of Instructional Materials Evaluations

Evaluation of instructional materials was an important part of the audiovisual movement
during this study’s twenty-five-year period due to the abundance of instructional materials
introduced for classroom teaching.3 Early in the audiovisual movement, product evaluation was
accomplished through many means. For example, a series of checklists ensured that films met
3
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instructional needs, as seen in Lemler’s 1938 article titled “A Critical Evaluation of Teaching
Films.”4 Later, Hoban outlined the need for instructional material evaluations through research
using prerelease evaluations, cooperative planning, participation in evaluations, and
communication of the results to build a bridge between research and application.5 Steps outlined
by Sanders and Cunningham in 1973 in a model for instructional materials evaluation include
four stages of evaluation: predevelopment, evaluation of objectives, formative interim
evaluation, and formative product evaluation.6 As evaluation of instructional materials evolved,
Larson defined formative product evaluation as “descriptive and judgmental information
regarding the worthiness of an instructional experience.”7 Furthermore, Larson stated that both
descriptive and judgmental evaluations are useful in making decisions about the design and use
of instructional materials.8 Product evaluation became a practice in purchasing instructional
materials, as seen in a 1981 study by Evans on the comparison of forty-five instructional material
evaluation forms and the creation of a model evaluation form that, although based on film
evaluations, could be used for other media.9 Key features of Evans’ 1981 evaluation include
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rating five components: technical quality, content (accuracy, currency, and coverage), design
features (cues, repetition, participation, and feedback), acquisition, and qualitative input.10
Another means for evaluating instructional materials is Wittich and Schuller’s
“Contributions of Audiovisual Instructional Materials to Learning” found in their 1967 edition of
Audio Visual Materials: Their Nature and Use.11 Wittich and Schuller’s table includes several
audiovisual codes, such as motion-picture films, slides, programmed learning, and television, as
shown in the content analysis portion of this study (Appendix C). Three key factors in Wittich
and Schuller’s table are visual (natural color, recreated situations, or dimensional aspects), audio,
and utilization (fixed or flexible organization, control of time, and production factors); these
three became the basis of a matrix about the instructional materials types.12 Likewise, Gerlach
and Ely created a matrix for evaluating instructional materials for classroom use based on
audiovisual codes (real things; representations such as images, audio, programs; and simulations)
with selection factors including appropriateness, cost, availability, and quality as well as the
functional purpose to identify, describe, construct, or build skills.13 Furthermore, Gerlach and
Ely created a Media-Subject Area Matrix that lists major content areas (e.g., art, civics,
geography, history, and mathematics) with specific learning objectives corresponding to the
instructional materials discussed in their book.14 Eight learning objectives are in the matrix:
constructing, describing, identifying, naming, and ordering objectives as well as affective, motor,
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and unclassified objectives.15 For example, if a teacher wants to find a game/simulation
instructional material for teaching history, the Media-Subject Area Matrix indicates “I225” that
refers to an “identifying objective” on page 225 in Teaching and Media: A Systematic
Approach.16
Another evaluation approach is discussed in Romiszowski’s 1981 book, Designing
Instructional Systems.17 Romiszowski discusses several factors, such as number of students and
staff, frequency of use, and quantity of materials, which assist in identifying problems or failures
in instructional design. In addition, Romiszowski uses criteria such as design, production,
implementation, and revision as applied to instructional design in the evaluation process.18
Another reason Romiszowski’s research was selected to be used in this study it that it a systembased approach to analyzing instructional design systems, particularly why projects fail. As
stated earlier, research using a FMEA is not readily available for educational technology
projects, but Romiszowski’s chapter “Why Projects Fail” contains key points to consider about
possible failure mode causes.
A limitation of this method of analysis is that FMEA was not found to be readily applied
to the educational technology field but is recognized as an effective tool in many other diverse
industries in which product failure could cause harm or injury. The development of FMEA
which coincided with the period of this study, along with the race-to-space influences on
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education, made its use an analytical tool an interesting and challenging method and a unique
approach for this study.

Historical Information—Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

The United States Department of Defense in the 1949 Military Standard MIL-STD-1629
document made the initial reference to failure mode and effect criticality analysis (FMECA).19
Reams confirms that FMEA was a product of the United States military, although the title and
abbreviation Reams used varied slightly.20 Bean as well as Breiing and Kunz gives credit to the
National Aeronautics Space Agency (NASA) in the early 1960s for the modification of the
abbreviation from FMECA to FMEA.21 During this time, NASA found it imperative to produce
high-quality products without design failures as the race to space was pursued by the United
States.22 As provided in the Terms and Definitions section of Chapter 1, FMEA is a method to
identify and evaluate known and/or potential problems of a design or a process.23 In most
instances, the FMEA method is characteristic of the engineering and scientific fields.24 Failure
modes are identified as the parts of the system/product/process evaluation that could possibly fail
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and on effect analysis is the consequences of failure on the entire system/product/process.25
Stamatis suggests that FMEA is a “dynamic tool of improvement,” as this analytical tool is used
to improve a system, product, or service.26
Stamatis outlines four types of FMEA: system, design, process, and service.27 Breiing
and Kunz explain the first type of FMEA, the system FMEA, that focuses on the “systematical
context between a product and its integration into a system.”28 A design FMEA analyzes
products by focusing on deficiencies of the design, whereas a process FMEA focuses on how the
procedures were conducted.29 The fourth type, a service FMEA, analyzes services before they
reach the customer and usually is more complicated than the other three types of FMEA due to
the interactions between labor, materials, production, and delivery.30 For this study, a system
FMEA was adapted to analyze the functional classifications (Administration, Collaborative,
Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation) of the PRIM ’57-’82 data.
Many articles are available that researched the FMEA method as applied to
manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, or engineering, yet only a few articles existed about using the
FMEA method for instructional tools, handheld devices, or educational technology. A Google
Scholar search conducted on September 15, 2014, found 9,880 scholarly references to “failure
mode and effect analysis” with a date range of 1960 to 2014. No scholarly articles with a
publication date prior to 1960 were found using Google Scholar. When the criteria “educational
25
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technology” was added to the search query, eleven results were found written in the English
language. Refer to Appendix Q for a listing of this Google Scholar search string of
“FMEA+educational technology.” Using the same search queries in JSTOR on September 15,
2014 the results were thirty-eight articles about FMEA and none including any reference to
“failure mode and effect analysis” and “educational technology.” Stamatis’ work provides a
comprehensive guide for experts, or for novices, in the process of conducting a FMEA.31 Boylan
uses an interdisciplinary approach to solve the problem at hand, borrowing the FMEA
methodology from the scientific field to explore the unplanned consequences of implementing an
e-Learning program in higher education.32 Although a FMEA is typically conducted by a
committee or group,33 Boylan worked as an insider—that is, as a researcher who was an integral
part of the study.34 Another educational technology study, conducted by Johnson, utilized a
process FMEA for the aeronautical industry as an instructional tool with real-world
applications.35 Johnson’s findings discuss the students’ use of FMEA in an educational setting.36
Examples in the Johnson study illustrate the students’ FMEA assessments, listed risks, and
suggested improvements as a result of the analysis.37
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Known issues regarding FMEA result from the human aspects of evaluation. In FMEA
procedures, it is recommended to brainstorm potential risks and possible failures; this process is
limited to a team’s ability to discover or document these ideas, which may or may not be
accurate or complete.38 The U. S. military standard document (MIL-STAD-1629A) states that
the limitation of time and the isolation of failures are recognized as potential issues in conducting
a FMEA.39
The next section discusses FMEA as it applies to this study’s qualitative content analysis
of PRIM ’57-’82.

Using a FMEA Analysis in a Qualitative Study

In borrowing FMEA from other disciplines as an evaluation method for this study, it is
necessary to understand how FMEA procedures and processes are adaptable to an educational
technology perspective. Boylan suggests that the researcher must keep an objective and unbiased
view about the data identified and observed.40 In addition, the researcher must not influence the
analysis of the data.41 Objectivity and neutrality are qualifications for conducting a content
analysis historiography, as explained in Chapter 2—Methodology. Furthermore, I am an insider
in this investigation of PRIM ’57-’82 data. The poststructural approach taken in this study
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allowed my personal connections to the data collected, as well as my insights and analysis, to be
a component of this analysis.
Another challenge of using a FMEA in a qualitative research study is the method in
which the FMEA is conducted. FMEA is generally a quantitative methodology using measures,
rankings, and ratings rather than qualitative options such as opinions, perceptions, and feelings.42
Adaptations made during in this study were revising the typical FMEA evaluation, maintaining
FMEA reliability, and adapting quantitative FMEA data to a qualitative method. Boylan
contends that to “steal or borrow” FMEA from other disciplines, such as engineering and
manufacturing, allows the researcher to adapt processes and models that suit the requirements of
the data analyzed.43
In the next sections, procedural information to conduct a basic FMEA and the adaptations
for the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA are discussed. The steps may be similar to past instructional
materials evaluations used in the 1950s to 1980s, with the ultimate goal being to find the
potential failures of the PRIM ’57-’82 functionality classifications (Administration,
Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation).

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis Procedures

In reviewing the four types of FMEA (system, design, process, and service), I found
several common steps used in conducting a FMEA. The following steps were used in this study
to determine how PRIM ’57-’82 objects functionality was considered a possible failure, as
presented in Chapter 1—Research Questions.
42
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A FMEA analysis perspective was kept in mind when these data were collected. PRIM
’57-’82 details were recorded. Information collected consisted of item characteristics, longevity,
adaptation or product enhancements, and other pertinent information deemed important for this
study.
Several resources identified the steps for conducting a FMEA, including the U. S.
military standard (MIL-STD-1629A), Stamatis’ formative publication Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis: FMEA from Theory to Execution in 1995, and contemporary publications. In addition,
many online FMEA tools are available. In creating the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template for this
study, I reviewed many formats from online resources as well as textbooks (see Appendix P).
Below are the steps identified for conducting a FMEA on the PRIM ’57-’82 classifications of
this study.
1. Gather information to identify purposes, similar products, and potential causes of
failure of the items.44 For this study, information was collected concerning
educational purposes, individual or collaborative use, electronic or mechanical in
nature, and other relevant components as found in my research. Refer to the
Instructional Materials 1957-1982 definition in the Terms and Definitions in Chapter
1 for additional information. For this study, a FMEA was applied to the six functional
classifications discussed in Chapter 5 (Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum,
Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation).
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2. Assemble a team to conduct the FMEA.45 Stamatis recommends creating a team from
the departments or individuals involved with the design, system, process, or service to
be analyzed.46 Creating a team filters out individual biases and allows for a
community of knowledge to contribute to the analysis.47 However, Boylan contends
that a single person is acceptable to conduct a FMEA, but he/she needs to be aware of
biases.48
3. Determine potential failure modes for the systems identified in Step 1.49 Failure
mode, as defined in U. S military standards (MIL-STD 1629A), is usually described
as the manner or method in which the failure might occur.50 Failure modes could
include requirements, needs and desires, and characteristics of the product.51 In this
study, each of the six functional classifications identified in Chapter 5
(Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and
Presentation) were examined for potential failure modes.
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4. Record the severity of failure mode and the identified cause of failure identified.
These data can include past failures and events in which the items failed.52 Severity
rankings are created, usually in a numerical format to aid in prioritizing actions.
Numerical rankings generally are rated on a scale from one to ten, with ten as the
most severe or dangerous, a value of six to represent a moderate risk, and the lowest
value of one that represents no risk to users. Four textual values were used in MILSTD-1629A (Category I- Catastrophic, Category II-Critical, Category III-Marginal,
and Category IV-Minor), which represents a qualitative approach.53
5. Record actions and design review based on failure mode, severity, and cause,
recorded in Step 4.54 In this step, improvements were identified and adaptations
recorded for future use. For this study, improvements and adaptations were
considered as enhancements of similar items in the functional classification of PRIM
’57-’82. Examples of similar PRIM ’57-’82 functionality described in Chapter 5
established information for the FMEA process. These examples were not all-inclusive
but provided contemporary instructional material objects in each functional
classification for FMEA consideration.
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6. Evaluation and closure of the FMEA. This step was completed when corrections to
the identified failure modes were addressed and reviewed for completeness.55
The six steps outlined in this section of the FMEA process were applied to the PRIM ’57’82 functional classifications Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection,
Microworld, and Presentation. Results from the FMEA process are discussed later in this
chapter.
PRIM ’57-’82 Adaptations of Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
The PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template established the criteria and coding used to complete
the failure analysis on the PRIM ’57-’82 functional classifications. In order to follow the six
FMEA steps outlined in the previous section, it was necessary to adapt this primarily quantitative
tool to a qualitative tool for use in this study of PRIM ’57-’82 objects. As Boylan contends,
borrowing FMEA from other disciplines allowed me to adapt the FMEA framework to
correspond with the needs of the data analyzed.56
In conducting this PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA, procedures required in Step 1 are similar to a
traditional FMEA process that gathers data, interviews, and research to be used in the analysis.
As an adaptation, the methodology (Chapter 2) and the discussions of the findings (Chapter 4
and Chapter 5) were used as sources for gathering data for the FMEA. This information is
referenced in Step 1 on the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template as a reminder about how the
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information was derived for this study. Step 1 of the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template is shown in
Table 6.

Table 6
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Template—Step 1

Step 1

Gather Information.

Information was gathered from the collection of data for this
dissertation. Refer to the PRIM ’57-’82 study in Chapter 2,
Chapter 4, and Chapter 5.

For this study, I adapted Step 2—assembling a team to conduct a FMEA. As outlined by
Stamatis, a team is essential for conducting a traditional FMEA to allow for various backgrounds
and skills to contribute to the analysis.57 However, for this study, I conducted the FMEA by
myself and used information gathered from interviews and research to assist in the analysis, with
that information providing information that a team might. The PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA is from my
perspective, and a precedent was set by Boylan with her advice that if a FMEA is conducted by
an individual, he/she must be aware of any biases.58 I addressed possible biases in this study by
using external criticism, authenticity of the information, and internal criticism to establish the
accuracy of the person reporting the information. A note is included in Step 2 of the PRIM ’57’82 FMEA template on conducting this analysis as a one-member team comprised of myself.
Refer to Table 7 to view Step 2 of the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template.
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Table 7
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Template—Step 2

Step 2

Assemble Team

I am the sole member of the FMEA team. Using a
poststructural theory, the findings are based on
research and knowledge learned through the
dissertation process.

Using Step 3 for identifying failure modes required adapting a primarily quantitative
FMEA to a qualitative format. FMEAs are used to discover potential events that may cause
harm, bodily injury, or risks to users by discovering the potential failures and causes.59 To
establish failure modes, a unique failure definition specific to the FMEA being conducted is
required for consistency within the analysis.60 As described in the U. S. military standard (MILSTD-1629A), a failure definition identifies “what constitutes a failure” for the project analysis. 61
Failure, for this study, is defined for the PRIM ’57-’82 functional classifications (Administration,
Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation) that were not
adapted or evolved into newer technologies that were introduced after 1982.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, Romiszowski uses several factors for evaluating
instructional design failures, such as number of students and staff, the frequency of use, and the
quantity of materials.62 For this study, these factors were considered for an instructional
materials evaluation through the FMEA method in determining failure modes in Step 3. In
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addition, I used the following criteria for the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA, as adapted from Evans’ 1981
research on media evaluation forms: technical quality, content, design, acquisition, and if any,
qualitative input. The qualitative input factor allows for adding other possible failure modes that
are not prompted by the specifically listed factors. As a component of Evans’ evaluation, I
implied prices as part of the acquisition criteria. Although prices were not stated explicitly in
Evans’ model, I decided it would be a factor, i.e. failure mode, in the failure of portable and
responsive instructional materials. In the following sections, these criteria are identified by using
a descriptive as well as the step-identifying label from the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template. For
example, if Number of students was identified as a failure mode, then “(3a)” appears after the
description: Number of students (3a). Refer to Table 8 for a listing of the FMEA failure modes
used in this study.

Table 8
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Failure Modes
Label Failure Modes
3a

Number of students

3b

Number of staff

3c

Frequency of use

3d

Quantity or variety of materials

3e

Technical quality (Picture, Sound, Overall)

3f

Content (Accuracy, Coverage, Currency, Objectivity)

3g

Design (Pace, Vocabulary, Organization, Effectiveness, Scope)

3h

Acquisition (Availability, Cost, Recommendations)

3i

Qualitative input (Remarks, Impressions, Overall rating, Pupil interest or reactions)
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Several severity codes were adapted from the military and audiovisual fields for the
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Step 4—Severity and Causes. As part of the adaptation of a FMEA to this
study, I needed to create qualitative rankings for the severity codes rather than the traditional
numerical values. For determining PRIM ’57-’82 qualitative severity codes, I reviewed the MILSTD1629A, Romiszowski, and Evans text-based descriptors for the severity labels used in
evaluation processes. The MIL-STD 1629A used qualitative terms such as catastrophic, critical,
marginal, and minor, setting precedents for using qualitative data in a FMEA.63 Romiszowski
used the codes small, medium, and large as a scale in considering the student or staff
populations, frequency of use, and quantity of materials factors in his determining why
instructional design projects failed.64 Evans, whose research compared forty-five instructional
materials evaluation forms, used both a numerical ranking in the form of a five-point Likert scale
(1=low, 5=high) and qualitative comments (none, low, moderate, and high) in the review of
instructional materials evaluations.65 Based on these sources, the severity rankings in this study
were designated none, low, moderate, and high. These qualitative codes were chosen based on
the examination of FMEA severity codes and audiovisual evaluation research in order to create a
qualitative perspective for this study’s FMEA.
Step 5 of FMEAs, action and review, did not require any adaptation for use in this study.
The procedure to review the data gathered concerning failure modes, severity, and causes was
conducted in the same manner as for other FMEA projects. In this study, PRIM ’57-’82
information was gathered for the historiography and pedagogical uses discussed in Chapter 4 and
63
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the PRIM ’57-’82 functional connections discussed in Chapter 5. The information was used to
record the actions taken during the twenty-five-year period of this study and the functional
adaptations made.
The final procedure, Step 6, of a FMEA is closure or, if needed, to restart the FMEA
procedure in order to find additional causes and effects of failure. In this study, as related to the
definition of failure for this specific FMEA, closure was determined when the functional
classification had adapted or evolved from the original PRIM ’57-’82 to current portable and
responsive instructional materials. No adaptation was required for Step 6, as this is a universal
procedure to complete a FMEA.
A possible limitation to this study, as discussed in Chapter 1, is the lack of essential
information needed to conduct a FMEA on PRIM ’57-’82. For this study, observations and
events were limited to the twenty-five years between 1957 and 1982. Due the historical nature of
the PRIM ’57-’82 research, failures, severity rankings, and causes may not be possible to
determine because there may not be enough information available. In this study’s Methodology
chapter, a possible limitation of conducting a FMEA on the PRIM ’57-’82 data was identified:
the lack of evidence could impact the determination of failure of the selected instructional
materials.
Using the PRIM ’57-’82 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis Template
A FMEA using the PRIM ’57-’82 data was conducted for each of the six classifications
identified in Chapter 5 (Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection,
Microworld, and Presentation).
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In using the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template, Steps 1 and 2 were already precompleted for
the process FMEA because the data are the same for all six classifications of this study. Step 1
was the collection of data, with Step 2 being team assembly, which in my study was a team of
one—myself. Information is provided about these two steps in the FMEA Procedures section of
this chapter. The FMEA results, as discussed in this section, begins with Step 3—Determine
Failure Modes through Step 6—Evaluation and Closure.
A PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template was created for each of the six PRIM ’57-’82 functional
classifications being analyzed. An area on each template identifies PRIM ’57-’82 examples and
current similarly functioning devices for a quick reference to objects in the FMEA. Table 9
summarizes the data locations for conducting the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA as described above.

Table 9
Identifying the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA
PRIM ’57-’82 Functional classifications (Identified in Chapter 5)
PRIM ’57-’82 Codes/Categories (Identified in Chapter 4)
PRIM ’57-’82 Examples (Identified in Chapter 4)
Current examples (Identified in Chapter 5)

The PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template was utilized for discovering failure modes (Step 3).
For each functional classification, failure modes were identified in Step 3 of the PRIM ’57-’82
FMEA process using nine factors based on Romiszowski’s and Evans’ research on instructional
systems and media evaluations discussed earlier in this chapter. These evaluation factors are
considered possible failure modes for the FMEA conducted on PRIM ’57-’82 objects. The nine
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failure modes used in this study are number of students, number of staff, frequency of use,
quantity or variety of materials, technical quality, content, design, acquisition, and qualitative
input.
Each functional classification was analyzed for possible failures modes by reviewing the
data gathered about PRIM ’57-’82 objects described in that specific classification in Step 3. For
example, all Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices and Response Systems categories
were reviewed in the FMEA of Data Collection, as these categories were classified with that
functionality in Chapter 5. Failure modes were identified for PRIM ’57-’82 objects through
research on specific instructional materials, using qualitative information from interviews and as
obtained through product reviews and advertisements. In addition, brainstorming techniques,
such as using mind-mapping software (e.g., Inspiration, gliffy.com), recording ideas on a
portable digital recorder, and using PRIM ’57-’82 images to compare and contrast objects, were
used to identify possible failure modes. Additional information obtained from the interviewees of
this study, as well as from contacting manufacturers through phone and email concerning any
specific PRIM ’57-’82 object, was used to assist in the identification of possible failure modes.
Notice in the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template that failure modes (3e) through (3i) require
additional qualitative information to be entered besides the Yes or No answer that describes the
failure mode identified. For example, if Technical quality (3e) was determined to be a failure
mode, then Yes and either Picture, Sound, or Overall would be recorded as part of Step 3. Refer
to Table 10 to view Step 3 showing the nine failure modes and corresponding labels as used in
the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template.
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Table 10
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Template—Step 3
Determine Failure Modes
Step 3

Step 3

Answer
Yes or No
3a

Number of students

3b

Number of staff

3c

Frequency of use

3d

Quantity or variety of materials
Answer Yes or No. Identify
Failure Mode.

3e
3f
3g
3h
3i

Technical quality (Picture, Sound,
Overall)
Content (Accuracy, Coverage,
Currency, Objectivity)
Design (Pace, Vocabulary,
Organization, Effectiveness, Scope)
Acquisition (Availability, Cost,
Recommendations)
Qualitative input (Remarks,
Impressions, Overall rating, Pupil
interest or reactions)

Yes, Overall

Step 4 involved detecting the severity and possible causes of identified failure modes
from Step 3. As outlined in the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template, the codes of none, low, moderate,
and high severity were used to rank severity of the identified failure modes for the first part of
Step 4. For example, if in Step 3, Design-Effectiveness (3g) was determined to be a failure mode,
then in the severity column, a code of low, moderate, or high would be entered. If, in Step 3, the
failure mode was determined to be nonexistent, then the severity code would be entered as none.
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In this poststructural study, the severity ranking was based on my interpretations of the research,
interviews, and advertisements gathered as well as equipment reviews. Notice that the failure
modes are shown in Step 4 for a quick reference point in assigning the Severity and Causes to the
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template. Refer to Table 11 to view Step 4 of the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA
template.

Table 11
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Template—Step 4

Steps

Determine Failure Modes
Step 3
If considered a failure mode,
complete Step 4.

3a

Number of students

3b

Number of staff

3c

Frequency of use

3d

Quantity or variety of materials
Technical quality (Picture, Sound,
Overall)
Content (Accuracy, Coverage,
Currency, Objectivity)
Design (Pace, Vocabulary,
Organization, Effectiveness, Scope)
Acquisition (Availability, Cost,
Recommendations)
Qualitative input (Remarks,
Impressions, Overall rating, Pupil
interest or reactions)

3e
3f
3g
3h
3i

Severity and Causes
Step 4
Severity
Causes
If yes, use Low,
Record Qualitative
Moderate, High.
Data
If no, use None.
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As the second part of Step 4, causes needed to be identified for each of the failure modes
listed in Step 3; i.e., if in Step 3, Acquisition-Cost (3h) was identified as a possible failure, then
in Step 4, the possible cause of that failure was listed. Possible causes of the failure modes were
determined by research, interviews, and personal reflection. For example, through an interview
with Rundel, she remembered that calculators were very expensive and that not many students
owned such a device. Refer to Table 12 for examples of causes for the failure modes identified in
the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA.
Additional details about possible causes for failure of the six functional PRIM ’57-’82
FMEA classifications (Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld,
and Presentation) are discussed in the upcoming sections.
Action and review procedures were completed in Step 5 for each of the identified failure
modes of the PRIM ’57-’82 functional FMEA, with consideration of the data gathered in Step 3
(determining failures) and Step 4 (severity ranking and causes). Information from Chapter 5
concerning the adaptation or evolution of PRIM ’57-’82 functional categories (Administration,
Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation) is used in Step 5 of
the FMEA conducted in this study. The research and discussion from the functionality analysis
in Chapter 5 was used as a foundation to complete Step 5 of the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA. Items in
each functional classification are shown to have evolved or adapted to newer technologies. This
information demonstrated how specific current devices are similar in functionality to PRIM ’57’82 objects. At this stage in the FMEA, a comparison of PRIM ’57-’82 objects was made to
current, similarly functioning devices already identified as well as deliberating about any other
possible evolutions or adaptations of the functional classification. Information in Step 5 contains
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Table 12
Examples of FMEA Causes
Mode
Method
DesignEffectiveness Interviewee-Beeler
(3g)

Possible Cause Notes
Missing parts in instructional kits made them
ineffective.66

Acquisition Availability
(3h)

An audio card reader was removed from her
Interviewee-Van Hooser classroom to be used specifically for foreign
language, limiting her access to the device.67

Qualitative
input (3i)

Research

Speak & Spell used all capital letters instead of lower
case in display, discovered through research on Speak
& Spell.68

Qualitative
input (3i)

Research

Research showed that the slide projector was replaced
by other presentation formats such as PowerPoint.69

Personal reflection

I felt student-provided information in the
Collaborative functionality could be inaccurate and
therefore a possible failure mode.

Content (3f)

qualitative information from interviews conducted for this study, research, and as this is a
poststructural study, my thoughts and opinions. As the FMEA progressed, each step was built
upon the identification of failure modes in Step 3; therefore as a reference point, those factors are
displayed with each step on the FMEA template. Refer to Table 13 to view Step 5 of the PRIM
’57-’82 FMEA template.
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P. Van Hooser, interviewed by author, Kimberling City, MO, March 28, 2014.
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G. Frantz, interviewed by R. Remacle, Mountain View, CA, May 8, 2009.
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Table 13
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Template—Step 5

Determine Failure Modes
Step 3

Steps

If considered a failure mode,
complete Step 5.
3a

Number of students

3b

Number of staff

3c

Frequency of use

3d

Quantity or variety of materials
Technical quality (Picture, Sound,
Overall)
Content (Accuracy, Coverage,
Currency, Objectivity)
Design (Pace, Vocabulary,
Organization, Effectiveness,
Scope)
Acquisition (Availability, Cost,
Recommendations)
Qualitative input (Remarks,
Impressions, Overall rating, Pupil
interest or reactions)

3e
3f
3g
3h
3i

Action and Review
Step 5

Record Qualitative Data

Once all the data were entered on the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template, the last procedure
was to determine whether the FMEA was closed. Step 6 in the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA was
dependent on the original failure definition set for the functional analysis. For example, it was
shown in the FMEA conducted for the Administration functionality on PRIM ’57-’82 that objects
had evolved into other similar devices after the end date of this study—1982. In this study, the
failure definition relies on the evolution or adaptation of PRIM ’57-’82 functionality to devices
created from 1982 to present-day. If in the action and review process in Step 5, it was determined
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that the functional classification had evolved or adapted, then the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA was
considered closed. If the action and review process did not find any evidence of changes in the
functional classification’s PRIM ’57-’82 objects, then the FMEA would begin again at Step 3
with additional research, brainstorming, or problem-solving techniques employed to reassess the
failure modes, severity, and causes. Refer to Table 14 to view Step 6 of the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA
template.

Table 14
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Template—Step 6

Determine Failure Modes
Step 3

Steps

3a

If considered a failure mode, complete
Step 6.
Number of students

3b

Number of staff

3c

Frequency of use

3d

Quantity or variety of materials
Technical quality (Picture, Sound,
Overall)
Content (Accuracy, Coverage, Currency,
Objectivity)
Design (Pace, Vocabulary, Organization,
Effectiveness, Scope)
Acquisition (Availability, Cost,
Recommendations)
Qualitative input (Remarks, Impressions,
Overall rating, Pupil interest or reactions)

3e
3f
3g
3h
3i

Evaluation and
Closure
Step 6
Answer
Closed or No
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Data were entered in the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template for each of the six functional
classifications, and a synopsis is provided in the following sections.
PRIM ’57-’82 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis Discussion
The PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template was used for each of the six functional classifications
determined in the research discussed in Chapter 5 (Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum,
Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation). Appendix O illustrates the Administration
functionality notes used for conducting the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA for this study. As discussed in
the previous sections, six steps were completed in the analysis of these classifications including
the identification of failure modes, severity and possible causes, and the actions and review
procedures to either complete the FMEA as closed or to continue the process to identify other
options. The following sections provide a discussion about each of the six functional
classifications.

FMEA—Administration Functionality

The specific FMEA failure definition for this study was dependent on whether the
functionality of the PRIM ’57-’82 objects had evolved or been adapted to newer technologies
introduced after 1982. The Administration functional classification used in this study was from
Patten et al.’s research that categorized administration devices as small, portable educational
tools capable of storing information such as an aid in grading or as a calendaring aid.70 A PRIM
’57-’82 example of Administration functionality is the Memo Note 30.
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Patten, Sánchez, and Tangney, "Designing Collaborative, Constructionist," 297.
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Using the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template as adapted for this study using resources from
the U. S. military, Stamatis’ Failure Mode and Effect Analysis, Romiszowski’s and Evans’
research on media evaluation, the analysis of the Administration functionality was conducted.
Steps 1 and 2 were already completed as explained earlier in this chapter for the entire
procedure. For Step 3, three areas were identified as possible failure modes for this classification:
frequency of use (3c), acquisition-cost (3h), and lack of professional development (3i).
Frequency of use (3c) was determined as a failure mode in the Administration
functionality classification with a severity ranking of moderate. Small, portable administration
devices were not readily used in education based on the PRIM ’57-’82 objects found in this
study. The Memo Note 30 was the only PRIM ’57-’82 object documented that had
administration operability.
The second failure mode identified in the Administration functionality of PRIM ‘57-’82
items was acquisition-cost (3h); it was given a high severity ranking. In the analysis, the 1978
price of the Memo Note 30 was approximately $80.00, which was identified as a possible cause
for failure. According to the Digest of Education Statistics, the average teacher’s salary in 1978
was $15,032.00.71 The $80.00 price of the Memo Note 30 would have been approximately .5
percent of a teacher’s 1978 annual salary. To make the price, for example, relevant to today’s
pricing, I used the Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation calculator to
estimate the cost in 2014 U. S. dollars. For the Memo Note 30, the equivalent price would be
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United States Department of Education, “Table 90. Estimated Average Annual Salary of Teachers in
Public Elementary and Secondary Schools: Selected Years, 1959-60 through 2011-12,” Institute of Education
Sciences, May 2012, accessed August 27, 2014, http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d12/tables/dt12_090.asp.
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$292.00 in 2014.72 In comparison to devices with similar functionality, the Newton MessagePad,
introduced in 1991 for $699.00, would be equivalent to spending $334.92 in 1978, and for the
Apple iPad introduced in 2010 for $499.00 would be comparable to spending $149.00 in 1978.
The original Memo Note 30 had the ability to store only 30 names and numbers, whereas the
Apple iPad has the power and functionality similar to a desktop computer, yet when the
introductory price of the iPad was converted to 1978 dollars, it cost only $70.00 more than the
Memo Note 30.
The third failure mode identified in the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA is a qualitative entry in the
other failure considerations’ criteria. In this area, I brainstormed, using my research, for other
ideas that might have caused a failure mode for the Administration functionality classification.
Lack of professional development or training (3i) was identified as a failure mode with low
severity. This consideration related closely to the frequency of use (3c) failure mode.
Professional development is not efficient or productive unless you have enough people needing
the specific training. In this case, I did not find many educators using the functionality of the
PRIM ’57-’82 Administration classification, for example, the Memo Note 30.
Step 5 in the Administration FMEA was to take action regarding the identified failure
modes and to review the results of those actions. In the 1983 to 2014 time period after this study,
many PRIM ’57-’82 objects currently known as handheld devices evolved or were adapted. Step
5 in the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template requires documentation of any adaptations or changes
needed to address the failure modes discovered in Steps 3 and 4, such as information about
similar functional devices. Current examples of devices with Administration functionality are
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United States Department of Labor, “Inflation Calculator: Bureau of Labor Statistics,” United States
Department of Labor, n.d., accessed August 27, 2014, http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm.
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provided in Chapter 5 (i.e., Newton MessagePad, PDAs, iPad) that show how instructional
materials in this classification have evolved or been adapted to more current educational
purposes.
The final step in the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA is to evaluate each identified failure mode and
decide whether further analysis is needed, in which case the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA is not
completed. If all items are labeled as closed, as the completion of Step 6, then the PRIM ’57-’82
FMEA is complete. For the Administration functional classification, all failure modes were
labeled as closed; therefore, the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA is finished.

FMEA—Collaborative Functionality

Collaborative functionality, as adapted from Patten el al., is described as sharing
knowledge between learners.73 In addition, Jonassen states that collaborative groups encourage
and support knowledge construction, which supports learning.74 The purpose of this FMEA was
to reveal any collaborative instructional materials that did not evolve or adapt to newer
technologies introduced after 1982. The Collaborative functionality group includes PRIM ’57’82 items categorized in Interactive—Learning Games and Instructional Systems categories.
These PRIM ’57-’82 categories, discussed in Chapter 4, include bingo and lotto games, as well
as the AT&T telephone conferencing equipment as advertised in 1972.
A PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA was conducted to discover failure modes in the Collaborative
classification. Steps 1 and 2 were already completed as discussed earlier in this chapter.
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In Step 3, two possible failure modes were identified in the Collaborative classification.
The number of students (3a) contributed to failure but was given a low severity code. The cause
(Step 4) of this failure mode was determined in that it takes a group of students to collaborate, to
learn, and to share information. In addition, a possible cause of this failure mode is the physical
arrangement of the classroom that may prevent collaborative learning. Knott, an interviewee,
remembered classrooms with open walls in the early 1960s that provided students the ability to
find a place to work together.75 The open space classroom floor plan encouraged innovative
learning activities.76 Examples in the PRIM ’57-’82 data, bingo-like games and the telephone
conference equipment, would not be effective if a group of students were not sharing in the
activity.
The second failure mode identified in the Collaborative function concerns the accuracy
of the content (3f) in collaborative learning situations. The severity was ranked as low in Step 4,
with the cause of the accuracy of the content (3f) failure mode placed on students’ roles in
learning.
Students may not always have had a precise understanding of the materials and,
therefore, may have misrepresented the information in a collaborative lesson.
In Step 5, the following review was completed to show evolution or adaptation of the
Collaborative functionality. The review included many contemporary devices and applications in
both the Learning Games and Instructional Systems categories.
Collaborative functionality in current applications and devices similar to the PRIM ’57’82 objects include having found over eight million results for “collaborative learning games”
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using a June 2014 Google search on the internet. Also showing the growth in the Collaborative
classification in educational settings is the number of university classes about learning games,
such as those taught at NIU. Refer to the Collaborative—Learning Games section in Chapter 5
for information about university coursework.
PRIM ’57-’82 Instructional Systems such as telephone conference equipment has become
more readily available because special telephone equipment is no longer necessary to conduct a
conference call. As discussed in Chapter 5, free and fee-based software packages provide both
audio and visual conferencing for collaboration through Adobe Connect, Blackboard,
Blackboard Collaborate, FaceTime, and Skype; furthermore, most current telephones have
multicaller options.
Adaptations identified in Step 5, the availability of learning games for retail sale or
download, and the adaptations of equipment for telephone conferences showed that Step 6 of the
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA for the Collaborative functionality was closed.

FMEA—Curriculum Functionality

The Curriculum (General, Mathematics/Arithmetic, and Reading) functional
classification is discussed in this section without content specificity. Curriculum was a functional
classification created through my poststructural process and is defined as instructional materials
to improve instruction in specific classroom content areas. Refer to the information provided in
the Chapter 5—Curriculum (General, Mathematics/Arithmetic, and Reading) section for further
information about Curriculum functionality.
Using the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template, an analysis was conducted of the Curriculum
functional classification. The PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA template includes the necessary steps and
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directions for coding. A process FMEA was used to discover potential failure modes, causes, and
actions taken as well as to evaluate or finalize the process analysis. Steps 1 (data collection) and
2 (team assembly) had already been completed for the FMEA functional classifications in this
study. Curriculum was the third of six classifications to be considered in this analysis. Since the
functional classification was curriculum-based, many PRIM ’57-’82 categories were included in
this analysis, such as Programmed Instruction (Audio Card Readers, Game-Like Devices),
Learning Materials (math manipulatives), Instructional Kits, and Instructional Systems (reading
rate controllers). The PRIM ’57-’82 Curriculum functional classifications are discussed in
Chapter 5.
In the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA process, three failure modes were identified through using
the prompts provided in the template created for this study. As the first possible Curriculum
failure mode of PRIM ’57-’82 objects, the content (3f) was given a severity rank of moderate
specifically for coverage and currency of information. The second failure mode recognized in the
Curriculum functionality was design-effectiveness (3g); it was given a severity rank of high. The
third failure mode identified was cost (3h); it was given a moderate severity rank.
In the Curriculum classification, content (3f) failures were identified on national products
that may not have directly covered a teachers’ specific choice of curriculum. Classroom teachers
had to adjust the content to meet their needs. Currency of information was also considered a
failure mode because the content was static: once it was purchased, the content was current only
up to that date.
In Step 5, the progression of PRIM ’57-’82 objects in the Curriculum functionality was
researched for any evolution or adaptations that had occurred since 1982. Many examples of
current devices, software, and applications are discussed in the Curriculum section in Chapter 5
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concerning specific content areas. In an interview with Beeler, learning materials, such as flash
cards, evolved from flimsy paper cards to a more durable plastic format.77 A few examples
showing how curricular functionality has changed to include many online resources for
improving instruction are the use of CD-ROMs and DVDs for instruction, Cuisenaire rods as
math manipulatives, and online applications and simulations. One other current adaptation for
keeping information relevant to the curriculum is how textbook companies provide instructional
media on a supplemental CD-ROM or DVD that matches the curriculum exactly, therefore
eliminating the content (3f) failure mode.
The second identified failure mode, design-effectiveness (3g), was included in the
Curriculum FMEA due to information gained through an interview. Beeler mentioned that in her
use of instructional kits, over time, parts became worn or missing, which made the kits less
effective for instruction.78
For reviewing the failure mode of acquisition-cost (3h), I used the Consumer Price Index
inflation calculator to compare a known PRIM ’57-’82 cost to that of a similar current item. For
example, the audio card reader, introduced in 1967 for $250.00,79 would cost $1,783.31 in 2014.
A current audio card reader offered by Lakeshore at a price of $129.00 would have cost
approximately $18.00 in 1967 dollars. The price of instructional materials has decreased, while
newer devices offer many more features than their predecessors. As audiovisual instruction
became more important in education, budgets increased for the purchase of instructional
materials, which I observed through my involvement in educational technology at a public
77
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school district from 2000 to 2007. Additional information on current Curriculum functionality is
provided in Chapter 5 in each of the Curriculum sections—General, Mathematics, and Reading.
Using the data from Step 5, the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA was completed in Step 6 by the
closure of the content (3f) and acquisition-cost (3h) failure modes identified in the Curriculum
functional classification.

FMEA—Data Collection Functionality

Data Collection was the fourth functional classification to be analyzed using the PRIM
’57-’82 FMEA template in this study. The Data Collection functionality classification includes
two PRIM ’57-’82 categories. The first category is Programmed Instruction—Game-Like
Devices such as the Telor that used cartridges and a multiple-choice interface. The second
category is Response Systems, which includes twenty-seven items. Refer to Chapter 5 for
information about the Response Systems functionality classification.
The acquisition-cost (3h) failure mode was identified in Step 3 for the Data Collection
functional classification and given a moderate severity rank. This failure mode was determined
by my personal experience in purchasing student response systems for a K-12 public school from
2000 to 2007 and not from data collected from the study’s twenty-five-year period of 1957 to
1982. I was able to find the cost for one item in the Data Collection functionality classification—
the Voter 30 response system with a price of $720.00 in 1980. Since I was not able to find
additional pricing information for 1957 to 1982 period, I reflected on the expenditure of
approximately $1,800.00 in 2005 for a set of 30 clickers for the district at which I worked and
the justification for spending that amount for one set of clickers for classroom use as part of this
failure mode.
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The Acquisition-Cost (3h) failure mode was addressed by looking at the price for the
Voter 30 in 1980, which was $595.00 plus an additional $125.00 for the polling station receiver
for a total of $720.00. Using the CPI inflation calculator, that amount would translate to
$2,081.80 in 2014. Through email communication with Turning Technologies, a current supplier
of classroom response systems, I received pricing for a similar system of $1,695.00 for a set of
32 responders and the receiving station.80 In terms of buying power in 1980 to acquire that
system, the cost would have been approximately $586.22.
Additional adaptations of PRIM ’57-’82 objects in the Data Collection functional group
considered in Step 5 include current devices, such as the Nintendo Gameboy and Leapfrog
systems, which are similar to the 1970s Telor by Enrich.
The analysis of the Data Collection PRIM ’57-’82 was not as difficult to complete as that
of other functional classifications discussed earlier in this chapter. There are many devices
currently in use that are similar to the PRIM ’57-’82 Data Collection functional items found for
this study. Response systems were evident as early as 1959 in the PRIM ’57-’82 data and were
found consistently throughout the twenty-five-year period of this study. Further support of
adaptations of the Response Systems classification exists because they are currently marketed to
the K-12 and higher education environments.81 Because of considerations found in Step 5, such
as the availability of items similar to the Telor and response systems, Step 6 of the Data
Collection PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA was considered closed.
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FMEA—Microworld Functionality
Microworld functionality, for this study, was based on Patten et al.’s categories used to
identify devices that improved knowledge using tools from the real-world or that simulated realworld events.82 In the Microworld PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA process, categories included the
Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices in the Interactive code and Slide Rules,
Time/Clocks, Calculators, and Telephone Packages in the Real Objects code. Examples of PRIM
’57-’82 items are the Audio Notebook and all items in the Slide Rules, Time/Clocks, Calculators,
and Telephone Packages categories. Refer to the information provided in Chapter 4 in the
respective categories for historical information regarding these PRIM ’57-’82 items.
Functionality information is available for review in Chapter 5—Microworld section.
In the Microworld functionality of PRIM ’57-’82 items, the FMEA discovered that
acquisition-availability and acquisition-cost (3h) were failure modes given a moderate severity
ranking. As part of the qualitative information used in the FMEA, Rundel, an interviewee,
remembered that calculators were an expensive educational tool and that not all students had
access to one.83 Availability as a failure mode was associated with the price of the item. The
Microworld—Calculators section of Chapter 5 includes qualitative information on the expense of
using calculators when they were introduced in 1972.
Kinder’s 1973 research on instructional media supports a failure mode for audio-based
equipment such as found in the Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices category.
Kinder contends that audio-based equipment, such as learning labs, failed and were not effective
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because teachers were not prepared to use them in education.84 Furthermore, Kinder argues that
the equipment was not integrated with the curriculum, learning materials, or other media and that
extra support was needed for the teacher in the form of a specialist or technician.85 Kinder also
states that the equipment was expensive and needed to be of a better quality and improved.86
Examples of PRIM ’57-’82 objects included in the Audio-Based Devices category are audio
notebooks, wireless audio learning systems, audio educational systems, and the Listen and Read
Literacy Programmes. Review Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices in Chapter 4 for
more information.
In Step 5, for the review of the Microworld functional classification, I compared prices
using the CPI inflation calculator on the Texas Instruments calculator (TI-2500) that cost
$149.95 in 1972. This price equates to a buying power of $854.68 in 2014. A current basic
calculator, similar to the TI-2500, discussed in Chapter 5, was inexpensive at a price of $3.00 to
$5.79 in August 2014 that equates to approximately $0.53 to $1.02 of buying power in 1978.
Another example is the Reba Poor Telephone Package that was $150.00 per consultation hour in
1980. Converting to 2014 dollars, the expense would be $433.71 per hour. Although a school
district would usually absorb the cost of the training package, the expense for a two-hour session
with Reba Poor would be approximately 1.7 percent of the average teacher’s salary in 1980 or
$300.00 of a $17,644.00 annual salary.87 In comparison, in 2012, a two-hour session at a cost of
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$835.90 would be 1.4 percent of a teacher’s average annual salary, which was $56, 643.00.88
These illustrations show that costs were lower in 2014 for similar items, which addresses the
acquisition-cost failure mode.
With the introduction of the basic four-function calculator in 1972, more than forty years
ago, TI realized that the educational community was ready to accept newer technologies as
instructional materials.89 In Step 5, the review process, of the Microworld FMEA, the existence
of the TI technology education division and the T3-Teaching with Technology organization, a
provider of professional development, confirms the current educational evolution of calculators
uses in the classroom.
The telephone consultation concept is associated with distance education in the
discussion in the Microworld—Telephone Packages section of Chapter 5. With that concept in
mind, qualitative data from an interview with Rundel helped support Step 5 in the FMEA process
for the Microworld classification. Rundel remembered distance education labs in her school, as
being one of the best educational technology experiences she had. These labs allowed not only
high school students to attend more advanced classes than were offered in their school buildings,
but also teachers could attend professional development opportunities. The distance education
labs saved time for the students, because they did not have to ride the bus thirty to forty minutes
each way to attend an advanced class. Rundel felt the distance education labs were costefficient.90
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One of the most dramatic evolutions observed in the Microworld PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA
process is that of the slide rule. Although the slide rule is no longer in production, I found
research that showed it evolved into the electronic slide rule, and as predicted by Schmidt and
Busch in 1968, the slide rule gave way to the calculator.91
The PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Microworld process is considered closed, as all identified
failure modes showed evolution and adaptations, which meet the requirement of the PRIM ’57’82 failure definition established earlier in this chapter.

FMEA—Presentation Functionality
Presentation is the sixth functional PRIM ’57-’82 classification in the FMEA process.
This functional classification was created poststructurally, as explained in Chapter 5.
Presentation, based on “media-instrumentation” for this study, is defined as the materials and
devices used for transmitting an educational message.92 For the FMEA of the Presentation
functionality classification, all PRIM ’57-’82 objects were in the Transparencies category. Refer
to Chapter 4 for historical information about transparencies. The two PRIM ’57-’82 items are
layered overhead transparencies and the Instant Slide—a 2” by 2” customizable slide for use in a
slide projector. As a limitation established in the PRIM ’57-’82 definition, projecting devices
such as overhead and slide projectors, are not included in this study, although transparencies are
included because of their portability and their ability to create responses.
Step 3 in the Presentation PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA procedure identified three failure modes.
The failure modes in the Presentation functionality classification are the variety of materials (3d)
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that was given a severity rank of low, acquisition-cost (3h) that was given a severity rank of
moderate, and qualitative input-outdated (3i) that was given a severity rank of moderate. The
failure modes were derived from qualitative comments of an interviewee spoken to for this
study. As part of Step 3, an interview with Beeler was used to determine two of the identified
failure modes. Beeler stated that content-specific manufactured transparencies did not always
have the variety of content she needed, transparencies were expensive, and funding was not
always available.93 The third failure mode concerning the Instant Slides was based on qualitative
input-outdated (3i). The 2” by 2” slide format for transmitting educational messages became
outdated, as other media instrumentation was more convenient. Dinan, in a 2000 article about
using technology in the classroom, argues that using newer technologies such as electronic
presentations freed the instructor from dependence on the “audiovisual department to set up
overheads, slide projectors, VCRs, or multiple screens.”94
The review conducted in Step 5 for the Presentation functionality FMEA revealed that
newer technologies have evolved. Examples include presentation software such as Articulate
Storyline 2, Microsoft PowerPoint, and Prezi presentation software. Presentation equipment
solutions include using interactive whiteboards as discussed in Chapter 5. In addition, layered
slides are currently available from American Educational Products for $60.00 with much brighter
colorization and clearer images.95 Using a Consumer Price Index inflation calculator, the 1965
layered transparencies price of $34.50 would equate to approximately $260.94 in 2014 buying
power.
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As seen in the evolution of the slide projector into a portable or ceiling-mounted LCD
projector, the Instant Slide as a PRIM ’57-’82 object evolved and disappeared as a current
instructional material as listed in Step 5 of this FMEA review. Although regular use of slide
projectors in educational settings is not commonplace, the equipment and, therefore, slides are
still used in education. Through research discussed in Chapter 5, I found that slide projector
usage is tied to displaying archived materials created in this older format and that more current
instructional materials are produced in presentation formats such as electronic slide shows.96
In the Presentation PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA, all failure modes were determined to have
evolved or adapted, which as the FMEA definition for my process stated, then considers them as
closed in Step 6.
PRIM ’57-’82 Failure Mode Effect Analysis Results Summary
The use of a FMEA on the PRIM ’57-’82 functional classifications proved to be an
informative evaluation. The FMEA process began by using data collected throughout the
dissertation process. I identified ninety-eight instructional materials (PRIM ’57-’82) and was able
to provide historical information found in research, interviews, and advertisements. Using the
PRIM ’57-’82 data, I analyzed the items by functional classifications similar to those in Patten et
al.’s handheld devices study. I then established the six functional classifications (Administration,
Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation) to be used in the
PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA process described in this chapter.
Looking at the overall results of the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA, I found seven failure modes.
The identified failure modes were number of students (3a), frequency of use (3c), variety of
96

DenBeste, “PowerPoint, Technology and the Web,” 501.; Moturi, “Emerging Scenario of E-Learning.”
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materials (3d), content (3f), design-effectiveness (3g), acquisition-availability and cost (3h), and
lastly, the open-ended qualitative input for other failure considerations (3i). The most common
failure mode associated the FMEA conducted on PRIM ’57-’82 objects was the acquisition-cost
(3h) identified in the Administration, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and
Presentation functional classifications. Information was available historically on many of the
PRIM ‘57-’82 objects in these classifications, which assisted in identifying acquisition-cost (3h)
as a failure mode. Research and interviews helped to establish some failure mode, but other
failure modes were more difficult to determine due to the lack of available resources (e.g.,
number of staff (3b), and technical quality (3e). In some cases, the PRIM ’57-’82 items were no
longer manufactured, so further information was not available from a production or sales force
perspective. Although I was able to communicate with several manufacturers and company
representatives, these individuals were not always knowledgeable about the products from 1957
to 1982 due to the historical nature of the items.
Using the functional framework established in Patten et al.’s research showed the
evolution and adaptation of the items in the functional classifications from the twenty-five-year
period of this study to current-day. The functional categories used from Patten el al.’s study in
2006 (Administration, Collaborative, Data Collection, and Microworld) led to four the six PRIM
’57-’82 functional categories chosen for this study. Items in these categories have evolved or
adapted which allowed Step 6 of the process FMEA to be labeled as closed. Further research and
qualitative information gained from interviews conducted was used in the FMEA process to
close the Curriculum and Presentation functional classifications.
Two research questions were addressed in this study about the use of FMEA as an
analytical tool. One question was, “How was the functionality of instructional materials as
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defined by this research considered a success or a failure as related to present-day portable and
responsive devices?” In the PRIM ’57-’82 data, items in each FMEA functional classification
were determined to have evolved or been adapted to newer technologies. Discussions of the
evolution or adaptation of devices in each of the six PRIM ’57-’82 functional classifications
(Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation) are
provided with examples of current instructional materials.
Another research question addressed by the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA was, “What were the
life cycles of instructional materials as defined by this research in the educational process?” This
question also refers to the PRIM ’57-’82 functional classifications, to explain changes and
adaptations of instructional materials. The results of the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA showed seven
different failure modes that influenced the life cycle of the data gathered. These modes are listed
in the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Results Summary section of this chapter and show that acquisitioncost (3h) was recognized as a failure mode in five of the six functional classifications. Only the
Collaborative functional classification does not show acquisition-cost (3h) as a failure mode.
In Chapter 7, a summary of this study is provided along with the historical significance of
this research and suggestions for future studies based on the findings of PRIM ’57-’82 objects.

CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

This chapter includes a summary of the study of portable and responsive instructional
materials from 1957 to 1982 (PRIM ’57-’82). It discusses the pedagogies and functionality of the
PRIM ’57-’82 devices and the implications from a failure mode and effect analysis on the
instructional materials as defined for this study.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to develop a knowledge base of specific instructional
materials used from 1957 to 1982 as a contribution to the field of educational technology. Within
this context, this study evaluated PRIM ’57-’82 objects as defined in the Terms and Definitions
section in Chapter 1 throughout these approaches. Initially, the PRIM ’57-’82 data were
organized by audiovisual codes and categories. The second approach was to determine the
functionality of the PRIM ’57-’82 objects, and thirdly, a FMEA was conducted to determine the
possible failures of the PRIM ’57-’82 objects.
A poststructural theory was used to examine individual stories and to create new
interpretations of the verbal and visual PRIM ’57-’82 data gathered for this historical content
analysis.
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Research Questions

The research questions for this study were as follows:


What educational pedagogies became prevalent through the use of instructional
materials from 1957 to 1982 as defined by this research?



What were the educational functions of instructional materials from 1957 to 1982 as
defined by this research?



How was the functionality of instructional materials as defined by this research
considered a success or a failure as related to present-day portable and responsive
devices?



What were the life cycles of instructional materials as defined by this research in the
educational process?

Summary of the Study
Instructional materials were used for education as early as cave drawings, Comenius’
Orbus Pictus in 1657 as a precursor to audiovisual aids1, and Froebel’s gifts of the 1830s (twenty
objects through which, when used sequentially, a young student could construct knowledge
through play). Twentieth-century examples of instructional materials used in education include
Thorndike’s foundation for programmed instruction; Dorris’ visual instruction; Hoban’s, as well
as Dale’s audiovisual instruction; and Skinner’s teaching machines and programmed instruction.

1

Saettler, Evolution of American Educational, 31.; L. Hanratty, “Learning from Comenius,” TEFL Ideas,
May 14, 2011, accessed September 8, 2014, http://luansteflideas.wordpress.com/2011/05/14/learning-comenius/.
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The twenty-five-year period chosen for this study was significant in that it was from the
start of the space race in 1957 up to 1982, a date that marks acceptance of computers in the
classroom. Resources were reviewed in the initial data collection process. Focus was on
resources found in audiovisual-based professional organizations, such as the Association for
Educational Communications and Technology, and virtual museums, such as the Smithsonian
Institute - National Museum of American History Collection and the Computer History Museum.
In addition, journals, such as Audiovisual Instruction, and audiovisual and educational
technology textbooks were reviewed for data that met the specified definition to be included in
this study: portable and responsive instructional materials used in education between 1957 and
1982.

Importance to the Educational Technology Field

Noted educational technology historians and researchers, such as Dale, Saettler, Heinich,
and Molenda, have provided information on audiovisual instruments, devices, and materials
through research and textbooks.2 My research conducted on portable and responsive instructional
materials from 1957 to 1982 adds knowledge to the field by providing a close look at specific
types of instructional materials used during the period under study. Several of these distinguished
professionals have provided detailed articles or chapters in textbooks on the use of film-slide and
film-motion, 3 teaching machines,4 and programmed instruction for learning.5 As an example, the
2

Dale, Audio-Visual Methods.; Saettler, History of Instructional Technology.; Heinich, Technology and the
Management.; Molenda, “AECT History - 20th Century.”
3

Dale, Audio-Visual Methods.; R. Heinich, M. Molenda, and J. Russell, Instructional Media and the New
Technologies of Instruction, 3rd ed. (New York: Macmillan, Inc., 1989).; Molenda, “AECT History - 20th Century.”
4

Fry, "Teaching Machines,” 28-31.; Skinner, "Teaching Machines."; Lumsdaine, "Teaching Machines and
Self."; A. Lumsdaine, “Teaching Machines: An Introductory Overview,” Chap. 1 in Teaching Machines and
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term responder appears in three editions of Instructional Media and the New Technologies of
Instruction and is described as a “device used with some audiovisual equipment to allow a
student to respond.” 6 Although the term responder is included in these glossaries, there is no
further mention made of this instructional material in these textbooks. My study focused on a
small segment of instructional materials used from 1957 to 1982, which continued the work of
these educational technology professionals and includes devices known as responders. Of the
ninety-eight PRIM ’57-’82 objects used in this study, twenty-seven items are from the
Programmed Instruction—Response Systems category, which represented a majority of the items
collected from any one category. As found in the functional and FMEA research completed in
this study, response systems are currently used in education in the K-16 classroom environments.
Other examples of audiovisual discussions include Dale’s, who in 1946 provided
evidence about audiovisual uses in the classroom and contended that schools have a “cafeteria of
learning materials” including motion pictures, 3-D models, slides, and filmstrips.7 Saettler’s
Evolution of American Educational Technology contains informational sections on teaching

Programmed Learning: A Source Book, eds. A. Lumsdaine and R. Glaser (Washington, DC: Department of AudioVisual Instruction National Education Association, 1960), 5-22.; B. Fine, Teaching Machines (New York: Bold Face
Books, 1962).; Pressey, "Teaching Machines and Language," 33-37.; L. G. Dorsett, Audio-Visual Teaching
Machines (Englewood Cliffs: Educational Technology Publications, 1971).; Benjamin, “History of Teaching
Machines,” 703-712.
5

Thorndike, Education.; Fine, Teaching Machines.; Markle, "Programed Instruction and Teaching," 129135.; J. P. DeCecco, Educational Technology Readings in Programmed Instruction (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1964).; G. Ofiesh and W. Meierhenry, eds., Trends in Programmed Instruction: Papers from the First
Annual Convention of the National Society for Programmed Instruction (Washington, DC: National Education
Association, 1964).; Heinich, Technology and the Management.; Heinich, Molenda, and Russell, Instructional
Media (1989).; Saettler, Evolution of American Educational.
6

Heinich, Molenda, and Russell, Instructional Media (1985).; Heinich, Molenda, and Russell, Instructional
Media (1989), 442.; R. Heinich et al., Instructional Media and Technologies for Learning, 6th ed. (Upper Saddle
River: Merrill Prentice Hall, 1999), 409.
7
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machines, programmed instruction, and educational television.8 Molenda, in Historical
Foundations, discusses the history of visual media and the uses of educational radio and
television as well as the more recent use of computers and distance education.9 In each of these
examples, many instructional materials such as audio card readers, instructional kits, and
teaching machines are discussed, but most of the PRIM ’57-’82 categories for the period of this
study are not included in their discussions. For example, portable and responsive instructional
materials such as learning games, slide rules, calculators, and transparencies are not found in the
previously mentioned texts.
As support of historical research, Heinich states that the study of the “technological
innovations would throw considerable light on the survival of inventions.”10 Through this
functional study conducted on PRIM ’57-’82 objects, I provided insight into the technological
innovations from 1957 to 1982—an important time in the history of audiovisual instruction, the
space race, and the mainstreaming of classroom computers. Additionally, the failure mode and
effect analysis I conducted conveyed knowledge of changes and innovation within each PRIM
’57-’82 category as related to its possible functional failures. Furthermore, Roblyer discusses the
need for historical research to construct a foundation on which to “build even more successful
and useful structures” in order to respond to modern education challenges.11 One of the purposes
of this study was to provide a knowledge base on which to build a foundation such as suggested
by Roblyer. The PRIM ’57-’82 knowledge base lists information on ninety-eight instructional

2006), 6.

8
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materials including details on classroom uses (i.e., individual or collaborative), approximate size,
as well as applies the audiovisual codes, categories, and functional classifications established in
this poststructural study.
Additionally, I examined interviews of AECT leaders and contributors to the field of
educational technology from the History Makers project.12 In viewing videos from the History
Makers project, responses to the “Error! Bookmark not defined.” question include motion
pictures (Wittich13, Molenda14), programmed instruction (Heinich15), and computers (Wittich16,
Heinich17). I do not find any instances of audio card readers, game-like devices, response
systems, or any of the real objects found in this study, such as slide rules and calculators,
discussed in the recordings. Heinich mentions concerns over distance education, but nothing was
stated about the equipment that supported that technology such as telephone conferencing as
found in the PRIM ’57-’82 Real Objects category. Building upon the foundational works of Dale,
Saettler, Heinich, and Molenda, Wittich, and others allowed my research to provide additional
historical information about instructional materials. This study, therefore, fills an informational
void concerning portable and responsive instructional materials from 1957 to 1982.

12

Association for Educational Communications and Technology, “AECT History Makers,” Association for
Educational Communications and Technology, 2014, accessed October 31, 2014,
http://www.aect.org/HistoryMakers.
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W. Wittich, interviewed by B. Lockee. Interview with Dr. Walt Wittich, March 22, 2012.
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R. Heinich, interviewed by B. Lockee. Interview with Dr. Robert Heinich, March 15, 2013.
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W. Wittich, interviewed by B. Lockee. Interview with Dr. Walt Wittich, March 22, 2012.
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Methodology Summary

A content analysis historiography with a poststructural theoretical framework was
selected for conducting this study as described in Chapter 2. The qualitative content analysis is a
systematic method of looking at the variety of data collected, which includes books, journal
articles, textbooks, advertisements, images and interviews as well as personal experiences.
Within the historical period of the study, interpretations about instructional materials pedagogies,
functions, and the possible failure modes of PRIM ’57-’82 objects are disclosed. A narrative
format is used in this research to allow sharing of knowledge, provisioning of new perspectives,
and contributing to the educational technology field.

Educational Technology Definitions Summary

Discussion in Chapter 3 provides historical information about the educational technology
definitions from the early twentieth century’s use of audio and visual instructional equipment to
the instructional materials used in the twenty-five years selected for this study. The definitions
changed and evolved as instructional equipment became effective in education. For example, the
progression of Dorris’ 1928 audiovisual instruction definition that uses instructional materials to
enhance learning through sight and sound18 to the 1963 instructional media definition that
incorporates not only equipment and materials but also any person who enables learning19
indicates how the definition of learning with instructional materials changed over time. Included
in the period of my study was the 1977 educational technology definition that evolved from its

18

Dorris, Visual Instruction Public Schools, 6.
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Morris, "The Function of Media," 11.
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audiovisual predecessors and focuses on producing learning with resources such as “Messages,
People, Materials, Devices, Techniques, and Settings.”20 During the twenty-five-year period of
this study, 1957 to 1982, the educational technology field evolved and changed, as did its
definitions, to meet the various roles in education and to become a career. As the
audiovisual/educational technology definitions evolved, so did instructional materials used in the
classroom. In the 1960s, early instructional media definitions were inferred through the teacher,
equipment, and materials used in classrooms. For example, Instructional Kits (e.g., fraction kits)
and Instructional Systems (e.g., rateometers) involved both teachers and materials. Later in the
twenty-five years studied, the influence of the 1977 definition (e.g., devices, people, and
settings) is shown through the use of calculators, telephone conferencing, and the beginning of
computer uses in classrooms.
PRIM ’57-’82 Historical and Pedagogies Summary

Content analysis was used to gain further insight into instructional materials that were
portable and response-driven during the time of 1957 to 1982. PRIM ’57-’82 data were collected
about instructional materials that met the criteria as outlined in this study’s instructional
materials ’57-’82 definition. Requirements for inclusion in this study were that the instructional
materials were small and portable, used in collaborative or individual activities, either electrical
or mechanical, created some type of response or feedback and that they supported classroom
activities. Using the study’s definition, ninety-eight instructional materials were found that met
these criteria.

20

Association for Educational Communications and Technology, Definition of Educational Technology
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The ninety-eight PRIM ’57-’82 objects identified were then sorted into codes, categories,
subcategories, and groups to aid in the discussion concerning the historical and pedagogical
information about each object. Three codes (Interactive, Real Objects, and Transparencies) were
established based on codes used historically in the audiovisual field to sort similar PRIM ’57-’82
objects into these three areas. It was necessary to separate the codes used in this study into
further categories. Appendix H provides a timeline of audiovisual codes and categories used
from the 1928 to 1990. I included the period prior to as well as after my twenty-five-year period
to learn how the audiovisual codes and categories had developed through time.
The Interactive code includes seven categories that are discussed herein in chronological
order of the PRIM ’57-’82 items used in this study (Programmed Instruction, Learning
Materials, Instructional Kits, Learning Games, Response Systems, Instructional Systems, and
Computer). The Real Objects code was organized chronologically into four categories (Slide
Rules, Time/Clocks, Calculators, and Telephone Packages). The third code, Transparencies,
contains only two PRIM ’57-’82 items; therefore, it did not need any further division.
A discussion of the importance of the historical and pedagogical research of PRIM ’57’82 objects is provided in the next section.
Importance to History and Pedagogies of PRIM ’57-’82
In establishing the historical and pedagogical foundations of the ninety-eight PRIM ’57’82 items, it was determined that the historical information about the audiovisual categories was
important to the educational technology field. The significance of the audiovisual categories is
discussed in the next paragraphs.
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The research on audiovisual categories, shown in Appendix C, helped identify specific
categories, the years in which these terms were used for describing classroom aids as well as
examples representing each category. This study’s PRIM ’57-’82 codes and categories were
based on a chronologic literature review of noted authors such as Dorris, Dale, Dent, Allen,
Erickson, and Gerlach and Ely.21 These audiovisual categories were arranged in chronological
order as shown in a timeline format. The Audiovisual Category Timeline (Appendix H)
illustrates the rise or decline of the identified audiovisual categories. For example, the Real
Objects category is identified as an audiovisual category from 1928 to 1971 and is not found
listed as an audiovisual category after 1971.
In my findings, the majority of PRIM ’57-’82 items are in the Interactive—Programmed
Instruction (35 items) and the Response Systems (27 items) categories. The remaining Interactive
PRIM ’57-’82 objects are categorized in Learning Materials (7 items), Instructional Kits (3
items), Learning Games (1 item), Instructional Systems (6 items), and Computer (1 item). These
seven Interactive categories were created from the content analysis of audiovisual codes used
from 1928 to 1990.22 The Interactive code includes over 80 percent of the total items collected
for use in this study.
Within the Interactive code, the Programmed Instruction category contains thirty-five
objects found from 1957 to 1982 and is subdivided into four areas (Audio Card Readers, Craig
Readers, Audio-Based Devices, and Game-Like Devices). This is the only category that spans the
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entire twenty-five years of this study. It is not surprising to find that the items categorized in
Programmed Instruction are classified in the Curriculum functionality due to the use of
programmed learning for teaching specific content. The Audio Card Readers (13 objects) and the
Game-Like Devices (14 objects) categories contain the majority of the Programmed Instruction
items discovered in the content analysis. An Educational Toys subcategory, of Programmed
Instruction—Game-Like Devices, includes nine PRIM ’57-’82 objects and establishes the use of
electronic games for learning as early as 1969 with the introduction of the Piko dat Learning
Machine.
The Response Systems category includes twenty-seven PRIM ’57-’82 objects dating from
1962 to 1982, the second longest-lasting category identified by this research—a period of twenty
years. By using a visual analysis of Response Systems images, the evolution of response devices
was observed. Discovered in the functional analysis and the FMEA that was conducted, current
response systems are used in the K-16 learning environments and have evolved from simple
systems to wired systems and currently to wireless response devices. The earliest Response
Systems device found in this research was a simple device that required a student to punch a
response through paper as seen in the 1962 Rapid Rater. Responses systems continued to evolve
from a low-technology solution offered by the Ektagraphic Responder in 1974 through the Voter
30 response system in 1980 that linked up to thirty students to an Apple II computer, enabling
the teacher to view the response data. Data collected from the response devices about students’
understanding of the curriculum empowered the teacher to provide more individualized
instruction as well as created an interactive classroom environment for the students.
The second code for sorting and organizing the PRIM ’57-’82 data is Real Objects, which
includes items such as the slide rules, time/clocks, calculators, and telephone packages used in
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authentic environments. Real Objects that met the portable and responsive criteria to be included
in this study were found from 1959 to 1980. The Real Objects code includes sixteen objects. This
accounts for 16 percent of the total PRIM ’57-’82 items discovered. Calculators are the largest
group with seven items found in the time from 1966 to 1975. Slide rules are not found in the
resources used for this study after 1974, which assisted in the confirmation of the slide rule’s
transition to an alternative functional device such as the calculator.
The third code, Transparencies, contains two items but is included in the study because
the objects elicited a response from the teachers or students. Transparencies were found as an
audiovisual code from 1965 to 1980. The layered transparencies and the custom 2” by 2” slide
set the foundation for electronic presentation tools such as Microsoft’s PowerPoint and other
software packages whose function was to present information via projection.
As was discovered in this study through the content analysis conducted, two instructional
areas, computers (especially small and portable versions) and teleconferencing, were in the early
stages of development during the twenty-five period studied. Although this study did not focus
on educational computers during the twenty-five-year period, I found one example of a portable
handheld computer, the Memo Note 30. This small device was viewed as a predecessor to the
personal digital assistants. Telephone conferencing was found in two types of objects. The first
was a conference telephone as an instructional system used to bring guest speakers into the
classroom in 1972. The second example showing telephone communication is the telephone
training package by Reba Poor in the early 1980s, in which the telephone was used as a training
and consulting tool to transmit educational messages.
Due to the diverse nature of the PRIM ’57-’82 items discovered in this study, the
pedagogies were discussed specific to each item within each category. The common pedagogical
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elements of the PRIM ’57-’82 objects were the response and feedback features and that the item
was used to support classroom instruction either individually or as a group learning activity.
As a contribution to the educational technology field, the purpose of this study was to
provide a knowledge base of the instructional materials from 1957 to 1982 that were portable
and responsive and that fit the PRIM ’57-’82 definition as stated in Chapter 1. Data specific to
the ninety-eight PRIM ’57-’82 objects used in this study, as well as information about each
item’s code, category, and functionality, were instrumental in the analytical phases of this
poststructural study. PRIM ’57-’82 objects were examined by many criteria established by the
initial PRIM ’57-’82 definition that determined their suitability to be included in this study.
Examples included the decisions based on individual or collaborative/small group use, the
devices being electronic or mechanical, and whether the student or teacher had direct interaction
with the device. The information included in this knowledge base provides valuable evidence for
specific years that PRIM ’57-’82 devices were used as well as the manufacturer of each device.
The content analysis conducted for this study of instructional materials captured approximately
six hundred initial images and text-based references to instructional materials between 1957 and
1982. Sorting the data allowed for the identification of the ninety-eight items used for this study
that met the definition established for PRIM ’57-’82.
PRIM ’57-’82 Functional Summary

In Chapter 5, the relationship between historical uses and present-day practices with
instructional materials is addressed by comparing the functionality of PRIM ’57-’82 objects to
current portable and responsive instructional materials. Building on the instructional materials
codes, categories, and subcategories discussed in Chapter 4, the PRIM ’57-’82 data were divided
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into six functional classifications. Four of the classifications (Administration, Collaborative,
Data Collection, and Microworld) are based on Patten et al.’s functional categories. Refer to
Appendix N for information on Patten et al.s’ functional framework.23 The two other functional
classifications, Curriculum and Presentation, were created poststructurally based on the PRIM
’57-’82 data. These six classifications were used to sort and analyze the ninety-eight objects
recorded as PRIM ‘57-’82 from a functional perspective. Discussion included instructional
materials that had similar functions to devices, applications, and internet resources created after
the 1982 end date of this study in order to establish a connection from past instructional materials
to current devices that offer similar functionality.

Importance of This Study to the Functionality of Instructional Materials
The majority of the PRIM ’57-’82 objects were classified in the Programmed Instruction
(35 objects) and Response Systems (27 objects) categories and when analyzed by functionality,
were classified in the Curriculum and Data Collection classifications respectively. These results
were not surprising, as functionality was closely documented with each category but not always
an absolute. For example, thirty-one Programmed Instruction PRIM ’57-’82 objects are
catalogued in the Curriculum functional group, but four other Programmed Instruction objects
are classified in other functional classifications. For example, the Data Collection and
Microworld functional classifications each have two Programmed Instruction PRIM ’57-’82
objects identified. All twenty-seven PRIM ’57-’82 objects in the Response Systems category are
classified in Data Collection as well as two Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices.
Table 3, presented in Chapter 5, illustrates the functional framework of PRIM ’57-’82 objects
23
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organized by functional classifications (Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data
Collection, Microworld, and Presentation). In reviewing Table 4, the PRIM ’57-’82 categories
and the number of items are shown with references to the functional classification. For example,
the Instructional Systems category (e.g., telephone conferencing and reading accelerators) is
represented by PRIM ’57-’82 objects in both the Collaborative and Curriculum—Reading
functional classifications.
The functional analysis in Chapter 5 shows how PRIM ’57-’82 objects have evolved into
current educational devices. For example, in the discussion about Collaborative—Learning
Games, online sight-word games are shown to have similar functionality to the flash card games
advertised by School Service in 1957. Another example, Programmed Instruction that saw its
apex of instructional use in the 1970s,24 has had a resurgence in educational settings,25 as seen
with self-teaching books and the use of instructional materials such as online emulators and
programmed cartridges for Gameboy and Nintendo devices that have similar functionality.
Through this study, the contribution to the educational technology field is seen through
the relationships established between each PRIM ’57-’82 object to one of the six functional
classifications (Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and
Presentation). I expected to find many PRIM ’57-’82 objects related to the Curriculum
functional classification, as this was an educationally-based study; in fact, over 46 percent (46
objects) of the PRIM ’57-’82 objects are classified with Curriculum functionality either as
General, Mathematics/Arithmetic or Reading.
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The Data Collection functionality classification of PRIM ’57-’82 objects revealed some
unexpected results including the reaction of two of the interviewees, Rundel and Edmonson.
They were both surprised to see the quantity of response devices found in the study’s time frame,
and both thought that response systems were more recently added instructional materials to
classroom technologies.26 With over 29 percent of the total PRIM ’57-’82 objects identified as
response systems, there was a Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices (Telor) classified in
the Data Collection functionality in this study. The Telor collected results from students’
attempts to answer the questions posed from the device and thereby was classified in the Data
Collection group.
By making comparison of similarly functioning devices, educational technologists can
learn from how instructional materials were used during this study’s twenty-five-year period to
integrate technologies into present-day classrooms. For example, the items in the Response
Systems category evolved over the time of this study from a visual response held up by a student
to wired devices connected to a computer for recording multiple data about students’
performance and achievement.
PRIM ’57-’82 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis Summary

As this study progressed, each analysis aided in the next phase. Initially ninety-eight
items were classified that met the PRIM ’57-’82 definition. These items were sorted into twelve
audiovisual-based categories, with a discussion of each group provided in Chapter 4. Next, the
PRIM ’57-’82 items were analyzed by function, with discussion provided about similarly
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functioning current instructional materials. As a final analysis of the PRIM ’57-’82 data, a
process FMEA was conducted.
FMEA is primarily a quantitative tool that was adapted for this study to examine the
possible failures of PRIM ’57-’82 functionality. As evidence of actions taken to correct identified
failure modes, current products, revisions, or adaptations were described that have similar
functionality to the PRIM ’57-’82 items. For example, the slide rule evolved into an electronic
slide rule and finally into a calculator.27 For this study’s PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA, the slide rule was
not considered a failure because it evolved into other devices that offered the same, and perhaps
an enriched, purpose.

Importance of Failure Mode and Effect Analysis to Educational Technology
Seven failure modes are identified as causes for PRIM ’57-’82 failures are documented in
this study from the FMEA conducted. The modes found in the FMEA of functional PRIM ’57’82 objects are number of students (3a), frequency of use (3c), variety of materials (3d), content
(3f), design-effectiveness (3g), acquisition-availability and cost (3h), and lastly, the open-ended
qualitative input. The most common failure mode is acquisition-cost that was found in five of the
six functional classifications (Administration, Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and
Presentation).
As derived from the FMEA conducted for this study, the six PRIM ’57-’82 functional
classifications analyzed (Adminstration, Collaborative, Curriculum, Data Collection,
Microworld, and Presentation) are considered a success. It was found that the functional
classifications had evolved or changed based on the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA definition of failure—
27
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i.e., if evolution or adaptation had occured, then the PRIM ’57-’82 functional classification was
considered a success.
FMEA is important to the educational technology field, as it offers a different perspective
in evaluating instructional materials in the classroom. The importance of evaluations of
instructional materials and media is described through research discussed in Chapter 6—
Historical Aspects of Instructional Materials Evaluations. This section includes items such as
motion film evaluations and checklists. Futhermore, as Hoban describes, it is necessary to build a
bridge between practice and research.28 Furthermore, Orderinde explains different types of
evaluations for use in the educational technology field including goal or objective oriented, level
of sophistication, design variables, and personal assessments.29 Sharing information about using
a FMEA in an educational study will allow other researchers to gain knowledge about this
valuable evaluation tool.
Relating PRIM ’57-’82 to Today’s Classrooms

In consideration of discovering the pedagogical and functional uses of instructional
devices of the twenty-five-year period studied, it is significant to look at how handheld devices
function in current classrooms. Dorris, in 1928, commented on the functions of instructional
materials: “after an educational tool or device has….been accepted…, the next logical step is to
analyze the functions for which it is best adapted.”30 Dale, Lumsdaine, and others state that
instructional materials must fulfill a purpose or fill a functional role in education to be
28
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29
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effective.31 Roschelle discusses the challenges of creating solutions that are appropriate for
educational purposes and was concerned about “a ubiquitous, mobile, personal teacher and
learning platform that will run all the best pedagogical applications.”32 In this study, functions of
portable and responsive instructional materials were examined as related to current functionality
of handheld devices, which Patten et al. researched in 2006 (i.e., Administration, Collaborative,
Data Collection, and Microworld). Using these four functional categories along with two
classifications created poststructurally, Curriculum and Presentation, the study showed that
similar functionality exists between PRIM ’57-’82 objects and to those of present-day. Refer to
Table 15 to view examples from each PRIM ’57-’82 functional classification as compated to
present-day objects.
The impact of instructional materials that are portable and responsive is seen in the
implementation of learning initiatives using technology that K-12 school districts, both large and
small, have instituted. A large school district example is Indian Prairie School District (IPSD), in
Aurora, Illinois, which had 28,435 students in 2013.33 IPSD began implementing a Bring Your
Own Technology (BYOT) initiative in 2012, which allows students to use their own tablets and
smartphones in specific BYOT guest-networked classrooms.34 As another way to integrate

31
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Table 15
PRIM ’57-’82 Functional Classifications Comparisons
Functional Classification
Administration
(storage, grading,
scheduling)
Collaborative
(sharing information)

PRIM ’57-’82 Categories
Computers
(Memo Note 30 )

Present-day Objects
PDAs, iPads or similar tablets

Learning Games,
Instructional Systems
(Telephone Conferences)

Curriculum
(improve instruction)

Programmed Instruction,
Learning Materials,
Instructional Kits,
Instructional Systems (Little
Professor, Math
Manipulatives, Multimedia
Kits, Rateometers)
Programmed Instruction—
Game-Like Devices,
Response Systems (Telor,
Response Systems)
Slide Rule, Time/Clocks,
Calculator, Telephone
Packages, Programmed
Instruction—Audio-Based
Devices
Transparencies

Online learning websites;
university courses to teach
learning with games; telephone
conferencing such as Adobe
Connect, Google Hangout
Reading improvment tools,
online emulators, Cuisenaire
rods, instructional kits

Data Collection
(Communication, feedback)

Microworld
(real-world tools)

Presentation
(transmission system)

Handheld gaming systems,
response systems

Time/clocks, calculators, visual
and audio packages for distance
education, text-to-speech
devices/applications
Layered transparencies,
interactive whiteboards,
applications such as PowerPoint
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portable, responsive devices, Joliet Township High School District began a 1:1 computing
initiative in 2012 for all ninth-grade students, and by the 2014-2015 school year, all six thousand
high school students were eligible to receive a computing device.35 One-to-one (1:1) computing
or learning initiatives refers to the amount of technology available to students and teachers: one
device for each person.36 Reeds Spring, Missouri, a school district of 1,915 students in 2014,37
implemented a 1:1 learning initiative by providing laptop computers to 650 high school students
and expanded the program to an additional 350 seventh- and eighth-grade students in January
2014.38 Learning initiatives, as seen in these three examples, also pose additional challenges for
a school district, such as providing professional development for teachers, training for students,
technical support, and integration into the curriculum for effective learning. Bebell and O’Dwyer
contend in their 2010 research that additional examination is needed to ensure educational
outcomes from using the variety of 1:1 computing initiatives.39
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Directions for Future Research
For future studies, any of the three PRIM ’57-’82 codes of Interactive, Real Objects, and
Transparencies or any of the defined categories discussed in Chapter 4 (e.g., Game-Like
Devices, Response Systems, Learning Materials, Calculators) could be explored further for the
1957 to 1982 time frame. Of particular interest are the identified game-like instructional
materials that were determined to be similar to current handheld devices in the FMEA that was
conducted. This study included ninety-eight PRIM ’57-’82 objects in three identified codes and
twelve categories, which was a broad perspective on instructional materials of the time period.
Future research could concentrate on one of these aspects of portable and responsive
instructional materials from 1957 to 1982.
Working with instructional materials in education, another future research project is to
conduct a historiography on the supporting role of computers in education based on Benjamin’s
extensive analysis of teaching machines.40 Teaching machines, popular in education from the
1950s to the 1970s, were excluded from this study due to Benjamin’s extensive analysis but
fostered the idea of conducting a similar to his study using computers instead of teaching
machines. As further support of this type of research, the Monograph #2 from AudioVisual
Communication Review predicted in 1963 that computers would join communications between
“geographically separated computers…via land-lines and micro-wave facilities” just as easily as
voice transmissions were communicated in 1963.41
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Furthermore, the scope of this study was limited to instructional materials that were
portable and response-driven. This limitation, as defined in Instructional Materials 1957-1982 in
Chapter 1, excluded cameras and video equipment. With the influx of digital cameras for
recording and sharing information and the use of YouTube, TeacherTube, and GoPro cameras or
other internet-based communications creating video for instruction, the need arises to find
pedagogical and functional purposes for these types of messages, for example, studying short,
single-concept films that pertain to specific curricular needs for classroom instruction. A future
study on the pedagogical and functional use of subscription-based streaming video clips (e.g.,
Discovery Education’s or another similar supplier) would provide information on the integration
and usability of short film clips in educational settings.
From a different perspective, a content analysis of handheld devices found in books,
films and/or television shows, particularly in the science fiction genre, would be interesting as a
means to predict the future of instructional materials. For example, the 1966 television show Star
Trek used a PADD that perhaps predicted the use of an electronic tablet for communication.42
Aldiss, a science fiction writer, predicted in his story “The Thing Under the Glacier” that the
future would include wearable minicomputers with personal interfaces.43 In presentations at the
University of Nottingham, Sharples acknowledged a relationship existed between Aldiss’
prediction of a personal computing to handheld devices and mobile learning.44 Although it took
42
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over forty years for these connections between fiction and reality to happen, it would be useful to
learn what other connections from the past exist in the present.
The use of FMEA was a distinctive methodological perspective in this qualitative
educational technology study. The results were based on functional classifications of the PRIM
’57-’82 data. It was a successful analysis, although it was limited by the historical nature of the
objects and lack of information from actual users (e.g., teachers, students, and audiovisual
directors/instructional technologists) as well as from manufacturer’s representatives. With these
current resources, additional qualitative data would have enhanced the information gathered on
portable and responsive instructional materials. For future uses of FMEA for educational
technology studies, I recommend that current portable, responsive instructional materials items
be used, which would allow additional information to be considered in the determination of
failure modes. In addition, it would prove informative to conduct a FMEA on the PRIM ’57-’82
categories (i.e., Programmed Instruction, Learning Materials, Learning Games, Calculators)
instead of on the PRIM ’57-’82 functional classifications (Administration, Collaborative,
Curriculum, Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation), as that would provide a different
perspective and analysis of the possible failures of current instructional devices. By using current
handheld devices instead of historical data additional resources and interviews of current
students, teachers, and manufacturers could additional information to enrich the qualitative data
gathered for the FMEA process.
Furthermore, the use of FMEA is an uncommon technique in the educational technology
field for the analyzing data. FMEA is typically used in the fields of engineering, manufacturing,
and pharmaceuticals as an analytical tool to discover, assess, and offer solutions for critical risks
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issues—risks that could cause harm to individuals.45 In the few articles found with regard to
FMEA being applied to educational technology, I found only a few resources that used FMEA as
an evaluation tool. In fact, Vesper, Reeves, and Herrington note the lack of literature on the use
of FMEA as an evaluative instrument.46 Of the eleven sources found in Google Scholar using a
search query of “failure mode and effect analysis”+“educational technology,” two of the studies
were conducted on learning design using a FMEA as a quantitative tool,47 not as an analytical
tool. I recommend using the FMEA method for future educational technology research for
qualitative studies. FMEA, as an inherent quantitative tool, would also offer a unique perspective
as an analytical instrument for the educational technology field.
Finally, from this study’s PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA, any one of the nine failure modes used
as prompts for establishing possible failure modes (e.g., number of students or staff, content,
design, or acquisition) could be used as a basis for an additional study. For example, one failure
mode identified was the lack of professional development (3i) for integrating instructional
materials into the classroom. Conducting a future study could show how professional
development influences the life cycle and/or the possible failure modes of any given category or
device.
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Furthermore, as an active member of the AECT, I would like to see this historical study,
and similar studies, embraced by the AECT History and Archives committee as a means of
looking at the past in order to gain insights into the future. Additionally, the AECT Definition
and Terminology Committee might also review the audiovisual codes and categories discussions
to observe the movement of instructional materials through the twenty-five-year period of this
study. I also encourage the educational technology community to use qualitative historical
content analysis research, such as used in this study, to help other researchers and practitioners
learn from past instructional materials experiences and move into the future. Furthermore,
FMEA provided a unique analytical lens in the research conducted for this study; a tool that can
be adapted for the educational technology field for future research projects.
The future research suggestions listed above are only a few of the possible extensions of
this content analysis about historical data using audiovisual codes, functionality, and failure
modes analytical lenses.

Summary

Instructional devices, such as portable and responsive instructional materials, are under
constant revision, improvement, and enhancement. This research helps prepare future educators
and designers to adapt to these changes by understanding the foundation and history of small,
portable devices used for instruction.
Furthermore, the contribution of the PRIM ’57-’82 knowledge base will aid other
researchers on the history and functions of instructional materials that were portable and
responsive during the period studied as well as possibly aid in the implementation of handheld
devices into present-day classrooms. The PRIM ’57-’82 data collected includes information such
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as the source of the artifact, manufacturer, pedagogical data, and the identified audiovisual codes
and categories for each object. Historical analysis indicated relationships between instructional
materials that were portable and responsive from the period 1957 to 1982 and current handheld
devices as seen in the functional comparisons and the FMEA conducted. The correlation between
PRIM ’57-’82 and present-day portable and responsive instructional materials was realized
through the study of functional purposes such as those used by Patten et al. in their study about
mobile devices.48 Examples, such as in Data Collection (e.g., response systems) and Microworld
(e.g., calulators) devices, were provided to illustrate the link from the past functions of PRIM
’57-’82 objects to present use of portable and responsive devices—handheld devices. The FMEA
discovered that all six functional classifications (Administration, Collaborative, Curriculum,
Data Collection, Microworld, and Presentation) had evolved or adapted. The FMEA also
revealed seven failures modes: number of students (3a), frequency of use (3c), variety of
materials (3d), content (3f), design effectiveness (3g), acquisition-availability and cost (3h), and
lastly, the open-ended qualitative input (3i). The most frequent failure modes identified in this
study include acquisition-cost (3h), frequency of use (3c), and professional development (3i),
which affected the failure of instructional materials during the time studied. Several ideas for
research were provided to inspired future studies, including an in-depth study of one of the
audiovisual codes or categories, further study of instructional materials collected from presentday instead of a historically-based study, and conducting a FMEA based on audiovisual
catetories instead of functions. In the spirit of sharing the knowledge gained in this study, PRIM
’57-’82 data souces (Appendix E) and an example of the PRIM ’57-’82 FMEA Administration
template (Appendix O) is provided.
48
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“Understanding the past gives you a chance to actually have a future.”49

49

K. Burns, interviewed by M. Warner, September 17, 2014.
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Research Question

Determination of category definition (criterion of selection)
and Levels of abstration for inductive categories

Step by Step formation of inductive categories out of the
material, regarding category definition and level of
abstraction. Subsumption old categories or formulating new
categories

Revision of categories after 10-50%
of the material

Formative Check
of Reliability

Final working through the data

Summative Check
of Reliability

Interpretation of results - Steps of analysis

APPENDIX B
JOURNALS REVIEWED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Journal Name
American Child*
Audio Visual Directions
AudioVisual Communication Review (AVCR)
Audiovisual Guide
Audiovisual Instruction 1957-1980
Audiovisual Media
Childhood Education
Children’s Digest*
Child's Life*
Educational Communication and Technology Journal
(ECTJ)
Educational Screen
Educational Technology
Educational Technology: Definitions and Glossary of
Terms
Forbes*
Grade Teacher*
Humpty Dumpty's Magazine for Little Children*
Illinois Audiovisual Association Journal*
Instructional Innovator
Journal of American History
Journal of Education (Boston)
Northern Illinois University newsletters and
publication*
Progressive Education*
Technocrat
Technology Forecasting and Social Change
Technology Review
TechTrends
The Bookman*
The Instructor*
Weekly Reader*
Workshop publications*
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Years Reviewed
1927-1940
1981
1956, 1963, 1976, 1977
1948-1956
1957-1980
1967
1958
1955-1959
1924-1934, 1957
1978-1988
1933, 1935, 1951-1956
1960,1968,1972-1974
1977
1919-1920
1959
1952-1954, 1957
1975
1980-1982
1907-1907
1957-1958, 1961-1964, 1979
1899-1923
1943-1956
1976-1978
1969-1979
1963, 1972-1973, 1979-1980
starts in 1984
1921-1928
1956-1957,1971
1966-1970
1936-1955

*Assorted volumes/issues located in Northern Illinois University's Gable Learning Center.
Not all volumes or issues in the years were present in the collection.
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Audiovisual
Codes and
Categories

Years in Use

Examples

Audio

1928-1990

phonographs, recordings, radios, sound systems, tape recordings,
disc recordings, audio programing, tape recorders, mixers, sound
systems, record players

Demonstration

1967-1971

community study, field trips, *see Real Objects

Films-Motion

1946-1971

motion films, motion projectors, 16mm motion films, 35mm motion
films, sound films, silent films, projectors, cameras, video cameras,
video equipment

Films-Slides

1928-1991

Slides, slide viewers, stereograph, stereopticon/lantern slides, stereo
slides, Vecto graph slides, slides with sound

Films-Strips

1946-1971

film strips, film strip projectors, film strip viewers

Furniture

1988-1990

carts, stands, tables, cases

1928-1990

still pictures, maps, graphic and pictorial charts, photos and prints,
illustrations, graphic materials, nonprojected still images, flat
pictures, graphic symbols

1965-1990

instructional kits, programmed instruction, teaching machines,
learning materials, games and simulations, computer-generated
graphic systems, LCD panels, computer interfaces, graphics
equipment, instruction systems, games

1971-1990

no specific equipment, related equipment and accessories

Images
Nonprojected
Interactive
(My poststructural
term created to
combine groups)
Miscellaneous
Production
Equipment
Programmed
Instruction

1988

AV production equipment

1965-1990

*see Interactive

Projection

1928-1990

projection apparatus, filmstrip viewers and projectors, screens,
viewing equipment, slide projectors, lenses and pointing devices,
overhead projectors, opaque projectors

Real Objects

1928-1971

excursions, exhibits, specimens, models, objects, plays and
pageants, 3-D materials, chalkboards, mock-ups, dioramas,

Simulation

1971

*see Interactive

Television (TV)

1956-1971

educational televisions

Transparencies

1971-1990

opaque projectors, overhead projectors, *see Films-Slides

Video

1988-1990

*see Films-Motion
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Data Sources for PRIM ’57-’82 Objects (Appendix E) provides a list of objects used in this study
by Code—Categories—Subcategories. Information includes the object’s name, manufacturer (if
known), and source information. The list is in the same order as discussed in Chapter 4.
PRIM ’57-’82 Interactive—Programmed Instruction—Audio Card Readers
1957-1980
Audio Card Reader – Wittich, C., and C. Schuller. Instructional Technology: Its Nature and Use.
(New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1973), 328.
Audio Card Reader EFI – Brown, J., R. Lewis, and F. Harcleroad. A-V Instruction Materials and
Methods. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959), 222.
Card Reader with Audio – Brown, J., R. Lewis, and F. Harcleroad. A-V Instruction: Technology
Media and Methods. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976), 222.
Language Master Card Reader – Brown, J., R. Lewis, and F. Harcleroad. A-V Instruction:
Materials and Methods. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959), 184.
Language Master Card Reader – Brown, J., R. Lewis, and F. Harcleroad. A-V Instruction:
Materials and Methods. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959), 222.
Language Master Card Reader – Finn, J. Audio-Visual Equipment Manual. New York: Dryden
Press, 1957, 349.
Magnetic Audio Card Reader – Teaching Technology Corporation (TTC). Audiovisual
Instruction 20, no. 1 (January 1968): 84.
Tutorette Audiocard System – Audiotronics. Audiovisual Instruction 19, no. 9 (November 1974):
Back Cover.
Tutorette Audiocard System – Audiotronics. Instructional Innovator 25, no. 5 (May 1980): 49.
Tutorette Audiocard System – Heinich, R., M. Molenda, and J. Russell. Instructional Media and
the New Technologies of Instruction. (New York: Wiley, 1985), 153.
Tutorette Model 800 A – Audiotronics. Audiovisual Instruction 21, no. 6 (June/July 1976): Back
Cover.
Tutorette Model 810 – Audiotronics. Audiovisual Instruction 21, no. 6 (June/July 1976): Back
Cover.
PRIM ’57-’82 Interactive—Programmed Instruction—Craig Readers
1961-1963
Craig Advanced Reader Program – Craig Corporation. Audiovisual Instruction 6, no. 8 (October
1961): Inside Back Cover.
Craig Advanced Reader Program – Craig Corporation. Audiovisual Instruction 7, no. 1 (January
1962): 4.
Craig Advanced Reader Program – Craig Corporation. Audiovisual Instruction 8, no. 8 (October
1963): 586.
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PRIM ’57-’82 Interactive—Programmed Instruction—Audio-Based Devices
1963-1982
Audio Educational System – Sylvania Information Systems. Audiovisual Instruction 13, no. 8
(October 1968): 903.
Audio Notebook – Electronic Futures Inc. (EFI). Audiovisual Instruction, 8, no. 1 (January
1963): 8.
Audio Notebook – Wittich, W., and C. Schuller. Audiovisual Materials: Their Nature and Use
(4th edition). New York: Harper & Row, 1967, 488.
Listen and Read Literacy Programme – Instructional Innovator 27, no. 2 (February 1982): 45.
Wireless Audio Learning System – Systems for Education. Audiovisual Instruction 15, no. 7
(September 1970): 95.
PRIM ’57-’82 Interactive—Programmed Instruction—Game-Like Devices
1969-1982
Alphaspell – Centurion Industries. Instructional Innovator 26, no. 7 (October 1981): 45.
Little Professor – Texas Instruments. Heinich, R., M. Molenda, and J. Russell. Instructional
Media and the New Technologies. (New York: Wiley, 1985), 359
Matchmaker – Aim Industries. Audiovisual Instruction, 15, no. 6 (September 1970): 120.
Math Magic – Johnson, D. “Commercial Games for the Arithmetic Class.” The Arithmetic
Teacher 15, no. 2 (March 1958): 71.
Math Magic – Texas Instruments. http://datamath.org/Edu/MathMagic.htm.
Piko dat Learning Machine – Piko dat Toy Company.
http://www.computinghistory.org.uk/det/28654/Piko-Dat-Toy-Learning-Computer/
Quiz Wiz – Coleco. http://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/computer-games/16/210/867.
Speak & Read – Texas Instruments. Instructional Innovator 27 no. 3 (March 1982): 2.
Speak & Spell – Texas Instruments. Heinich, R., M. Molenda, and J. Russell. Instructional
Media and the New Technologies of Instruction. New York: Wiley, 1985, 360.
Spelling B – Texas Instruments. http://datamath.org/Edu/SpellingB.htm.
Telor Device – Enrich Corporation. Brown, J., R. Lewis, and F. Harcleroad. A-V Instruction:
Technology, Media, and Methods. (McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973), 445.
Telor Device – Enrich Corporation. Mathematics Teacher 67, no. 2 (February 1974): 151.
Touch & Tell – Texas Instruments. Heinich, R., M. Molenda, and J. Russell. Instructional Media
and the New Technologies. (New York: Wiley, 1985), 361.
Touch & Tell – Texas Instruments. http://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/mobilecomputing/18/318/1807.
Tutorgrams – Enrichment Reading Corp. America, Inc. The Instructor 80, no 10 (June/July
1971): 38.
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PRIM ’57-’82 Interactive—Learning Materials
1957-1977
Decimal Place Value Cards – Ideal School Supply Company. Instructor 67 no.1 (September
1957): 113.
Magic Slate – Strathmore. Instructor 67, no. 1 (September 1957): 78-79.
Math Magic – Cadaco-Ellis, Inc. Johnson, D. “Commercial Games for the Arithmetic Class.”
The Arithmetic Teacher (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics) 5, no. 2 (March
1958): 71.
Math Magic – Pressogram. http://www.prodesign-uk.com/english/presso.html.
Math Manipulatives – Audiovisual Instruction 3, no. 9 (November 1958): 239.
Number Grouping Disks – Ideal School Supply Company. Instructor 67, no.1 (September 1957):
113.
Place Value Sticks – Ideal School Supply Company. Instructor 67, no. 1 (September 1957): 113.
Relationship Cards – Ideal School Supply Company. Instructor 67, no. 1 (September 1957): 113.
PRIM ’57-’82 Interactive—Instructional Kits
1957-1973
Multimedia Kits – http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/aect.siteym.com/resource/resmgr/about_pdf/top1973.pdf .
Multiplication/Division Kit – Ideal School Supply Company. Instructor 67, no. 1 (September
1957): 113.
Pupil’s Fraction Kit – Ideal School Supply Company. Instructor 67, no. 1 (September 1957):
113.
PRIM ’57-’82 Interactive—Learning Games
1957
Learning Games – School Service Company. Instructor 67, no. 1 (September 1957): 113.
PRIM ’57-’82—Response Systems
1959-1982
Audiovisual Response System 400 – Schenectady Gazette (October 4, 1972): 9.
Ektagraphic Evaluators Responder – Eastman Kodak Ektagraphic. Audiovisual Instruction 19,
no. 6 (June/July 1974): 109.
Mediated Interaction Visual Response (MIVR) system – Wyman. “A Visual Response System
for Small-Group Interaction.” Audiovisual Instruction 13, no. 9 (September 1968): 714717.
RAM 7 Interactive Video – Emmeus, C. “Interactive Video - Pay Attention.” AV Directions 3,
no. 1 (January/February1981): 26.
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RAM 7 Solid State Responder – Instructional Industries, Inc. Instructional Innovator 25, no. 6
(September 1980): 48.
Rapid-Rater – Shaw Laboratories, Inc. Audiovisual Instruction 7, no. 1 (January 1962): 44.
Remote Control Response System for Classroom Use – Tradowsky, M.
https://www.google.com/patents/US3997981.
Responder – Material Evaluators – Emmeus, C. “Interactive Video - Pay Attention.” AV
Directions 3, no. 1 (January/February 1981): 25.
Response System - Music – Audiovisual Instruction 11, no. 2 (February 1966): 108.
Response System – EDEX. Audiovisual Instruction 13, no. 1 (January 1968): 149-151.
Response System Modular – EDEX. Audiovisual Instruction 17, no. 9 (November 1972): 98.
Response-a-Matic (RAM) – Emmeus, C. “Interactive Video - Pay Attention.” AV Directions 3,
no. 1 (January/February 1981): 26.
Student Response Monitor – Aircraft Armaments, Inc. Audiovisual Instruction 8, no. 4 (April
1963): 216.
Student Response Monitor – Aircraft Armaments, Inc. Audiovisual Instruction 8, no. 8 (October
1963): 601.
Student Response Monitor – ComTech Corporation. Audiovisual Instruction 13, no. 8 (October
1968): 924.
Student Response Monitor – U.S. Naval Academy. Audiovisual Instruction 15, no. 5 (May
1970): 89.
Teaching System – EDEX. Audiovisual Instruction 8, no. 4 (April 1963): 219.
Teaching System – Erickson, C. Fundamentals of Teaching with Audiovisual Technology. (New
York: Macmillan, 1965), 263.
Tele-Quest Intercommunication System – Community Engineering Corp. of State College (Penn
State). Audiovisual Instruction 8, no. 4 (April 1963): 217.
Tele-Test Communication System – Corrigan and Associates of California. Audiovisual
Instruction 8, no 4 (April 1963): 219.
Teleprompter Classroom Responder – TelePrompter Corporation. Audiovisual Instruction 8, no 4
(April 1963): 218.
Trainer-Tester Response Cards – Van Valkenburch, Nooger, and Neville, Inc. Audiovisual
Instruction 10, no. 3 (March 1965): 174.
TV Intercommunication System – Community Engineering Corp. of State College (Penn State).
Audiovisual Instruction, 8, no. 4 (April 1963): 217.
Voter 30 Instant Answers – Reactive Systems. Instructional Innovator 27, no. 7 (October 1982):
38.
PRIM ’57-’82 Interactive—Instructional System
1962-1972
Electro-Tach – Erickson, C. Fundamentals of Teaching with Audiovisual Technology. (New
York: Macmillan, 1965), 86.
Reading Rate Controller – Kennedy, E. "No Non-Readers Here: With AV, The Classroom
Becomes a Reading Laboratory.” Audiovisual Instruction 8, no. 8 (October 1963): 587.
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Reading Rateometer – Audio Visual Research. Audiovisual Instruction 7, no. 1 (January 1962):
185.
Reading Rateometer – Erickson, C. Fundamentals of Teaching with Audiovisual Technology,
(New York: Macmillan, 1965), 85.
Selectro-Tach 40020V – Lafayette Instrument Company. Audiovisual Instruction 15, no. 7
(September 1970): 121.
Telephone Conference – AT&T and the Bell Company. Audiovisual Instruction 17, no. 7
(September 1972): Inside Front Cover.
PRIM ’57-’82 Interactive—Computers
1978
Memo Note 30-LC-836 – Toshiba. http://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/mobilecomputing/18/318/1739.
PRIM ’57-’82 Real Objects—Slide Rules
1959-1974
Factorization Slide Rule – Schulte, A. A Review of "Telor. Programmed Cartridges and Hand held Device” by J. Baldwin Mathematics Teacher (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics) 67, no 2 (February 1974): 151.
Slide Rule – Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) Archives,
Northern Illinois University, Artifact #147.
Slide Rule – Brown, J., R. Lewis, and F. Harcleroad. A-V Instruction: Materials and Methods.
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959), 289.
Slide Rule – Edwards, P. “The Giant Slide Rule.” Audiovisual Instruction 5, no. 1 (January
1960): 9.
PRIM ’57-’82 Real Objects—Time/Clocks
1961-1980
First Watch Learning Watch – Texas Instruments. http://datamath.org/TI_Stuff/First-Watch.htm.
Judy Model Clock – Freedman, F., and E. Berg. Classroom Teacher's Guide to Audio-Visual
Material.” (Philadelphia: Chilton Company, 1961), 104.
Time Teacher – Prodesign. Email communications from prodeign.ls.de to author on 12/19/13
PRIM ’57-’82 Real Objects—Calculators
1966-1975
Calculator – Brown, J., R. Lewis, and F. Harcleroad. AV Instruction: Technology Media and
Methods. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973) 445.
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Datamath Calculator – Texas Instruments.
https://plus.google.com/photos/+DavidDeubelbeiss/albums/5601784733057612529?.
Desk Calculator P-9100 – Hewlett-Packard.
http://www.computinghistory.org.uk/det/6181/Introduction-of-HP-9100-desk-calculator/.
Hand-Held Pocket Calculator – Texas Instruments.
http://www.computinghistory.org.uk/det/5535/The-hand-held-pocket-calculator-wasinvented-at-Texas-Instruments-in-1966/.
P50 Electronic Calculator – Commodore.
http://www.computinghistory.org.uk/det/29896/Commodore-model-P50-ElectronicCalculator/.
Quiz Kid Calculator – Maeroff, G. “About Education: Calculator Termed Good Tool for Pupils”
New York Times, (December 24, 1975), 28.
TI2500 Calculator – Texas Instruments. http://datamath.org/BASIC/DATAMATH/ti-25000.htm.
PRIM ’57-’82 Real Objects—Telephone Packages
1980
Telephone Time Package Training – Riva Poor Associates. Technology Review, February 1980,
Vol 4, 82.
PRIM ’57-’82 Transparencies
1965-1980
Instant Slides – Highsmith. Instructional Innovator 25, no 5 (May 1980): 49.
Overhead Transparencies – Hubbard Scientific Company. Audiovisual Instruction 10, no. 7
(September 1965): 583.
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PRIM ’57-’82
Codes

PRIM ’57-’82
Categories

Interactive
Interactive
Interactive

Programmed
Instruction

Interactive
Interactive
Interactive
Interactive
Interactive
Real Objects
Real Objects
Real Objects
Real Objects
Transparencies

Learning
Materials
Instructional
Kits
Learning
Games
Response
Systems
Instructional
Systems
Computers
Slide Rules
Time/Clocks
Calculators
Telephone
Packages
Transparencies

Group

Audio Card
Readers
Craig
Readers
Audio-Based
Devices

Game-Like
Devices

Interactive

Interactive

Subcategory

Matching
Devices
MultipleChoice
Devices
Educational
Toys

Found in
Years

Quantity

1957-1980

13

1961-1963

3

1963-1982

5

1969-1970

2

1971-1974

2

1973-1982

10

1957-1977

7

1957-1973

3

1957

1

1962-1982

27

1968-1972

6

1978
1959-1974
1961-1980
1966-1975

1
4
4
7

1980

1

1965-1980
Total

2
98
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Working Study Title: Portable Responsive Instructional Materials: Functional and Pedagogical
Applications - A Historical Content Analysis from 1957 to 1982
Researcher: Bettylynne F. Gregg
Email Address: bettylynnegregg@gmail.com
Researcher Contact: 815-761-6100
Research Supervisor: Dr. Rebecca Butler
Email Address: rbutler@niu.edu
You are invited to be part of a research study. The researcher is a doctoral student in the College
of Education at Northern Illinois University. The information in this form is provided to help you
decide if you want to participate. The form describes what you will have to do during the study
and the risks and benefits of the study.
If you have any questions about or do not understand something in this form, you should ask the
researcher. Do not participate in the study unless the researcher has answered your questions and
you decide that you want to be part of this study.
WHAT IS THIS STUDY ABOUT?
The researcher wants to understand the historical significance of educational devices used during
the 1950s to 1980s, specifically handheld devices that are small, portable, and require the student
to give a response or to receive a response from the device.
HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL BE IN THIS STUDY?
Approximately 10-15 participants are estimated, but the exact number will depend on research
found and availability of participants who experienced using a specific handheld device. Within
the time period being studied, the exact number of participants is yet to be determined.
WHY AM I BEING ASKED TO BE IN THE STUDY?
You are invited to be in the study because you:
· Have prior experience with a specific handheld device that has been identified to be used in
classroom instruction from the 1950s to 1980s.
· Have experiences and/or information about how specific handheld devices were used as
instructional tools during the 1950s-1980s.
- Are at least18 years old.
If you do not meet the description above, you are not eligible to be in the study.
WHO IS PAYING FOR THIS STUDY?
The researcher is not receiving funds to conduct this study.
WILL IT COST ANYTHING TO BE IN THIS STUDY?
You do not have to pay to be in the study.
HOW LONG WILL I BE IN THE STUDY?
If you decide to be in this study, your participation will last approximately 30-45 minutes.
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THIS STUDY?
If you decide to be in this study and if you sign this form, you will do the following things:
· Give personal information about yourself, such as your occupation, experience, and education
level.
- Share your experiences with specific handheld devices.
- Share your insights with the researcher and your perceptions for success or failures of the
specific handheld devices.
While you are in the study, you must
· Follow the instructions you are given.
· Tell the researcher if you want to stop being in the study at any time.
WILL BEING IN THIS STUDY HELP ME?
While participating in this study will not help you, information from this study might assist
other researchers in the future to understand the historical foundation of educational handheld
devices.
ARE THERE RISKS TO ME IF I AM IN THIS STUDY?
No study is completely risk-free. However, the researcher does not anticipate that you will be
harmed or distressed during this study. You may withdraw from the study at any time if you
become uncomfortable.
WILL I BE PAID?
You will not receive any cash payment for participating in the study. As gratitude for your time,
your name will be entered into a lottery-style drawing All participants will have an equal chance
to receive one of two gift certificates, valued at $25.00 each, to a local bookstore valued to show
appreciation for your time and willingness to share information.
DO I HAVE TO BE IN THIS STUDY?
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You can change your mind about being in the
study at any time. There will be no penalty to you. If you want to stop participating in the study,
tell the researcher.
WHO WILL USE AND SHARE INFORMATION ABOUT MY BEING IN THIS
STUDY?
Any information you provide in this study that could identify you, such as your name, age, or
other personal information, will be kept confidential. Your name and email address will be
given a pseudonym code.
Pseudonym codes assigned to participants will be created in a document that is stored on a
personal password-protected portable storage device such as a jumpdrive or external harddrive
to which only the researcher has access. The storage device containing the assigned pseudonym
codes will be locked in a fireproof safe located in the home to which only the researcher has
access. For reporting purposes, no identifiable information will be used in the discussion, in
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presentation of the findings, or in future publications. In any written reports or publications, no
one will be able to identify you.
WHOM CAN I TALK TO ABOUT THIS STUDY?
You can ask questions about the study at any time. You can call the researcher at any time if
you have any concerns or complaints. You should call the researcher at the phone number listed
on page 1 of this form if you have questions about the study procedures, study costs (if any),
study payment (if any), or if you become hurt or sick during the study.
The Northern Illinois University Office of Research Compliance Board (ORC) has been
established to protect the rights and welfare of human research participants. Please contact us at
1-815-753-8588 for any of the following reasons:
· You have questions about your rights as a research participant.
· You wish to discuss problems or concerns.
· You have suggestions to improve the participant experience.
· You do not feel comfortable talking with the researcher.
You may contact the ORC without giving us your name. We may need to reveal information
you provide in order to follow up if you report a problem or concern.
DO YOU WANT TO BE IN THIS STUDY?
By completing the Consent below, you agree to the following statement:
I have read this form, and I have been able to ask questions about this study. The researcher has
answered all my questions. I voluntarily agree to be in this study. I agree to allow the use and
sharing of my study-related records as described above.
I have not given up any of my legal rights as a research participant. I will request a copy of this
consent information for my records, if so desired.

________________________________
Signature of Participant

___________________________________
Date
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Informed Consent for Audio/Video Recording
Portable Responsive Instructional Materials:
Functional and Pedagogical Applications A Historical Content Analysis from 1957 to 1982

I, ______________________________, agree to be interviewed by Bettylynne F. Gregg, a
doctoral student in the College of Education at Northern Illinois University. I understand that the
interview will be recorded using a digital voice recorder and/or a digital video camera and that
information obtained during the interview may be used in her qualitative research dissertation.

________________________________________
Signature of Participant

______________________________
Date

________________________________________
Signature of Researcher

______________________________
Date
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Possible journals to gather data from, not limited to this listing suggested by Anglin,
Willis, and the NIU faculty development website, are as follows:
o American Educational Research Journal
o American Psychologist
o Aspects of Educational Technology: Programmed Learning & Educational
Technology
o Audiovisual Instruction /TechTrends/Instructional Innovator
o AV Communications/Educational Communications and Technology
o Computers and Education
o Contemporary Issues in Technology and Teacher Education
o Curriculum and Instruction
o Education and Computing: The International Journal
o Educational Communication and Technology:
A Journal of Theory, Research and Development (ECJT)
o Educational Technology Research and Development (ETR&D)
o Educational Technology Journal of Computer Assisted Learning
o Electronic Journal for the Integration of Technology in Education (EJITE)
o Innovate: Journal of Online Education
o Instructional Innovator
o Journal of Applied Educational Technology
o Journal of Computer-Based Instruction
o Journal of Educational Technology & Society
o Journal of Educational Technology Systems
o Journal of Interactive Instruction Development
o Journal of Research on Computing in Education
o Journal of Special Education Technology
o Journal of Technology and Teacher Education
o Performance and Instruction Journal
o Teacher Education
o Teacher Education and Special Education
o TechTrends
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Example of Piko dat Learning Machine Transparency - Page 11. Original booklet included 32
pages of transparent papers for use with the Piko dat Learning Machine. This transparency file
was received via email from Bram Damman on July 3, 2014.

Example of corresponding Piko dat Learning Machine Cutout Sheets. These cutouts were placed
on the front of the Piko dat Learning Machine to guide the learner in the specific exercises. The
cutout example was received via email from Bram Damman on July 3, 2014.
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Source: From Patten et al., “Designing Collaborative, Constructionist and Contextual
Applications for Handheld Devices,” in Computers and Education, April 2006, Vol. 46, no. 3,
294-308. Permission obtained from RightsLink on December 1, 2012.
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Description:
Administration
PRIM ’57-’82
Codes/Category:
Interactive -- Computer
PRIM ’57-’82
Functional
classification(s):
Administration)
PRIM ’57-’82 examples:
Memo Note 30
Current examples:
Newton MessagePad 1991 $699.00, PDAs
(Palm Pilots), iPad -2010
$399.00

Gather
Information
Step 1

Step 1

Gather Information.

Information was gathered from the collection of data for this dissertation.
Refer to the PRIM ’57-’82 study in Chapter 2, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5.

Step 2

Assemble Team

FMEA
Steps

Step 3

Assemble
Team
Step 2

Severity and
Causes
Step 4

Failure
Modes
Step 3

Action and Review
Step 5

Severity

Evaluation
and
Closure
Step 6

Causes

I am the sole member of the FMEA team. Using a poststructural theory, the findings are based on
research and knowledge learned through the dissertation process.
Determine Failure Modes

Step 3 Directions for 3a-3d

Answer
Yes or
No

If yes, use
Low,
Moderate,
High.
If no, use
None.

Record Qualitative Data

Answer
Closed or
No

3a

Number of students

no

none

none

closed

3b

Number of staff

no

none

none

closed

3c

Frequency of use

yes

moderate

not found in
educational
environments

closed

3d

Quantity or variety of
materials

no

none

none

Answer
Yes or
No.
Identify
Failure
Mode.

Step 3 directions for 3e-3i

closed
Functionality of the
Administration
classification evolved
into similar devices
such as the Newton
MessagePad, PDAs,
and iPads.Using the
PCI inflation
calculator, found new
devices such as 2010
iPad was 1.5 time
more than the Memo
Note 30 yet offered
potential of desktop
computer rather than
just 30
names/numbers.

Answer
Closed or
No

3e

Technical quality (Picture,
Sound, Overall)

no

none

none

3f

Content (Accuracy,
Coverage, Currency,
Objectivity)

no

none

none

3g

Design (Pace, Vocabulary,
Organization,
Effectiveness, Scope)

no

none

none

3h

Acquisition (Availability,
Cost, Recommendations)

yes

high

cost of the
Memo Note
30 was $80.00
in 1978

closed

3i

Qualitative input
(Remarks, Impressions,
Overall rating, Pupil
interest or reactions)

yes,
training
and
usage

moderate

due to lack of
use in
education, not
found in
educational
environments

closed

closed

closed

closed
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